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Abstract

Internet-of-Things (IoT) networks are composed of devices generating varying amo-

unts of data with diverse quality of service (QoS) requirements. Mission-critical IoT

networks aim to support applications requiring ultra-reliability and low-latency com-

munication interfaces. Fulfilling the application-specific QoS requirements becomes

challenging when network parameters change dynamically in IoT networks having

limited radio resources. The efficient use of available time and frequency resources

in these networks relies on choosing a network access mechanism, which controls

channel access when devices communicate over shared channels. The centralized

network access schemes cause additional latency due to the involvement of feedback

and control signaling overheads. Therefore, device-level learning-based distributed

network access mechanisms are essential for designing wireless networks supporting

mission-critical IoT applications. To design such distributed network access schemes,

statistical learning and multi-agent multi-armed bandit (MAB) learning are promis-

ing tools that address decision-making problems in dynamic environments.

This thesis aims to design distributed network access schemes for IoT networks in

which massive devices generate delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant data and commu-

nicate over shared radio resources. Firstly, we enable the end devices in multi-

channel slotted ALOHA-based networks to predict the retransmission limit ac-

cording to a given latency-reliability criterion. Secondly, we propose a statistical

learning-based grant-free network access mechanism for delay-sensitive IoT appli-

cations. The proposed mechanism employs a static resource allocation strategy,

enabling end devices to use their transmission history to predict different network

parameters. Thirdly, to improve the utilization of available radio resources, we de-

sign an adaptive network access mechanism operating in a semi-distributed manner.
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Under this mechanism, we propose a novel grant-free access scheme using a sta-

tistical learning approach that enables IoT entities to perform delay-sensitive and

delay-tolerant transmissions over dynamically partitioned resources in a prioritized

manner.

Finally, we propose a multi-agent MAB learning-based grant-free access mechanism

for ultra-dense IoT networks, where multiple base stations serve a large number of

delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant devices. The proposed mechanism enables the de-

vices to improve their base-station (BS) selection over time to maximize the number

of devices connecting to each BS when they meet a prescribed latency-reliability

criterion.

This thesis demonstrates that the distributed network access approach can efficiently

manage delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant transmissions over shared radio resources

in a dynamic environment. Moreover, this thesis opens new research directions in

designing device-level learning-assisted wireless networks to support heterogeneous

IoT applications.
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µTcon Expected number of epochs required to reach the stable state

µ
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Tcon

Expected number of epochs to reach the stable state under CMAC
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Internet of Things (IoT) networks are composed of a large number of connected

devices which generate and exchange data in varying amounts. The latency experi-

enced by data packets in IoT networks comprises deterministic and random compo-

nents, while reliability is defined as the probability of meeting a latency bound [1,2].

The quality of service (QoS) requirements, in terms of desired latency and reliability,

varies from application to application. Figure 1.1 shows a typical heterogeneous IoT

network where different applications require communication interfaces with diverse

QoS requirements. Industrial IoT (IIoT), a subset of IoT, aims to support Industry

4.0 applications [3]. Machine-type communication devices in IIoT networks generate

delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant data in periodic and aperiodic manners. Mission-

critical IoT (MC-IoT) networks aim to provide ultra-reliable and low latency com-

munications (URLLC) interfaces for transmitting delay-sensitive data and form one

of the three primary services in 5G and beyond wireless networks. Public safety,

remote sensing, automotive, industrial automation, telesurgery, intelligent trans-

portation, and smart grids are emerging MC-IoT applications. The performance

specifications of different mission-critical applications are described in [4].

The design of IoT networks follows a layered approach in which each layer performs

a set of specific operations and provides services to the immediate layer. The devices

in these networks generate short packets in which the size of control information is
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Figure 1.1: Heterogeneous network composed of multiple mission critical IoT groups.

comparable with the size of actual information. Therefore, the overhead caused

by the control information becomes significant as it introduces additional latency.

Consequently, the classical information theoretic principles for designing the physi-

cal (PHY) layer are no longer helpful. This fact motivates the research community

to redesign the transmission strategies for MC-IoT networks which can support short

packet transmission [5,6]. Simultaneously short packet transmission can cause phys-

ical layer security concerns, while the cryptography schemes used at higher layers

cause additional latency due to their higher computational complexities. Therefore,

instead of using the cryptography schemes, physical layer authentication mechanisms

are proposed for MC-IoT [7-9]. MC-IoT applications can encounter situations where

the channel changes very frequently. For example, due to mobility, rapid changes in

the wireless channel are observed in vehicular networks. On the other hand, smart

power grid systems operate under a relatively static environment. Thus, in order

to meet the application-specific latency reliability requirements, MC-IoT networks

must be capable of adapting to network changes.

The frequency and time resources available in IoT networks for uplink data transmis-

sion are small compared to a large number of installed devices. Moreover, the num-

ber of active devices at a given time is random. Therefore, fulfilling the QoS require-

ments becomes challenging when devices communicate over shared radio resources
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and network parameters change dynamically. Consequently, efficient network access

protocols are crucial in the design of IoT networks supporting mission-critical appli-

cations. In this regard, the centralized grant-based network access schemes dedicate

resources for data transmission to those devices that remain successful in a random

access channel (RACH) phase. Consequently, this approach results in significant

latency due to their inherent feedback and control signaling overheads.

On the other hand, the grant-free network access mechanism allows devices to trans-

mit their data over shared radio resources without going through any RACH phase.

This approach can avoid excessive control signaling resulting in latency reduction.

However, when multiple devices perform transmission over the same channels, the

reliability and the system’s overall performance are impacted. Thus grant-free access

methods with efficient retransmission strategies are required to enhance performance

by improving latency and reliability in MC-IoT networks [10-20]. Moreover, grant-

free non-orthogonal multiple access methods can further reduce latency and improve

system’s performance [21]. Furthermore, network slicing, software-defined networks,

and network function virtualization [22-31] are promising techniques to prioritize the

transmission of mission-critical traffic in the heterogeneous networks.

The 5G and future wireless networks will take advantage of the distributed comput-

ing, storage, and control services offered by edge-computing systems in the design

of different delay sensitive applications. These features of edge computing can lead

to provisioning a platform that is suitable for MC-IoT applications [1]. In this re-

gard, potential enablers for edge computing-based mission-critical applications are

discussed in [1]. Due to the distributed nature of edge-computing systems, it be-

comes possible to process data near the source. Thus edge computing can be used

to develop distributed decision-making mechanisms that will enable the end devices

and edge nodes to adapt to the network dynamics. Edge-machine learning and fed-

erated learning are among the potential enablers for edge computing-based MC-IoT

applications over wireless networks. Some recent works have proposed Federated

learning-based PHY layer enhancements for MC-IoT networks while focusing on the

energy and power optimization [32-36]. Therefore, distributed network access ap-

proach and device-level network exploration can play a significant role in designing

MC-IoT networks.
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1.2 Motivation

Through literature review, it is identified that supporting MC-IoT applications in

dynamic heterogeneous networks with a large number of devices is very challenging.

It is found that present works are primarily base-station (BS) centered that employ

centralized decision-making schemes, which causes additional latency and inefficient

use of resources due to periodic transmission of the control signaling. However,

minimizing the control signaling overheads is required due to the strict latency and

reliability constraints of MC-IoT applications. To this end, device-level learning of

network parameters can play a significant role in designing MC-IoT applications by

reducing the control signaling and computation burden at the BS. The knowledge

available at the end devices can help the BS allocate radio resources for delay-

sensitive and delay-tolerant transmissions much more efficiently [37]. However, the

on-device limited energy, computation, and storage resources need to be considered

while enabling the end devices to explore and adapt to the network dynamics.

Considering the uplink dominant IoT networks, it is identified that efficient adap-

tive network access mechanisms have to be designed to meet strict QoS requirements

when the available time and frequency resources are limited and the number of trans-

mitting devices changes dynamically. Moreover, adaptive network access approaches

are required to adapt to the network dynamics when the probability distributions

associated with different network parameters are unknown, enabling the end de-

vices to learn these parameters. Motivated by these facts, this research focuses on

designing adaptive network access mechanisms to support MC-IoT applications.

1.3 Problem Statement

Mission-critical IoT networks generate delay-sensitive data with diverse latency and

reliability requirements which makes meeting QoS requirements over dynamic en-

vironments a challenging problem. Moreover, these systems cannot afford the con-

trol signaling overheads caused by the existing centralized network access methods.

Therefore, we aim to design distributed network access mechanisms enabling end

devices to adapt to the network dynamics and meet the application-specific latency-

reliability criterion.
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1.4 Aims, Objectives and Research Questions

In this thesis, we consider the MAC layer of uplink-dominant communication in IoT

networks, where a large number of devices communicate over shared radio resources.

Both single and multiple base-station (BS) scenarios are considered, where each BS

is equipped with a set of non-overlapping and orthogonal channels. Time is di-

vided into slots, and active devices perform uplink data transmission to the selected

BS in a grant-free manner in each slot. We consider PHY-layer abstraction to the

MAC layer and focus on the random component of latency caused by the number

of retransmissions performed by an intended device for successful transmission. Re-

liability is defined as the probability that the number of retransmissions does not

exceed a given application-specific latency bound.

Under the context mentioned above, this study aims to explore the key enabling

mechanisms that can support MC-IoT applications in a dynamic environment. In

this regard, this thesis aims to achieve the following objectives:

• To enable IoT devices to explore the network using their transmission history.

• To design device-level learning-based distributed network access mechanisms

for MC-IoT networks operating under variable network load.

• To compare the performance of proposed distributed network access strategies

and the existing centralized network access mechanisms.

The following are the research questions this thesis addresses to achieve the objec-

tives mentioned earlier:

1. How can end devices predict different network parameters, including the re-

transmission limit, current network load, probability of successful transmis-

sion, and latency offered by the network?

Considering the multi-channel slotted ALOHA systems, a part of the first

research question is addressed in Chapter 3. The proposed mechanism em-

ploys a statistical learning approach, enabling the end devices to predict the

retransmission limit under a given latency-reliability criterion.

2. How can end devices help the BS in identifying different IoT groups in a
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heterogeneous network?

The second research question and the remaining part of the first research ques-

tion are addressed in Chapter 4, where a statistical learning-based grant-free

access scheme is proposed for delay-sensitive IoT applications. The proposed

mechanism enables the end devices to predict the current network load, the

probability of successful transmission under the proposed scheme, and the av-

erage latency offered by the network. Moreover, it is also demonstrated that

the BS can identify different groups in the network by allowing the end devices

to share their knowledge with the BS.

3. How can end devices utilize the available time and frequency resources for

delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant transmissions while avoiding additional con-

trol signaling overheads from the BS?

The third research question is addressed in Chapter 5 while considering the

industrial IoT, where devices generate delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant data.

In this chapter, a statistical learning-based adaptive network access mechanism

is proposed that avoids the excessive control signaling from the BS. It enables

the end devices to partition the channels into two disjoint sets so that delay-

sensitive and delay-tolerant transmissions are performed on different channels

in a dynamic environment.

4. How can end devices improve their BS selection over time to meet the desired

latency-reliability criteria in ultra-dense IoT networks where multiple base

stations serve a large number of devices?

The last research question is addressed in Chapter 6 while considering the

dense IoT networks where multiple BSs are deployed to serve a large number

of devices, generating delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant data. In order to max-

imize the number of devices meeting the desired latency-reliability criterion,

this chapter proposes a multi-agent MAB learning-based grant-free scheme,

enabling the end devices to improve their BS selection over time.
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1.5 Methodology

We aim to solve the research questions mentioned earlier by using a distributed

decision-making approach in which end devices can adapt to the network dynam-

ics and update the transmission strategies accordingly. In this regard, statistical

learning and multi-agent multi-armed bandit (MAB) learning are promising tools.

Statistical learning is the theoretical foundation of machine learning algorithms. Re-

cently, a statistical learning framework has been proposed in [38] for the physical

layer design of URLLC systems. This framework considers the situations when a

transmitter has limited knowledge of the channel’s distribution, and there can be a

mismatch between the model being used by the transmitter and the actual channel

model. The proposed statistical learning-based mechanism enables the transmit-

ter to update the transmission rate such that the desired reliability constraint is

met probabilistically. This mechanism proposes to use the average reliability (AR)

criterion for the URLLC systems where the transmission rate needs to be updated

frequently due to the dynamically varying behavior of the channel. At the same time,

the probably correct reliability (PCR) criterion is proposed for the URLLC systems

operating under relatively static environments. Thus, the device-level knowledge

acquired using the proposed statistical learning-based mechanisms enables the end

devices to update their transmission rate under different conditions.

On the other hand, MAB learning, a distributed machine learning technique, is

considered a promising tool for designing distributed network access and resource

scheduling mechanisms for 5G and future wireless networks [39-41]. The MAB learn-

ing operates in an online manner and enables end devices to learn different network

parameters and update their transmission strategies without requiring additional

feedback and control signaling from the BS. These features of MAB learning can

potentially address the research problems related to designing adaptive network

access mechanisms for MC-IoT networks.

This thesis aims to enable the end devices to explore the network by applying statis-

tical learning techniques to their local observations. The device-level observations

can be the outcomes of transmission attempts (success or failure), outage events

observed in a given time slot and any other relevant measures. Depending upon the
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transmission strategy and nature of the network under consideration. The observa-

tions available at the devices can be independent and identically distributed (IID)

and non-IID. The end devices predict different time-varying network parameters by

applying appropriate statistical learning mechanisms. The number of observations

determines the accuracy of the prediction. The end devices are assumed to have

reasonable computational resources and the power required to learn the different

network parameters. The mean square error (MSE) criterion is used to evaluate the

accuracy of the learned parameters. Moreover, a multi-agent MAB learning frame-

work is used to address research question-4 of this thesis, which incorporates the

multiple BSs scenario. In this regard, each BS acts as an arm while active devices

behave as agents. The devices are enabled to improve their BS selection over time

by performing an adaptive exploration and exploitation strategy.

The key aspect of the selected methodology is that the end devices learn different

network dynamics based on the locally available data. Since the observation sets at

the device level are updated regularly, the network dynamics are captured accord-

ingly. By enabling the end devices to share the learned parameters with the BS,

the devices can assist the BS in optimizing the resource allocation strategy to meet

the desired latency-reliability criterion. It is worth noting that instead of offloading

a large amount of data to the BS, the end devices only share the learned param-

eters, reducing transmission overheads caused by transmission power consumption

and time and frequency resource usage. This methodology can be more useful when

the BS cannot retrieve complete information about the network dynamics from the

received messages.
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1.6 Summary of Contributions

For the selected research direction, a comprehensive literature review is performed.

The literature review forms Chapter-2 of the thesis. The literature review helps

identify research gaps in the selected topic, formulating different research questions

accordingly. The key contributions of this thesis are summarised as follows:

• Firstly, we present a statistical learning-based retransmission mechanism for

the multi-channel slotted ALOHA-based systems. The proposed mechanism

enables the end devices to use their transmission history to predict the maxi-

mum number of retransmissions that can meet the application-specific latency-

reliability criterion. This contribution forms Chapter-3 of the thesis and results

in publication-2 as mentioned in section 1.7.

• Secondly, we propose a statistical learning-based grant-free network access

mechanism for delay-sensitive IoT applications. The proposed mechanism

employs a static resource allocation strategy and enables the end devices to

predict different network parameters by using their transmission history. Con-

sequently, the BS can identify different IoT groups in the network by using

the knowledge shared by end devices. Through simulations, we show that

the MSE in predicting different network parameters reduces as the size of the

transmission history increases. Therefore, the optimal size of the history win-

dow under the given accuracy constraints is also determined. Moreover, it is

demonstrated that the proposed device-level network load prediction mecha-

nism is more robust compared to the existing BS-level approach. This contri-

bution forms Chapter-4 of the thesis and results in publication-3 as mentioned

in section 1.7.

• Thirdly, we propose a novel statistical learning-based grant-free access scheme

for IIoT networks where devices generate delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant

data. The proposed mechanism prioritizes the delay-sensitive transmissions

and enables the devices to perform delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant trans-

missions over dynamically partitioned resources. Different parameters of this

scheme are predicted through a network exploration phase in which devices

transmit delay-sensitive data only using the grant-free access scheme with
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static resource allocation. Since the number of active devices varies dynami-

cally, we design an adaptive network access mechanism that enables the devices

to choose between grant-free access with static and dynamic resource alloca-

tion strategies according to the current network load. This mechanism offers

better channel utilization while meeting the application-specific latency bound

in IIoT networks operating under a dynamic environment. This contribution

forms Chapter-5 of the thesis and results in publication-4 as mentioned in

section 1.7.

• Finally, we propose a multi-agent MAB learning-based grant-free access mech-

anism for dense IoT networks, where multiple base stations serve delay-sensitive

and delay-tolerant devices. Delay-sensitive devices are prioritized to choose

the base stations with more channels in a probabilistic manner. The pro-

posed mechanism enables the devices to improve their BS selection over time

to accommodate the maximum number of devices that can meet a prescribed

latency-reliability criterion. Through simulation, we show that the proposed

MAB learning-based network access mechanism outperforms the random base

station selection strategy in which end devices do not employ any learning

scheme to adapt to the network dynamics. This contribution forms Chapter-6

of the thesis and corresponding research paper has been submitted to an IEEE

journal as mentioned in section 1.7.

1.7 List of Publications and Thesis Structure

Literature review is presented in Chapter-2. A part of the literature review is pub-

lished in the following group survey paper (ref. [101]):

1. I. Zhou, I. Makhdoom, N. Shariati, M. A. Raza, R. Keshavarz, J. Lipman,

M. Abolhasan, and A. Jamalipour, ”Internet of Things 2.0: Concepts, Ap-

plications, and Future Directions,” IEEE Access, vol. 9, pp. 70961-71012,

2021.

Chapter-3 of this thesis is based on the following conference publication (ref. [104]).

Improved results are also added in this chapter
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2. M. A. Raza, M. Abolhasan, J. Lipman, N. Shariati, and W. Ni, ”Statisti-

cal Learning-Based Dynamic Retransmission Mechanism for Mission Critical

Communication: An Edge-Computing Approach,” in 2020 IEEE 45th Confer-

ence on Local Computer Networks (LCN), 2020, pp. 393-396.

Chapter-4 of this thesis is based on the following journal publication (ref. [111]):

3. M. A. Raza, M. Abolhasan, J. Lipman, N. Shariati, W. Ni, and A. Ja-

malipour, “Statistical Learning-Based Grant-Free Access for Delay-Sensitive

Internet of Things Applications,” in IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technol-

ogy, vol. 71, no. 5, pp. 5492–5506, 2022.

Chapter-5 of this thesis is based on the following journal publication:

4. M. A. Raza, M. Abolhasan, J. Lipman, N. Shariati, W. Ni and A. Ja-

malipour, ”Statistical Learning-based Adaptive Network Access for the Indus-

trial Internet of Things,” in IEEE Internet of Things Journal, vol. 10, no. 14,

pp. 12219-12233, 2023.

Chapter-6 of this thesis is based on the following paper submitted to IEEE Trans-

actions on Cognitive Communications and Networking:

5. M. A. Raza, M. Abolhasan, J. Lipman, N. Shariati, W. Ni, and A. Ja-

malipour, ”Multi-Agent Multi-Armed Bandits Learning-based Grant-Free Ac-

cess for Ultra-Dense IoT Networks,” submitted to IEEE Transactions on Cog-

nitive Communications and Networking, 2023.

Section II of publications 2-5 contains the related literature review; therefore, it has

been added to Chapter-2 of this thesis. Finally, we conclude this thesis in Chapter-7

while highlighting the significance of this research work and some interesting future

research directions.

1.7.1 Thesis by Compilation Declaration

This thesis follows the thesis by compilation format. The required declaration form

signed by the graduate student and all co-authors is provided on the following

page.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Section 2.1 and subsection 2.2.1 of this chapter are published in the following paper:

I. Zhou, I. Makhdoom, N. Shariati, M. A. Raza, R. Keshavarz, J. Lipman, M.

Abolhasan, and A. Jamalipour, ”Internet of Things 2.0: Concepts, Applications,

and Future Directions,” IEEE Access, vol. 9, pp. 70961-71012, 2021.

Moreover, the literature review related to each contribution chapter of this thesis is

added under the appropriate sections of this chapter.

2.1 Introduction

Mission-critical communication-based Internet of Things (MC-IoT) networks put

stringent requirements on ultra reliable and low latency communication (URLLC)

interfaces, and higher system availability [42]. Communication in MC-IoT net-

works currently takes the form of machine-to-machine (M2M) communication, a.k.a

machine-type communication (MTC), where machines need to communicate with

each other to perform various delay-sensitive tasks. Remote sensing, automotive,

industrial automation, robot control, and telesurgery are among the emerging ap-

plications of MC-IoT networks. Moreover, mission-critical communication services

are also required in the systems that address situations where human life and any

form of infrastructure can be at risk. The M2M communication systems that do not

involve the mission-critical element and have massive connectivity are referred to as

massive MTC (mMTC) IoT networks [21].
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2.1.1 Important Applications of MC-IoT Networks

In order to protect citizens and infrastructure during disasters and emergencies,

different public safety organizations are put in place [43, 44]. The emergency first

responder is the most crucial entity in all emergency management agencies. Pub-

lic safety communication (PSC) systems used by these agencies for coordinating

teams and providing quick emergency response need to provide ultra-reliable and

secure communication links with a minimum latency such that the desired network

requirements are met [45]. In this regard, the aerial platforms that provide airborne

communication infrastructure are among the potential technologies to design reliable

PSC systems [46]. Public warning systems (PWS) also come under the umbrella of

PSC systems as they share many of the characteristics of mission-critical communi-

cations. A critical use case of PWS is the earthquake and tsunami warning system.

The interest in advancing PSC systems has increased significantly in the last few

years. Baldini et al. [43], presented a detailed survey on wireless communication

technology while covering the different aspects of regulatory, standardization, and

research activities in PSC systems. The main focus of this work is on Europe and

the USA. In [44], a comparative analysis of legacy and emerging technologies for

PSC is presented. Doumi et al. [45], discussed the use of broadband technologies

for public safety, considering existing LTE specifications. Gomez et al. [47], pro-

posed a software architecture design and a set of distributed protocols to meet the

strict requirements of PSC networks. The use of wireless networks in the mining

industry for mobility support, rapid deployment, and scalability within dynamic en-

vironments is another use case of the PSC system. Garcia et al. [48] discussed the

mission-critical requirements of PSC systems for open-pit mining, and a framework

is proposed that integrates mine and radio network planning.

Automated transportation systems are meant to provide mission-critical services

to self-driving vehicles, connected cars, road safety, and traffic management sys-

tems. These intelligent transportation systems can increase the efficiency of traffic

management agencies and provide numerous benefits, including a considerable re-

duction in the road accident rate. However, to make these systems realizable, the

stringent requirements of MC-IoT networks should be fulfilled. Vehicular connec-

tivity, termed V2X, is another use case of MC-IoT networks in which time-critical
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data exchange takes place under three different scenarios: vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V),

vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), and vehicle-to-personal device moving at pedestrian

speeds (V2P) [49]. Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), or drones, have potential us-

ages in many MC-IoT networks due to their inherent mobility features, flexibility,

and adaptive altitude [50]. Such UAVs-assisted MC-IoT networks can be used to

transport essential goods in emergency situations handled by the public safety and

rescue systems. UAVs can be part of cellular networks as new type’s network end

nodes and as flying base stations. UAVs as flying base stations can help increase

the coverage, spectral efficiency, and QoS in MC-IoT networks supported by cellular

networks. Fotouhi et al. [51], present a comprehensive survey of different types of

promising solutions for the smooth integration of UAVs into cellular networks.

Industrial automation involving time-critical processes requires highly reliable data

transfer links between sensors, actuators, and controllers and thus is an essential

application of MC-IoT networks. Detailed performance requirements of different

MC-IoT network applications are listed in [4]. In a typical factory automation

scenario, communication is primarily done between the local controller and sen-

sor/actuator, while repeaters can enhance reliability by providing spatial diversity.

Remote patient health monitoring systems and the use of remote robots for surg-

eries are potential applications of MC-IoT networks. Similarly, both augmented

reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) systems require very low end-to-end latency.

Another critical use case of MC-IoT networks is found in the smart grid, an ad-

vanced form of conventional power grid capable of remote monitoring and power

line communication [52].

2.2 Key Enabling Mechanisms for Designing

MC-IoT Networks

Several techniques have been proposed to design URLLC-based systems incorporat-

ing the physical (PHY), medium access control (MAC), and network layers [1,2,53-

55]. Short packet transmission, PHY layer authentication, and channel quality-based

selection of modulation and coding schemes are prominent strategies addressing the

design of URLLC-based systems. On the other hand, grant-free access for uplink-
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dominant IoT applications has gained considerable attention as a potential network

access mechanism for delay-sensitive IoT applications with a massive number of

devices. The resource utilization in the grant-free access approach is further en-

hanced by using non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) methods [21]. Moreover,

diversity-based techniques such as automatic repeat request (ARQ) and retransmis-

sion schemes enhance reliability in contention-based access methods. In the context

of network layer design, network slicing, implemented by software-defined network-

ing (SDN) and network function virtualization (NFV) techniques, is a promising

mechanism to address the problem of meeting the diverse QoS requirements in het-

erogeneous networks. Moreover, using edge and fog computing paradigms provides

the benefits of distributed computing, which help reduce overall latency in the com-

putational extensive IoT applications. Distributed computing further leads to the

use federated learning paradigm in the design of delay-sensitive IoT applications.

In the following sections, we review recent works proposed for MC-IoT networks,

which aim to enhance reliability while following the latency bound. Since this thesis

focuses on designing the MAC layer for delay-sensitive IoT networks, the literature

review is primarily MAC layer concentrated. We also present a critical analysis of

the existing works highlighting different gaps in the literature.

2.2.1 PHY Layer Considerations for MC-IoT Networks

Table 2.1 summarizes works related to PHY layer considerations for mission crit-

ical communication networks. For both licensed and unlicensed bands employing

URLLC, many promising PHY and MAC layer techniques are discussed in [55]. The

following techniques are among the PHY layer mechanisms proposed specifically for

MC-IoT networks to meet the associated URLLC requirements.

Short packet transmission

In contrast to conventional wireless communication systems, the traffic in MC-IoT

networks generated by different types of devices and sensors contains short packets

where the metadata size (control information) is comparable with that of the ac-

tual information payload. Thus, new information-theoretic principles are required

to design wireless protocols supporting short packets. The authors of [5] reviewed
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Table 2.1: Summary of Recent Works Addressing Mission Critical Communication.

Ref. Communication
Scenario

Challenges
Addressed

Reliability and Latency
Improvement Mechanism

[5] Point to point,
downlink mul-
tiuser, and uplink
multiuser

Short packet
transmission

Trade-off between coding rate
and packet length, data con-
catenation for multiple users,
trade-off between the proba-
bility of collision and packet
error probability

[6] D2D and cellular
modes with single
antenna users and
multiple antenna
base stations

Network avail-
ability for
short packet
transmission

Available range improvement
by optimizing transmission
duration

[7] Point to point Physical layer
security

Clustering based upon channel
estimates

[8] Uplink transmis-
sion: single antenna
users and multiple
antennas base sta-
tions over a line of
sight path

Physical layer
security

Feature based physical layer
authentication while consider-
ing the associated delays

[9] Downlink trans-
mission: single and
multiple antenna
base stations, single
antenna actuator
and multiple an-
tenna eavesdropper

Physical layer
security for
short packet
transmission

Blocklength optimization to
maximize the secrecy through-
put for different cases

[25] Vehicle to every-
thing communica-
tion

Slicing the
RAN and core
network for
V2X communi-
cation

End-to-end network slicing for
different scenarios of V2X
communication use cases

[26] Uplink multiuser RAN resource
management
for heteroge-
neous services
for 5G

Non-orthogonal slicing of the
RAN resources

[28] Mission critical
communication
between a server
and a mobile user

End-to-end
reliability for
high data rate

Software-based framework pri-
oritizing mission critical traffic
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information-theoretic principles developed for communication systems generating

short packets. These principles were applied in different communication scenarios

such that the control information is optimized for short packet transmission. Li et

al. [56] considered the transmission of short packets in the downlink of multiple-

input and single-output (MISO) communication systems where a BS equipped with

multiple antennas communicates with single-antenna users. This work addressed

the problem of optimal power and symbol period allocation in the targeted com-

munication scenario. Under a given finite block length, the authors presented an

approximate closed-form expression that serves as a lower bound on the average

data rate.

The probability that a network provides the required level of QoS is called network

availability, and in the context of MC-IoT networks, QoS is the set of desired reliabil-

ity and latency levels [6]. High SNR is required at the receiver to meet the stringent

requirements of URLLC in MC-IoT networks, while the SNR of the received signal

depends upon the range between the transmitter and the receiver. The authors of

[6] proposed a framework to optimize the available range and transmission dura-

tion in MC-IoT networks employing short packet transmission. The base station

was equipped with multiple antennas to enhance network availability, while the end

nodes have only one antenna. This framework can be used in different transmission

modes, including device-to-device, amplify and forward, and decode and forward.

Physical layer authentication (PLA)

Although the use of short packets in mission-critical communications systems can

lead to the satisfaction of the stringent requirements of URLLC, the impact of finite

block-length coding can cause serious physical-layer security issues. The PLA is

another promising way of meeting MC-IoT networks’ reliability requirements, em-

ploying short packet transmission without using cryptographic methods. A common

model considered in this regard is composed of three nodes. One node, called Bob,

needs to exchange information with the other node, Alice, securely. There is a

third node called Eve, physically distanced in the network, which can sniff informa-

tion being exchanged between Bob and Alice, and thus can send wrong information

to the communicating parties. PLA aims to provide information security at the
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physical layer such that interference from the undesired nodes can be avoided. A

PLA-based mechanism was proposed in [7] as a lightweight authentication in re-

liable MC-IoT networks. In this work, the receiver employed a Gaussian mixture

model (GMM) to make two clusters of the channel estimates, and based on this

clustering, it was enabled to predict the actual transmitter. The authors of [8] pre-

sented a queuing theory-based detection and delay performance analysis of a PLA

protocol for single-input multiple-output (SIMO) MC-IoT networks. This protocol

was investigated under different possible attack cases. The authors of [9] analyzed

the secrecy throughput of MC-IoT networks while considering single and multiple

antenna access points (AP) in the presence of an eavesdropper equipped with multi-

ple antennas and presented the corresponding latency-reliability trade-off analysis.

Through simulations, it was demonstrated that as the number of antennas at the AP

increased, the secrecy throughput increased accordingly. Along with securing the

short packet transmissions, the PLA-based mechanisms, which use radio frequency

authentication, have also been proposed for IoT device authentication [57].

The availability of the channel state information at the transmitter and receiver ends

plays a crucial role in optimizing the transmission power. Therefore, Li et al. [58]

considered the problem of optimizing transmission power for secure downlink trans-

mission of short packets in wireless networks where a single AP communicates with

a desired user. The authors proposed a mechanism to optimize AP’s transmission

power under different CSI settings. Moreover, this work employed an unsupervised

deep learning approach to numerically determine the optimal power control policies,

which outperformed the existing mechanisms. Along with securing the short packet

transmissions (covert communication), the timeliness, characterized by the age of

information (AoI), of a data packet needs to be considered in the design of such MC-

IoT networks where end devices need to share time-critical information periodically

[59]. Therefore, Yang et al. [60] proposed to jointly consider covertness and AoI

in the design of secure short packet transmission. In this work, under the additive

white Gaussian noise channels, the authors presented a closed-form expression for

the average covert age of information (CAoI).

Although MC-IoT applications involve short packet transmission requiring URLLC

interfaces, industrial IoT (IIoT) networks generate delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant
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Figure 2.1: A large number of IoT devices performing uplink data transmission over
shared radio resources.

data in varying amounts [3]. Moreover, some IIoT applications can require the

availability of low-latency communication links for relatively longer time durations,

e.g., the use of multimedia applications in IIoT networks. Therefore, the efficient

use of available time, frequency and computational resources is essential in IIoT

networks [61,62].

2.3 Centralized Network Access Mechanisms

As shown in Figure 2.1, IoT networks are assumed to be composed of a large num-

ber of devices. At a given instant, a random number of devices become active and

communicate with one base station (BS). The uplink transmission between the de-

vices and the BS is modeled as a multi-channel slotted ALOHA in which each time

slot carries a fixed number of resource blocks (RB), where an RB can be a time,

frequency or code-based source. In each slot, an active device selects one RB ran-

domly such that the selection is uniform across all available resources. If two or

more devices select the same RB, the transmission fails, and the colliding devices

attempt again in the next slot. Throughout this chapter, we use the terms resource

blocks and channels interchangeably. The exact value of collision probability in a

slot depends upon the number of active devices, available channels/resources, mul-

tiple access mechanisms (whether the system employs orthogonal multiple access or
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non-orthogonal multiple access), and the type of the receiver being used. Detailed

analysis of the collision-probability computation under different system models is

presented in [10-12,63].

The Long Term Evolution (LTE) and LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) technologies provide

a four-stage grant-based network access mechanism for communication over limited

radio resources [64]. In this approach, the IoT devices first undergo a random

access channel (RACH) phase which is implemented by using multi-channel slotted

ALOHA strategy [10]. In this phase each device transmits a preamble selected

randomly from a pool of available preambles. The successful devices are then granted

dedicated resources to transmit their data. While taking into account the case

where BS may not be able to distinguish between single transmission and multiple

transmissions (collision) over an RB, the corresponding probability mass function

is derived in [10]. Due to the inherent signalling overhead, the grant-based access

approach is more suitable for delay-tolerant transmission. At the same time, the

reservation of available resources in grant-based access methods makes it less efficient

for networks with massive IoT devices.

On the other hand, grant-free access avoids the long scheduling delays by allowing

transmissions over shared resources without going through a request-grant phase.

The grant-free access has gained considerable attention to support IIoT applications

in 5G, and future wireless networks [21]. Liu et al. [65] presented a comparative

analysis of different types of grant-free access schemes supporting ultra-reliable and

low latency communications (URLLC) services. This work considered three types

of grant-free access methods named reactive, K-repetition, and proactive grant-free

schemes. The reactive grant-free approach allows devices to retransmit their data

packets only if they do not receive an acknowledgment. On the other hand, under

the K-repetition scheme, the devices transmit K-replicas of a data packet without

waiting for an acknowledgment for the first transmission of the same packet. The

devices receive feedback from the BS after K-transmissions. Under the proactive

scheme, the devices can send maximum K-replicas of their data packet while getting

feedback from the BS against each retransmission. The round-trip time is defined

as the number of transmission time intervals (TTI) consumed during the transmis-

sion of a data packet and getting feedback from the BS. Each grant-free scheme
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offers different round-trip times and associated latency in this work. The authors

used latent access failure probability to measure the performance of each grant-free

scheme. The latent access probability corresponds to the event in which the latency

experienced by a device of interest exceeds the application-specific latency bound.

This work helps choose a particular grant-free access mechanism depending upon an

application-specific latency bound. In this regard, it was shown that the proactive

scheme provided better performance for relatively shorter latency bounds, while the

K-repetition scheme was more suitable for relatively large values of latency bound.

Choudhury et al. [13], proposed to transmit a fixed number of replicas of a message

by using either time diversity or frequency diversity approach. In a frequency diver-

sity method, a user transmits multiple copies of a message over different frequency

resources in a frame. While in the time diversity method, the user sends multiple

copies of a message over different time slots selected randomly in a slot over the

same frequency resource. For frequency diversity, selected channels can be distinct,

or some of the replications can be done over the same channel. On the other hand,

for the time diversity method, a deterministic number of replicas can be sent in

different frames, or after transmitting the first replica, the second replica is trans-

mitted probabilistically. The results showed that deterministic policy was better

than the probabilistic one. These diversity schemes provided higher reliability but

at the cost of complicated receivers, which can increase latency.

Abreu et al. [14], proposed a scheme in which URLLC users with similar traffic char-

acteristics are grouped by the BS. Users are grouped based upon the block error rate

(BLER). Each group uses a pre-scheduled shared-resource for single retransmission

if the initial transmission fails. The efficiency of this scheme is heavily dependent

upon the right grouping of users at the BS. Abreu et al. [15], proposed a scheme

in which active devices performed T attempts such that the first transmission was

performed on dedicated channels, while (T − 1) retransmissions were performed on

shared channels, and the receiver used successive interference cancellation (SIC) for

decoding messages over shared resources. In order to assign resources in the ini-

tial transmission, the BS should have the knowledge of number of active devices.

Otherwise, the system will not be able to use the resources efficiently.
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Chiang et al. [16], presented two schemes based on parallel transmission over shared

and dedicated resources. Both schemes assumed a SIC based receiver and allowed

single retransmission. In one scheme, an active device performed one transmission

on a dedicated resource, and sent a replica of the message over one of the shared

resources simultaneously. While in the second scheme, first transmission was per-

formed over shared resource. If BS remained unable to decode the message, second

transmission was performed over the dedicated resource in designated slot. Sig-

nificant control signalling is required in these schemes which can cause additional

latency.

Galinina et al. [17], presented a scheme in which an active device with a certain

transmission probability, sent single or multiple replicas over the shared channels in

one slot. In this work, an optimal control algorithm was presented that guaranteed

the minimal channel access delay by controlling the probability of transmission and

the number of replicas. For both cases of single and multiple transmissions, corre-

sponding practical implementations were also discussed. Probability of transmission

and the number of replicas were decided at the BS level.

Boyd et al. [18], proposed two frequency diversity schemes for URLLC networks

employing diversity slotted ALOHA. In each slot, diversity was achieved by the K-

repetitious of a message over M orthogonal channels. In one scheme, an active device

selected K channels randomly to transmit K replicas of its message. While, in the

second scheme, an active device performed K repetitions by using a deterministic

pattern of the orthogonal channels. In this work, a destructive collision model, and

maximum ratio combining based multi-user interference model were used to design

the receiver.

Astudillo et al. [19], proposed a standard compatible probabilistic retransmission

mechanism for cellular IoT. In this mechanism, the number of active devices was

estimated at the device side by counting the number of random access response

(RAR) messages and utilizing the access class barring probability, which was pe-

riodically broadcasted by the BS. If an MTC device remained unsuccessful in the

first transmission, it locally calculated a retransmission probability based upon this

estimate. The authors proposed two retransmission schemes. One scheme consid-
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ered the detected preambles while the other scheme used the collided preambles in

one slot. In both schemes authors used the expected number of collided devices to

evaluate the performance.

Gao et al. [66] proposed a distributed coordination-based grant-free access for het-

erogeneous IIoT networks in which massive IoT devices are deployed in a relatively

small geographical area. The QoS requirements for different devices were measured

in terms of the maximum affordable latency and packet collision probability. Three

different levels were defined for each of the QoS parameters. Based on these levels,

the devices were categorized as high, regular, and low priority. This work did not

assume any particular packet arrival model and used time-based access of a single

channel for uplink data transmission. In order to address the diverse QoS require-

ments, based on the priority levels, the devices were assigned different mini-slots in

a given frame.

Gao et al. [67] developed a centralized scheduling control for the grant-free access

proposed in [66]. Due to the large number of installed devices and their diverse QoS

requirements, centralized scheduling control becomes complex. Therefore, the pro-

posed algorithm utilized the neural networks approach for low-complexity schedul-

ing. Firstly, while assuming that information regarding the number of devices in

each category and protocol parameters was already available, the proposed algo-

rithm assigned time slots to devices according to their categories. Later, a deep

neural network-based scheduling scheme was designed to learn different protocol

parameters for any given number of devices.

2.3.1 Network Load Aware Medium Access Control

The optimal allocation of available time and frequency resources in a selected net-

work access mechanism is essential to meet the application-specific QoS require-

ments. The PHY-layer considerations play a significant role in adapting to the net-

work dynamics [68,69]. Along with the physical channel characteristics, the number

of active devices at a given time also impacts the resource utilization. While consid-

ering PHY-layer abstraction, the optimal number of retransmissions depends upon

the number of transmitting devices (network load), available resources, and nature
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of the MAC protocol being used. Most of the existing techniques either assume

perfect knowledge of the network load or rely on the BS to estimate the number of

transmitting devices to update the resource allocation strategy. Since the number

of active devices in a network can change over time, the optimal resource allocation

strategy being used should be updated dynamically.

Significant research has been done to address the problem of monitoring the net-

work traffic and optimizing the resource allocation strategies accordingly [70-73].

In these works, the access class barring (ACB) probability played a major role in

controlling network congestion. However, the network traffic-aware radio resource

management in the existing grant-free and grant-based access mechanisms is pri-

marily BS-centered and involves excessive computation overhead. Therefore, new

intelligent resource management methods are required for the uplink dominant IIoT

networks, which can avoid the computation overheads caused by centralized resource

management approaches.

Astudillo et al. [19] proposed a mechanism for Long Term Evaluation (LTE) based

cellular IoT networks which enabled the end-devices to estimate the number of

active devices in a slot by using the information regarding the number of detected

preambles at the BS in that frame. The end-devices can determine the number

of detected preambles by counting the number of random access response (RAR)

messages sent by the BS. This approach performs well as long as the BS is capable

of transmitting the RAR messages against all the detected preambles. In order

to perform the estimation under incomplete information at the device-level, which

happens when the number of transmitting devices is higher, Astudillo et al. [19]

proposed to use the value of Access Class Barring (ACB) probability. The ACB

probability is a function of the number of active devices and number of channels,

and it is broadcasted by the BS regularly. On the other hand, the computation of

ACB-probability at the BS involves estimation of the number of active devices.

Oh et al. [71] proposed a mechanism to estimate the number of active devices at the

BS in a given slot by computing the probability that a preamble remained idle in

that frame. The proposed mechanism required that the probability of having an idle

preamble is non-zero. However, for the higher number of active devices, the number
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of idle preambles in a slot can become zero with high probability. Moreover, due

to the channel impairments, an RB originally selected by one or more devices can

be erroneously detected as an idle one [74]. Thus, the accuracy of this estimation

method deteriorates in a dynamic environment.

For the framed-ALOHA networks, Jiang et al. [74], proposed an online supervised

learning method that enabled the BS to predict current traffic load. In this work,

the BS kept the history of idle, successfully decoded, and collided resource blocks

in previous and current frames to predict the current traffic load. This work also

incorporated the case where a detection error can occur, and a resource block can

be detected as an idle one with a non-zero probability. The proposed mechanism

outperformed the existing method of moments (MoM) and maximum likelihood

(ML) prediction techniques.

2.3.2 Energy Efficient Grant-Free Network Access

Although device-level learning and grant-free access approaches help reduce the con-

trol signaling overheads, the device energy consumption cannot be ignored in the

design of IIoT applications. The energy consumption aspect becomes more sig-

nificant for battery powered IoT devices installed in remote areas where battery

replacement is not that straightforward. Li et al. [75] proposed an energy con-

sumption model for MTC devices. The proposed model considered device energy

consumption in different phases, including sleep mode, data acquisition and process-

ing, synchronization, and data transmission. This model was then used to derive the

network lifetime and analyze network-level efficiency. It was shown that the average

transmission rate governed the device’s average energy consumption under the fixed

power allocation in different phases and data packet size. On the other hand, the

average transmission rate depended on available time-frequency resources.

Azari et al. [76] incorporated the device energy consumption along with the la-

tency and reliability in the design of grant-free access for the uplink communication

scenario. In this design, transmission power was one of the critical factors control-

ling the probability of successful transmission. The analysis in [76] assumed fixed

transmit power for all transmissions. However, under the identical PHY-layer char-
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acteristics, the diverse reliability requirements of traffic generated in IIoT networks

can be addressed by assigning different transmit power levels to different types of

transmissions. Moreover, under a dynamic environment, the adaptive power allo-

cation approach can potentially enhance the overall energy efficiency of grant-free

network access.

Al Homssi et al. [77] considered the uplink dominant IoT networks and used Shan-

non’s channel capacity-based-energy composition model for end devices. Using this

model, the authors derived lower bounds on the device’s energy consumption under

the unrestricted and restricted QoS scenarios. For each scenario, the authors an-

alyzed the end device’s energy consumption in different stochastic distributions of

the serving BSs.

Optimal power allocation is very crucial in every retransmission scheme so that

the desired reliability can be achieved with least amount of power. In type-1 ARQ

scheme, an active device can perform a maximum of M attempts to have a successful

transmission. If it remains failed in all attempts, the event is declared an outage.

Dosti et al. [20], proposed a power allocation scheme for type-1 ARQ protocol

employing short packet transmission. This power allocation aimed to minimize the

power consumption in multiple transmissions such that it maximizes the throughout

in the ultra-reliable region.

Choi et al. [78] proposed two grant-free access schemes named power domain mul-

tiple access (PDMA) and a rate domain multiple access (RDMA). Multiple users

shared a single channel in these schemes employing a hybrid automatic repeat re-

quest with incremental redundancy-based re-transmit diversity. At the same time, a

successive interference cancellation (SIC) based receiver is used. The PDMA scheme

allowed the end devices to choose a power level from available power levels randomly.

Under the RDMA scheme, the devices selected a transmission rate randomly from

several possible transmission rates.

Tegos et al. [79] presented two power domain non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA)

schemes for slotted ALOHA systems. In this work, one scheme used a SIC-based re-

ceiver while the other scheme performed joint decoding at the receiver. The outage

probability was utilized to obtain the average throughput offered by the proposed
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schemes over Nakagami-m and Rayleigh fading channels. The proposed schemes pro-

vided higher throughput as compared to the slotted ALOHA systems. Moreover,

the number of transmitting sources that can meet the desired QoS in the proposed

schemes was also higher than supported by the slotted ALOHA systems.

Gharbieh et al. [80] proposed a stochastic geometry and queuing theory-based op-

portunistic grant-free access mechanism for uplink data transmission. The proposed

mechanism enabled the IoT devices to transmit when their channel gains are above

a prescribed threshold, and the devices have sufficient energy stored to overcome

the path loss. This work assumed that the BSs and devices followed homogeneous

Poisson point processes for spatial distribution. The proposed mechanism aims to

enhance the utilization of energy harvested by the end devices.

2.3.3 Hybrid Network Access

Since traffic in IIoT networks has both delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant compo-

nents with varying amounts of data, the coexistence of grant-free and grant-based

approaches can potentially address these diverse QoS requirements. Therefore, Choi

et al. [81] proposed to enable the end-devices to perform a BS-assisted preamble-

based exploration phase prior to the data transmission. The exploration phase

was performed over the available channels, and it divides the active devices into

two groups of contention-free and collided devices. The available channels were

also divided into two subsets accordingly. During the data transmission phase,

contention-free devices transmitted data over the channels selected during the ex-

ploration phase. However, the devices in contention randomly chose a channel from

the remaining channels with an optimal access probability. This mechanism pro-

vided significant improvement in the conventional multi-channel ALOHA system.

However, in this design, the network access mechanism assumed that the number of

active devices followed the Poisson distribution with the arrival rate less than the

number of available channels. Consequently, future IIoT applications require more

robust network access mechanisms which can be operated under higher network

loads.
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2.3.4 Critical Analysis

Following are the key critical points and observations found in the literature pre-

sented in this section:

• The above mentioned works are BS centred and employ centralized decision-

making schemes where a central controller or a BS performs all the network-

level decisions, which causes additional latency.

• Due to the centralized decision making, the BS needs to transmit control in-

formation periodically, which results in less efficient use of resources. Thus, we

need to design such schemes that offer the least amount of control information.

• Moreover, in all these works, the analysis is performed either for single trans-

mission or a fixed number of retransmissions/replications. The limit on the

number of retransmissions needs to be adapted dynamically according to the

network conditions.

• In the reviewed literature, MTC devices are assumed to be co-located in a

common interference region. It is important to investigate the scene where

devices belong to different interference regions.

• The techniques presented in these works use iterative solutions that are time-

consuming and converge slowly. These iterative algorithms introduce addi-

tional latency in the processing of data at the BS. Thus, we need to devise

closed-form solutions that can help reduce the latency in MT-MTC networks.

• It becomes very challenging to meet the required latency-reliability criterion

when network parameters change dynamically. Distributed or decentralized

decision making can help reduce the latency by allowing the devices to adapt

to network dynamics. Hence, the network end-nodes must have the capability

of learning and adapting the network dynamics.
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2.4 Device-Level Learning-based Distributed

Network Access

The centralized network schemes rely on the feedback and control information trans-

mitted by the BS, which causes additional latency and under-utilization of available

time and frequency resources. Although the grant-free network access approach al-

lows end devices to transmit data over shared channels without going through a

resource reservation phase, simultaneous transmissions from multiple devices over

the same channel can cause collisions. Consequently, resource utilization is im-

pacted in the systems employing grant-free network access strategies. One possible

approach to improve the performance of these systems is enabling the end devices to

update their transmission strategies by employing distributed learning algorithms

[82]. In this regard, multi-armed bandit (MAB) learning is a promising tool for

designing distributed network schemes [39-41]. The key feature of the MAB learn-

ing framework is that end devices can explore the network independently and make

decisions to update their transmission strategies without requiring additional feed-

back and control information. Therefore, the resulting distributed network access

approach can enhance resource utilization and reduce latency. This section briefly

reviews recent works that use the multi-agent MAB learning framework in designing

distributed network access mechanisms. We also highlight gaps in the existing works

that motivated us to perform the research work presented in chapter-6 of this thesis.

Considering the heterogeneous networks, the design of an appropriate spectrum ac-

cess mechanism depends on how IoT devices are categorized in the network. There-

fore, Bonnefoi et al. [83] analyzed the potential usage of stochastic multi-agent MAB

algorithms for IoT networks composed of static and dynamic devices. In this work,

the static devices transmitted over fixed channels, while each dynamic device ran-

domly selected a channel, resulting in non-IID rewards. The proposed mechanism

improved the probability of successful transmission compared to random policies.

However, as the proportion of dynamic devices increases, efficiency of this mecha-

nism decreased. Choi et al. [84] proposed to use the power domain non-orthogonal

multiple access (NOMA) for the system model considered in [83] resulting in higher

throughput for both dynamic and static devices. Moreover, it was also demonstrated
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that allowing the BS to decide the rewards of active dynamic devices makes device-

level multi-agent MAB-based learning faster. However, the enhanced performance

of the proposed two-sided learning approach suffered from additional computations

at the BS and control signaling overheads. Since, the number of active devices can

change over time, the static channel allocation can result in lower utilization of the

available radio resources.

The QoS experienced by an intended device is significantly impacted by the number

of active devices and their locations in the network. Therefore, Avner et al. [85]

proposed a coordinated multi-agent MAB learning-based network access mechanism

for users experiencing different reward distributions. This work considered that

due to the different location profiles of each user, the same channel may behave

differently for different users. The proposed mechanism assumed that the number

of active users did not exceed the number of available channels. Additionally, the

coordination among users required feedback information, resulting in communication

overheads.

Gafni et al. [86,87] proposed a distributed learning-based spectrum access strategy

for wireless networks in which the available transmission rate over a given chan-

nel can vary for each user. In this mechanism, all users needed to estimate each

channel’s expected transmission rate through an exploration phase. Magesh et al.

[88] proposed an multi-agent MAB learning-based uncoordinated spectrum access

mechanism for heterogeneous networks where users can experience a different mean

reward for a given channel. Simultaneously, Youssef et al. [82] proposed multi-agent

MAB-learning-based uncoordinated spectrum access for networks with heteroge-

neous reward distributions while allowing users to choose more than one channel for

the uplink data transmission. In these works, when two or more users accessed the

same channel, the corresponding users receive zero rewards.

MAB learning has recently been used to design uncoordinated spectrum access

mechanisms for networks where users accessing the same channel receive non-zero

rewards. Shi et al. [89] proposed a multi-agent MAB learning-based information-

theoretic channel model incorporating collision-dependent rewards. This work as-

sumed that the number of channels is known to the users; however, the number of
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active users is less than or equal to the number of channels. Moreover, the number

of active users was estimated by using a sequential hopping protocol. On the other

hand, Bande et al. [90] proposed a stochastic multi-agent MAB-based spectrum

access mechanism that can generate a non-zero reward for the users occupying the

same channel. However, the mean reward became zero when the number of users

sharing the same channel was higher than a prescribed threshold. Moreover, the

reward distribution was considered to be homogeneous across all users. This work

can accommodate users higher than the number of channels. However, information

regarding the number of active users is broadcasted during each exploration phase,

which adds to the control signaling overhead. On the other hand, Magesh et al. [91]

proposed a stochastic multi-agent MAB-based decentralized spectrum access mech-

anism that supported both the heterogeneous reward distributions and non-zeros

rewards for the colliding users.

The multi-agent MAB learning-based uncoordinated spectrum access mechanism

supporting non-zero rewards for colliding users can be applied in uplink NOMA

systems. Therefore, Youssef et al. [92] considered the self-organizing networks where

multiple access points are deployed. This work addressed the problems of designing

multi-agent MAB learning-based uncoordinated spectrum access and distributed

power allocation in the targeted networks. In order to support the non-zero reward

for devices experiencing collisions, this work proposed using a power domain NOMA-

based uplink transmission approach. The exploration phase in [90-92] relied on a

users-grouping-based method to estimate the number of users sharing each channel,

which introduced an additional computation burden at the user level.

2.4.1 Critical Analysis

The above discussion highlights that device-level knowledge regarding the number

of active devices is crucial for designing the MAB-DMAC mechanism strategies.

However, existing works employ a dedicated stage to estimate the number of active

users causing additional computation burden at end devices. Although some of these

works classify devices as static and dynamic, the time-varying nature of the number

of active devices needs to be accommodated for efficient use of the shared resources.

Moreover, some of these works incorporate heterogeneous reward distributions for
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different users, which can address variations in the channel’s behavior for different

users. However, along with the channel’s physical characteristics, the diversity in

the latency and reliability requirements of different devices needs to be addressed

while using multi-agent MAB learning in IoT networks.

2.5 Distributed Computing Services for MC-IoT

Networks

It becomes very challenging to meet the required latency-reliability criterion when

network parameters change dynamically. The above-mentioned works are BS cen-

tered and employ centralized decision-making schemes where a central controller

or a BS performs all the network-level decisions, which causes additional latency.

Distributed decision making can help reduce the latency by allowing the devices

to adopt the network changes. Hence, the end-nodes must have the capability of

learning and adopting the network dynamics.

2.5.1 Edge and Fog Computing

Edge computing is an integral part of future wireless networks that enables dis-

tributed computing, storage, and control services at the network edge-nodes. These

features of edge computing can lead to provide a platform that is suitable for mission-

critical applications. In this regard, high-capacity mmWave links, proximity-based

computing, edge machine learning, proactive computing, and parallel coded com-

puting are the key enablers to achieve low latency, while multi-connectivity, task

replication, edge machine learning and federated machine learning (a form of dis-

tributed learning) can provide high reliability in edge computing based MC-IoT

networks [1]. In this study, we focus on edge machine learning and distributed

learning based systems.

Fog-computing is a distributed computing paradigm that aims to address the band-

width, latency, and reliability-constrained applications in heterogeneous networks

by providing cloud-like functionalities near the data source [93-95]. Mukherjee et

at. [93] presented a comprehensive survey highlighting recent works which use fog
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computing to design systems supporting MC-IoT applications. In this regard, fog

computing was proposed to minimize latency in healthcare systems, to design in-

dustrial wireless sensor networks supporting real-time applications, and to address

the problem of real-time vehicle tracking in smart cities [93]. Furthermore, consid-

ering vehicular networks, the growing number of vehicles equipped with intelligent

IoT devices makes it necessary to design vehicular networks where they can learn

and adapt to the network dynamics without depending upon additional infrastruc-

tures. Therefore, Hou et al. [96] proposed a vehicular fog computing (VFC) design

paradigm that used moving and parked vehicles as infrastructures for computation

and communication in vehicular networks, which can result in better utilization of

the available resources, enhance the overall system performance, and support the

latency-sensitive applications in vehicular networks.

Any device which has the required communication, storage, and computational re-

sources can become a fog node (FN). Fog-computing-based radio access networks

(F-RANs) proposed for 5G wireless communication systems enable collaboration ra-

dio signal processing (CRSP) at the fog and terminal layers [97]. The F-RANs are

composed of the terminal, logical fog, and cloud layers. The terminal layer includes

IoT devices, also called terminal nodes. The entities of the logical fog computing

layer come from the network access layer in the form of fog access points (F-AP)

to communicate with the terminal layer; and routers, switches, and gateways to

transfer data to the cloud layer, which is responsible for large data storage and com-

plex processing. Although F-RANs help reduce the latency, the communication link

between the terminal and fog layers (so called fog-things interface) becomes the bot-

tleneck while achieving the required levels of reliability in the fog-computing-based

critical IoT applications.

The growing number of vehicles equipped with intelligent IoT devices makes it nec-

essary to design such vehicular networks in which these vehicles can learn and adapt

to the network dynamics by themselves without depending upon the additional in-

frastructure. Hou et al. [96] proposed a vehicular fog computing (VFC) design

paradigm that used moving and parked vehicles as infrastructure for computation

and communication in vehicular networks. The VFC paradigm can better utilize

the available resources, enhance the overall system performance, and support the
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latency-sensitive applications in vehicular networks. In this regard, statistical learn-

ing is a promising tool to learn different dynamic network parameters in wireless

networks when complete information of the probability distributions associated with

the dynamic network parameters is not available [38].

2.5.2 Federated learning

Federated learning (FL) introduced in [98] is a distributed learning approach. In this

framework end nodes of a network learn statistical models by applying a particular

machine-learning method. These end-nodes share their knowledge of locally learned

models with the BS for aggregation, which generates a network-wide accepted model.

The whole process repeats regularly. In FL, learning is performed over decentralized

data, and instead of sharing the data-sets in FL, the end nodes share the updates of

learned parameters of a statistical model. The FL paradigm is more suitable when

training data is non-I.I.D, unbalanced, devices are massively distributed, and the

number of active devices at a given instant of time is small as compared to total

devices in the network. Due to the distributed learning nature of this framework, one

of the main advantage is the privacy. In FL the primary goal at BS is to minimize

an objective function generated by using the local objective functions [99].

Choi et al. [32], proposed to use multi-channel ALOHA (framed-ALOHA) in the FL

systems. In this scheme, during each iteration or update round, the BS allowed M

mobile devices to send their local updates to the BS using multi-channel ALOHA.

Each device, with its access probability, selected one of the M channels randomly

following the uniform distribution and transmits the local update. This work showed

that if access probability was less than e−1, the multi-channel ALOHA based FL

systems performed better than the polling method in which BS sequentially polled M

devices to get their updates. Since the performance of the proposed system depended

on the access probability, it was also demonstrated that the access probability can

be optimized based upon the availability of local updates, which can improve the

overall performance of a multi-channel ALOHA based FL systems.

Yang et al. [33], proposed an energy efficient transmission mechanism for FL-based

wireless networks. They presented an iterative algorithm to jointly optimize the
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energy and computation resources utilization in an FL system. Yang et al. [34], pre-

sented an analytical model for wireless networks employing FL in different schedul-

ing policies. These scheduling policies included random scheduling, round-robin, and

proportional fair. This work investigated the performance of FL assisted scheduling

policies under different regions of the signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR)

and other channel conditions in-terms of the convergence rate. Chen et al. [35], pro-

posed an FL based framework for wireless networks to jointly optimize the resource

allocation at the BS and transmit power allocation at the device level such that the

packet error rate was decreased. This FL-based framework aimed to decrease the

packet error rate by the joint learning and communication approach. Samarakoon

et al. [36], proposed an extreme value theory based FL framework for ultra-reliable

low latency vehicular communication. This work jointly optimized the resource al-

location and transmit power such that the network-wide power consumption was

minimized.

2.5.3 Critical Analysis

The above-mentioned recent studies on FL-based wireless networks primarily focus

on the resource and energy/power optimization aspects at the BS and device levels,

respectively. Devices sharing parameters of learned models with the BS over shared

media may undergo additional latency caused by retransmissions. However, these

works do not cover the overheads caused by particular medium access methods being

used in these systems.

Moreover, implementation of FL-based solutions in wireless networks faces four main

challenges [100]: Firstly, while applying the FL model in networks with a massive

number of devices, communication can be costly due to the large number of updates

being sent to a central BS for the training purpose. Secondly, due to the hetero-

geneity of the devices and their applications, the hardware resources may vary from

device to device. Thirdly, the variability in applications being used on these devices

results in non-I.I.D data. Finally, information privacy is also among the core chal-

lenges due to the fact that instead of sharing the raw data, the devices learn and

share the parameters of a model with the BS. Thus, the FL-based solutions being

implemented in MT-MTC networks should be capable of handling these aspects.
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2.6 Conclusion

The literature review presented in this chapter highlights different approaches pro-

posed to design MC-IoT networks. Moreover, critical analysis of this literature

helps us identify the gaps in the existing research works. In this thesis, we focus on

designing network access mechanisms that can meet the desired latency-reliability

criterion in the MC-IoT networks operating under dynamic network load. In this

context, it is identified that existing works that employ centralized network access

control strategies involve excessive control signaling and feedback information over-

heads. However, the MC-IoT applications cannot afford these overheads due to

their strict latency requirements. Moreover, it is also identified that, in contrast to

the grant-based network access mechanism, the grant-free network access approach

avoids the resource reservation stage. However, simultaneous transmissions over the

same channel can result in collisions that impact the system’s performance when the

network load changes dynamically. Therefore, to adapt to the network dynamics,

end devices need to be capable of exploring the network without requiring additional

feedback information from the BS.

Motivated by the identified research challenges in designing MC-IoT networks, we

aim to design grant-free network access mechanisms where end devices can learn dif-

ferent network parameters independently and adapt to the network dynamics with-

out relying much on the BS. To this end, statistical and MAB learning are promising

tools for designing distributed network access mechanisms. Statistical learning can

enable end devices to predict different networks by using their transmission history

in a probabilistic manner. On the other hand, when multiple BSs serve a dense IoT

network, the MAB learning paradigm can enable the end devices to improve their

BS selection over time while avoiding excessive feedback information and control

signaling overheads. In the following chapters, we present grant-free network ac-

cess mechanisms for MC-IoT networks that enable the end devices to adapt to the

network dynamics by exploring the network in a distributed manner while avoiding

additional control signaling from the BS. Chapters 3-5 consider uplink data trans-

mission over a single BS, while chapter-6 focuses on the uplink data transmission in

a dense IoT network where multiple BSs serve a large number of devices.
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Chapter 3

Statistical Learning-Based

Dynamic Retransmission

Mechanism for Mission Critical

Communication: An

Edge-Computing Approach

This chapter is based on the following conference publication. Improved results are

also added in this chapter:

M. A. Raza, M. Abolhasan, J. Lipman, N. Shariati, and W. Ni, ”Statistical

Learning-Based Dynamic Retransmission Mechanism for Mission Critical Commu-

nication: An Edge-Computing Approach,” in 2020 IEEE 45th Conference on Local

Computer Networks (LCN), 2020, pp. 393-396.

3.1 Introduction

Mission-critical machine type communication (MC-MTC) systems require stringent

requirements of ultra-reliable and low-latency communications (URLLC). Remote

sensing, autonomous transport, Industry 4.0, robot control, and telesurgery are

among the emerging applications of MC-MTC networks. In such systems, messages
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from MTC devices need to be delivered successfully at the base station (BS) within

a prescribed end-to-end latency of L (ms). From the physical (PHY) layer perspec-

tive, the concept of reliability is related to the packet-error rate (PER). However,

reliability can also be defined as the probability of satisfying a latency bound L (ms)

[1], and this notion of reliability is more useful while addressing URLLC require-

ments at the medium access control (MAC) layer and the other higher layers. If LD

is the latency experienced by a packet from an MTC device, and εr is the reliability

constraint, the MC-MTC system is required to exhibit Pr (LD ≤ L) ≥ 1− εr, where

Pr (.) denotes the probability measure. Future MC-MTC networks aim to achieve

εr ≤ 10−5 and L ≤ 1 (ms) [2].

Several PHY and MAC layer techniques have been proposed to design URLLC

based systems [2, 54, 55]. Short packet transmission and grant-free non-orthogonal

multiple access methods can reduce latency considerably [21], while the diversity-

based and retransmission schemes enhance the reliability [14-18]. It is identified

that present approaches are primarily BS centered and employ centralized decision-

making schemes where a central controller or a BS performs all the network-level

decisions, which causes additional latency. It becomes very challenging to meet the

required latency-reliability criterion when network parameters change dynamically.

Hence, the network edge-nodes and edge-devices must have the capability of learning

and adapting to the network dynamics. Moreover, current literature focuses on the

schemes which involve either a single transmission or a fixed number of retransmis-

sions and replications. However, in MC-MTC networks, the retransmissions limit

needs to be adapted dynamically according to the network conditions, which is the

main focus of this chapter.

Edge computing is an integral part of future wireless networks that enable dis-

tributed computing, storage, and control services at the network edge-nodes. These

features of edge computing can lead to provisioning a platform that is suitable for

mission-critical applications. In this regard, potential enablers for edge computing-

based mission-critical applications are discussed in [1]. This chapter considers MC-

MTC networks employing framed-ALOHA and uses an edge computing approach

to demonstrate how edge-devices can help the edge-node/BS determine the retrans-

missions limit. The following are the key contributions of this chapter:
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Figure 3.1: Framed-ALOHA based transmission over one MCR composed of N
frames.

• For MC-MTC networks employing framed-ALOHA, we present an edge com-

puting based statistical learning mechanism to predict the retransmissions

limit Nr, which can meet the desired latency-reliability criterion. A sequence

of (Nr + 1) frames is termed as a mission-critical round (MCR), and each de-

vice uses its history of previous J MCRs to estimate the collision probability in

one frame. This estimate is used to formulate a value at risk (VaR) problem to

predict the retransmissions limit under a given latency-reliability constraint.

Finally, each device shares the prediction of Nr with the BS.

• Through simulations, we present the performance analysis of a restricted

MCR-based framed-ALOHA system in which after the first successful trans-

mission, the device stops transmitting in the current MCR and attempts in

the next MCR if it has another packet to transmit. In this regard, we compare

the performance of a restricted MCR based framed-ALOHA system with the

diversity transmission-based framed-ALOHA (DTFA).

3.2 Retransmissions Limit Prediction

We consider a homogeneous MC-MTC network composed of W MTC-devices in

which, at a given instant, M ≤ W active devices attempt to communicate with one

BS. The uplink transmission between the MTC-devices and the BS is modeled as

multi-channel slotted ALOHA or framed-ALOHA, which is also used by Long-Term

Evaluation (LTE) during the contention phase [10]. As shown in Fig. 3.1, each

frame is composed of K channels or resource blocks, and a sequence of N = Nr + 1

frames is called a mission-critical round (MCR). All active devices begin to transmit

at the start of an MCR. It is assumed that an active device will always have a packet
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Figure 3.2: MTC devices sharing locally predicted retransmissions limit with the
BS.

to transmit throughout the MCR. In each frame, every active device selects one of

the K available channels randomly following a uniform distribution independently

from other devices. We perform the MAC layer analysis only while considering PHY

layer abstraction in which transmission fails if two or more devices select the same

channel, and the failed devices attempt again in the next frame. Upon successful

transmission, the device receives an acknowledgment from the BS and continues

to transmit in subsequent frames. The parameter Nr is the maximum affordable

retransmissions, and the value of Nr is determined at the edge dynamically.

An observation interval of Nh = JN slots spanned over J MCRs is considered. The

number of active devices in a given observation interval is assumed to remain fixed.

However, M can change randomly from one observation interval to another. The

end devices and the BS do not know the value of M and the associated probability

distribution. If processing and propagation delays are assumed constant, latency

(LD) is primarily a function of Nr. We aim to enable the active devices to estimate

the collision probability in one frame and then determine the optimal number of

retransmissions at the edge that can meet the desired latency-reliability criterion.

The number of transmission attempts an MTC device performs for a successful

transmission depends upon the collision probability in one frame. Given that M

devices are active, the probability that an MTC device of interest will collide with
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at least one of the (M − 1) devices in one frame is given as [11]:

α := 1−
(

1− 1

K

)M−1
. (3.1)

Since the devices do not know the exact value of M , they cannot use (3.1) to

determine the value of α. Therefore, the devices are enabled to estimate the value

of α by using the history of their previous transmissions. For that purpose, each

device keeps the record of its last Nh transmissions attempts in a vector Hm =[
A

(1)
m , A

(2)
m , ..., A

(Nh)
m

]
, where each element of Hm is an independent Bernoulli random

variable defined as:

{
A(n)
m

}
m=1,2,..,W
n=1,2,..,Nh

=

 1, collision with other device/s;

0, successful transmission.
(3.2)

The estimate of collision probability at the mth device denoted by α̂m is computed

as

α̂m =
1

Nh

Nh∑
n=1

A(n)
m . (3.3)

Risk sensitive learning and control is a promising tool to address URLLC related

problems [2]. We use the collision probability estimate (α̂m) to formulate a value

at risk (VaR) problem to predict the number of retransmissions the MTC device is

allowed under a given latency-reliability constraint. Let the random variable Xm

show the number of collisions faced by mth device before a successful transmission.

The random variable Xm follows the geometric distribution, and the probability

that a device undergoes up to Nc collisions before having a successful transmission

is given as

Pr (Xm ≤ Nc | α̂m) = 1− (α̂m)Nc+1 . (3.4)

Each retransmission adds to the latency experienced by a data packet in a given

MCR, and there exists a maximum value of retransmissions under the given latency-

reliability constraint, after which it will be too late to receive that data packet at

the BS. Thus, the retransmissions limit Nr can be found by computing the VaR of
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Xm as follows:

Nr (α̂m) = inf
Nc
{Nc ≥ 0 : Pr (Xm ≤ Nc | α̂m) ≥ 1− εr} . (3.5)

An optimal value of Nr that can meet the stringent requirements of the URLLC

will require that the collision probability is kept very small. Each device pre-

dicts the retransmissions limit Nr (α̂m), and shares with the BS as a part of its

data packet. As shown in Fig. 3.2, the BS keeps a record of the last update

sent by each device in a vector R = {Nr (α̂1) , Nr (α̂2) , ..., Nr (α̂W )}. After every

F number of MCRs, the BS broadcasts its updated retransmissions limit Nr =

max {Nr (α̂1) , Nr (α̂2) , ..., Nr (α̂W )} to be used by all the devices for determining

the size of the MCR, and the outage event, which is part of our future research

work. A device is said to be successful in one MCR if it has at least one successful

transmission in that MCR, and the probability of this event is given as

p(N)
suc = 1− (α)N . (3.6)

Figure 3.3 provides an insight into the number of retransmissions a system should

allow for different values of reliability constraint εr against the collision probability

α. It is interesting to note that a specific value of Nr can be valid for a range of α.

Moreover, due to the discrete nature of Nc, Equation (3.5) can yield same value of

Nr for two different values of (1− εr) valid over a range of collision probability. In

such cases Nr corresponds to retransmissions limit for higher value of (1 − εr). Since

each active device updates its history vector after each attempt, the BS captures

the increasing traffic load and updates value of Nr after every F number of MCRs.

Thus, the network adapts to the dynamic changes by learning the network statistics,

i.e., the collision probability.

3.3 Simulation Results and Discussion

Extensive simulations are performed in MATLAB to evaluate performance of the

proposed system. In Fig. 3.4, for εr = 10−5 and Nr = 3, the normalized mean

squared error (NMSE) of Nr (α̂m) is plotted against length of the history vector Hm
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Figure 3.3: Retransmissions limit against the collision probability for different values
of reliability constraint εr.

used to predict the retransmission threshold. The NMSE is defined as: NMSE =

MSE
[Nr(α)]

2 , and the mean squared error (MSE) is computed as

MSE =
1

Ns

Ns∑
n=1

[
Nr (α)−N (n)

r (α̂m)
]2
, (3.7)

where Ns = 10000 is the number of iterations performed to compute MSE against

one value of Nh, and N
(n)
r (α̂m) is the retransmission limit prediction in nth iteration.

As shown in Fig. 3.3, there exists a unique value of Nr (α) for a specific interval

of α. We pick three different values of α such that each corresponds to a different

value of Nr (α). For each value of α, the NMSE of retransmission threshold predic-

tion is plotted against Nh. It is shown that the NMSE of retransmission threshold

prediction decreases randomly when the value of Nh is increased and becomes stable

asymptotically when Nh is large.

3.3.1 Restricted-MCR

In restricted-MCR, all the active devices begin to transmit at the start of an MCR.

However, after the first successful transmission, the device stops transmitting in the

current MCR and attempts in the next MCR if it has another packet to transmit.
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Figure 3.4: NMSE of locally predicted retransmission limit Nr (α̂m) against length
of history vector for different values of collision probability.

The restricted transmission strategy helps reduce the collision probability in succes-

sive frames of an MCR, which results in latency reduction. On the other hand, in

the diversity transmission-based framed-ALOHA (DTFA) method, each active de-

vice sends one replica of its message in N frames of an MCR, such that in each frame,

it selects one of the K channels randomly. Devices may collide in some frames, but

they can also be successful in some other frames. This helps increase the number

of successful devices by reducing the overall collision probability. The analytical

expression for overall collision probability of the DTFA scheme is provided in [12].

We compare the performance of the restricted-MCR-based framed-ALOHA with the

DTFA scheme. The performance is compared in terms of the average successful de-

vices per round and the average retransmission for successful transmission against a

range of active devices. For the DTFA strategy, we consider the case where a device

is successful if at least one transmission remains successful in one MCR. As shown in

Figure 3.5, for the relatively smaller number of active devices, both schemes depict

similar behavior with respect to the average successful devices per round. However,

the restricted transmission policy outperforms the DTFA scheme under moderate

network load. When the network load becomes too large, the average number of suc-

cessful devices in both schemes approaches zero. Moreover, as illustrated in Figure

3.6, the average number of transmission attempts performed by a successful device
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Figure 3.5: Performance comparison of restricted-MCR based framed-ALOHA and
DTFA in terms of average successful devices with K = 20.
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Figure 3.6: Performance comparison of restricted-MCR based framed-ALOHA and
DTFA in terms of average attempts by a successful device with K = 20.

in the restricted-MCR is less than that of the DTFA method. Thus, the overall

average latency can be reduced by using the restricted-MCR based retransmission

scheme. (Please note that Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 are the improved versions of

the respective figures in the corresponding conference paper, obtained after fixing a

minor bug in the MATLAB code.)
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3.4 Conclusion

By using an edge computing approach, we present a statistical learning-based dy-

namic retransmission mechanism for MC-MTC networks employing framed-ALOHA.

Each MTC device in the network uses its history of the previous transmissions to

learn statistically the number of retransmissions it can afford such that the desired

latency-reliability criterion is met. In order to have a network-wide uniform value,

each device shares its knowledge of retransmissions with the base station (BS).

Simulations are performed in MATLAB to evaluate the performance of MC-MTC

networks employing a framed-ALOHA system for the case where each active device

can have only one successful transmission in one MCR, called a restricted-MCR.

For the same average successful devices in one MCR, the restricted-MCR based

framed-ALOHA system requires fewer attempts as compared to the DTFA scheme.

As future work, we aim to perform the analytical modeling of restricted-MCR-based

framed-ALOHA for MC-MTC networks.
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Chapter 4

Statistical Learning-Based

Grant-Free Access for

Delay-Sensitive Internet of Things

Applications

This chapter is based on the following journal publication:

M. A. Raza, M. Abolhasan, J. Lipman, N. Shariati, W. Ni, and A. Jamalipour,

“Statistical Learning-Based Grant-Free Access for Delay-Sensitive Internet of Things

Applications,” IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technology, vol. 71, no. 5, pp.

5492–5506, 2022.

4.1 Introduction

Mission critical Internet-of-Things (IoT) applications require ultra-reliable and low

latency communication (URLLC) interfaces to transmit delay-sensitive data. These

applications form an essential dimension of IoT 2.0 systems, which includes in-

telligent transportation systems, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), public safety

communication networks, telesurgery, smart grids, and Industry 4.0, covering smart

factories [101]. Different mission-critical applications can have different latency and

reliability specifications; some of those are highlighted [4]. From the vehicular com-
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munication perspective, different vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication use-

cases in which a vehicle communicates with other vehicles (V2V), with wayside

infrastructure (V2I) and with mobile users (V2P), can involve delay-sensitive data

transmission, which requires ultra-reliability [49], e.g., self-driving vehicles. Sim-

ilarly, intelligent transportation systems aided by the vehicular ad-hoc networks

(VANETs) aim to exchange safety-critical messages under strict latency and reliabil-

ity requirements. It becomes very challenging to fulfill the desired latency-reliability

requirements for the V2X based systems in heterogeneous networks.

Latency experienced by data packets in a wireless communication system is com-

posed of deterministic and random components. The information processing delays

at the transmitter and receiver determine the deterministic component, while the

delays involved in retransmissions and back-off phases define the random part of

the latency [2]. The reliability of a communication system can be affected by many

factors, including the time-varying nature of the wireless channel, different sources

of interference causing random changes in the signal to noise ratio (SNR) at the

receiver, type of a particular constellation being used, error detection and correc-

tion codes, and nature of the medium access control (MAC) mechanism [2]. In the

context of mission-critical IoT applications, reliability is interpreted as the proba-

bility of meeting the prescribed latency bound [1]. The real-time processing of a

massive amount of data generated by a large number of sensors in these networks

requires that the data be transferred from the source to the data centers within the

application-specific latency while ensuring desired levels of reliability. It becomes

challenging to meet these requirements in heterogeneous networks where different

groups of IoT devices can have different latency-reliability criteria and network pa-

rameters change dynamically.

For the optimal utilization of the available radio resources in heterogeneous networks

to meet the application-specific latency-reliability criterion, it is essential to know

the number of active devices and their latency-reliability requirements. The conven-

tional centralized decision-making approaches in which these tasks are performed

at the base station (BS) suffer from heavy computation overheads, which result in

higher latency. Therefore, the use of distributed computing and device-level learning

of network parameters can play a significant role in designing mission-critical IoT
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applications by reducing the computation burden at the BS. Fog computing is a

distributed computing paradigm that aims to address the bandwidth, latency, and

reliability constrained applications in heterogeneous networks by providing cloud-

like functionalities near the data source [93-95]. The growing number of vehicles

equipped with intelligent IoT devices makes it necessary to design such vehicular

networks in which these vehicles can learn and adapt to the network dynamics by

themselves without depending upon the additional infrastructure. Hou et al. [96]

proposed a vehicular fog computing (VFC) design paradigm that uses moving and

parked vehicles as infrastructure for computation and communication in vehicular

networks. The VFC paradigm can better utilize the available resources, enhance

the overall system performance, and support the latency-sensitive applications in

vehicular networks.

The choice of a particular network access mechanism plays a major role in meeting

the application specific QoS requirements. The grant-based MAC protocol in Long

Term Evolution (LTE) allows the IoT devices to transmit their data over dedicated

resources if they are successful in a contention-based random access channel (RACH)

phase. The RACH phase introduces additional signaling overheads, and the grant-

based protocols are suitable for a smaller number of IoT devices. In comparison, the

data transmission in grant-free network access mechanisms is performed over shared

radio resources in a random-access manner without requesting a resource grant. The

grant-free network access approach has many benefits over the grant-based strate-

gies to support the uplink connectivity for massive IoT, generating sporadic traffic

[21,102]. However, while achieving the massive connectivity target, the latency and

reliability can be compromised in the grant-free MAC protocols. Several retrans-

mission schemes have been proposed to enhance the reliability in mission-critical

IoT applications [15-18]. Another important constraint is the energy consumption

in critical-IoT applications. Since the IoT devices can have limited power storage

capacity, the design of energy-efficient grant-free MAC protocols is indispensable

[76].

While communicating over shared radio resources, the availability of knowledge re-

garding the number of active devices plays a crucial role in optimizing radio resource

allocation and to control the congestion efficiently [71,72]. However, in the absence
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of any feedback, the BS lacks the knowledge of the exact cardinality of collisions,

i.e., the number of users colliding per channel. In multichannel slotted ALOHA

(framed-ALOHA) based systems, the BS can estimate the number of active devices

in a frame by using the number of idle channels [71, 103]. However, for heteroge-

neous networks with dynamically varying parameters, tracking the number of active

devices at the BS gets complicated and less accurate under a higher network load.

On the other hand, in order to address the stringent requirements of URLLC for

mission-critical IoT applications in heterogeneous networks where network parame-

ters change dynamically, acquiring knowledge of probability distributions associated

with these parameters is equally essential [38]. In this regard, statistical learning

is a promising tool to learn the network parameters probabilistically in a dynamic

environment. Therefore, a statistical learning framework has been proposed in [38]

for the physical layer design of URLLC systems. In this framework, the authors

considered the limited channel knowledge and model mismatch to design a trans-

mitter that can statistically learn and adapt the transmission rate, such that the

desired reliability constraint is met probabilistically. This framework uses two nec-

essary statistical measures for URLLC systems named the average reliability (AR)

and the probably correct reliability (PCR). The AR criterion is helpful in a dynamic

environment, while the PCR approach is more appropriate for relatively static en-

vironments.

The above discussion highlights the fact that supporting mission-critical applications

in dynamic heterogeneous networks with a large number of IoT devices is very

challenging. This fact motivates us to use the statistical learning paradigm to design

such mechanisms where IoT devices can assist the BS in predicting different network

parameters and the associated probability distributions.

This chapter considers the MAC layer of the uplink communication interface in

heterogeneous networks. A large number of IoT devices communicate with one BS

over shared radio resources in a grant-free manner. This uplink communication

follows a framed-ALOHA-based restricted transmission strategy. Following are the

key contributions and novelty of this chapter:

1. We propose a statistical learning-based device-level network exploration mech-
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anism at the MAC layer for delay-sensitive IoT applications. The end-devices

are enabled to learn network parameters under a dynamic environment.

2. The proposed mechanism uses the information available at the devices in the

history of their previous transmissions and enables the devices to predict dif-

ferent network parameters. Consequently, the end-devices can predict the

number of active devices, the probability of collision in each frame, the av-

erage number of successful devices per round, and the average behavior of

random latency.

3. For the optimal radio resource allocation, the statistical knowledge of dynamic

network parameters learned by the end-devices is shared with the BS to iden-

tify different IoT groups present in the network. Consequently, the computa-

tion burden at the BS is reduced, which can reduce the overall latency offered

by the network.

4. Using the mean square error (MSE) criterion, the optimal size of the trans-

mission history window is determined under the given accuracy constraints in

predicting different network parameters.

5. The probability of exception is used to measure the robustness of the proposed

statistical learning-based device-level network load prediction mechanism. Re-

sults show that the proposed mechanism is more robust than the BS-centered

approach of [71] under the higher network load.

4.2 System Model

We consider a heterogeneous network composed of J IoT devices virtually parti-

tioned into G groups such that each group in the network contains IoT devices with

identical latency-reliability requirements. Each group of IoT devices can be part

of a particular mission-critical application generating short data packets. The pa-

rameter J is expressed as J =
∑G

i=1 
(i) where (i) is the number of IoT devices in

the ith-group, ∀i = 1, 2, ...,G. The total number of active devices in the network is

M =
∑G

i=1M
(i), where M (i) ≤ (i) is the number of active devices in the ith-group,

∀i. As shown in Figure 4.1, the active devices from different groups communicate
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Figure 4.1: Framed-ALOHA-based restricted transmission strategy over N frames
in the mth round of an observation interval of R rounds.

over K orthogonal shared resource blocks (RBs) for the transmission of their mes-

sages to a single BS in a grant-free manner by employing a framed-ALOHA based

restricted transmission policy. In this protocol, each time slot is composed of mul-

tiple resource blocks (RB), called a frame, and an RB can be a time, frequency, or

code-based resource. In each frame, an active device selects one of the RBs ran-

domly such that the selection is uniform across all the RBs and independent from

other active devices. If two or more IoT devices select the same RB, the transmis-

sion fails, and the colliding devices attempt again in the next frame. We consider

physical layer abstraction to the MAC layer in which transmission fails only because

of the collisions. We use the terms RB and channel interchangeably.

All active devices begin to transmit at the start of a round only, which is composed of

N -frames, and an observation interval of R independent rounds is considered. Upon

successful transmission, the devices receive an acknowledgment from the BS, and
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Figure 4.2: Network state: number of active devices in each frame of R rounds.

they stop transmitting in the current round. The restricted transmission strategy

helps improve the latency-reliability performance by reducing the collision proba-

bility in successive frames of any round. It is assumed that the size of the data

packet is the same across all the groups and can be completely transmitted within

one frame duration.

The value of parameter M can change from one observation interval to another. The

end-devices do not need to know the probability distribution associated with M . The

IoT devices capture the status of parameter M regularly in each observation interval

and share it with the BS, as explained in the next section. As shown in Figure 4.2,

the time index T representing the frame number can be expressed as a function of

the round number (m), and the frame number (n) as: T = (m− 1)N + n, where

m = 1, 2, ..., R and n = 1, 2, ..., N . Figure 4.2 shows the network state in terms of

the number of transmitting devices in each frame of the history window. While, the

number of transmitting devices in each frame of the mth round is defined as

Mm,n =

 M, n = 1;

M −
∑n−1

j=1 M
′
m,j, n = 2, 3, ..., N.

(4.1)

where M
′
m,n denotes the number of successful devices in the nth frame of the mth

round. Due to the restricted transmission strategy in each round, we have Mm,1 ≥

Mm,2 ≥, ...,≥ Mm,N ≥ 0, ∀m, and Mm,1 = M, ∀m. The number of transmitting

devices in a frame depends upon the number of transmitting and successful devices

in the previous frame. Thus, two situations can arise: for the first case in which

Mm,n−1 > K, we have (Mm,n−1 −K) < Mm,n ≤ Mm,n−1, and in the second case

when Mm,n−1 ≤ K, we get 0 ≤Mm,n ≤Mm,n−1.
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The latency-reliability requirements of the V2I communication interface can be dif-

ferent from other IoT devices present in the network. The number of active devices

also changes when vehicular IoT entities leave or exit the coverage area of a serv-

ing BS. Therefore, the proposed framed-ALOHA-based grant-free network access is

suitable for the V2I communication scenario in which vehicular IoT entities com-

municate with a common BS over shared radio resources under a dynamic network

load. Moreover, the proposed grant-free access with a restricted transmission strat-

egy helps end-devices reduce their energy consumption. This is because after having

a successful transmission, the corresponding devices stop transmitting in the current

round.

Due to the time-varying nature of the number of transmitting devices, it becomes

challenging to assess the feasibility of running a particular mission-critical appli-

cation in heterogeneous networks, and acquiring the statistical knowledge of the

network dynamics becomes essential. The following section demonstrates how the

end-devices can explore the network to learn different network parameters at the

MAC layer.

4.3 Device-Level Network Exploration

In this section, we present a statistical learning-based procedure to explore the

network at the device-level. The number of successful devices in each round Sm =∑N
n=1M

′
m,n, is a random quantity, as a statistical measure, we are interested in

getting the knowledge of average successful devices per round at the device-level

which is defined as

Sav :=
1

R

R∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

M
′

m,n. (4.2)

A related parameter is the probability of success per round (Psm) derived in the

Subsection 4.3.1, and it depends on the number of transmitting devices in each

frame of the given round. There can be possibly different patterns of the number

of active devices in each round; the quantity Psm can vary from round to round.

Thus, acquiring the average behaviour of Psm denoted by Ps is essential for network
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Algorithm 1 Device-Level Network Exploration

Require: K, N and R
Ensure: Θ̂, P̂s, Ŝav, µ̂L and R(i)

1: for m = 1 to R do
2: for n = 1 to N do
3: Select a channel randomly
4: Transmit data
5: if (success) then
6: Am,n := 0
7: Stop transmitting in current round
8: hm,j := −1; ∀j = n+ 1, n+ 2, ..., N
9: else

10: Am,n := 1
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: Predict Θ̂ =

[
M̂1, M̂2, ..., M̂N

]
from (4.16)

15: Predict Ŝav from (4.20)

16: Predict P̂s from (4.23)
17: Predict R(i) from (4.24)
18: Predict µ̂L from (4.30)

19: Share learned parameters Θ̂ and R(i) with the BS
20: Get the optimal R̂ from the BS
21: Update number of rounds R := R̂

exploration.

The third important parameter is the latency offered by the network. In this chap-

ter, we focus on the random component of the latency (L) experienced by a data

packet due to the retransmissions and its average behavior denoted by µL. For

mission-critical-IoT applications, a statistical reliability constraint can be defined

as: Pr
(
L ≤ L

(i)
max

)
≥ 1 − ε(i)r , where ε

(i)
r and L

(i)
max are the group-specific reliability

criterion and maximum affordable latency, respectively. Under the given values of

K and N , each group requires a minimum number of rounds R(i), ∀i within which

it can meet the desired reliability constraint probabilistically. This fourth parame-

ter R(i), ∀i is also learned dynamically at the device-level and, the end-devices share

their knowledge with the BS, which can identify the number of groups present in the

network. In summary, we aim to enable the end-devices to predict four important

network parameters
(
Sav, Ps, µL, R

(i)
)

so that the BS can utilize their knowledge for

the better utilization of the available resources.
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4.3.1 Device-level prediction of Ps and Sav

The only information provided to the IoT devices is the number of channels (K) in

each frame and the size (N) of a round. The number of transmitting devices (Mm,n)

in each frame of a round is not known by the BS and the IoT devices a-prior. In

order to explore the network, each device keeps the record of transmission outcomes

from last R rounds. When a device of interest performs a transmission in the nth

frame of the mth round, a Bernoulli random variable Am,n is used to show outcome

of the transmission as follows:

Am,n =

 1, Collision with other device/s;

0, Successful transmission.
(4.3)

The probability that a device of interest will have a collision with at least one of the

other transmitting devices in the nth frame of the mth round, is computed as

αm,n := Pr (Am,n = 1) ,

= 1−
(

1− 1

K

)Mm,n−1

. (4.4)

The probability of a successful transmission is computed as

Pr (Am,n = 0) := 1− αm,n. (4.5)

After having a successful transmission, the corresponding devices wait until the next

round. The successful devices can use any arbitrary value other than 0 and 1 to keep

the history of the frames in which these devices do not perform any transmission.

In this work, devices use −1 in case of no transmission. Thus, each element hm,n in

the history matrix H is defined as follows:

hm,n =

 Am,n, Grant-free transmission;

−1, No transmission.
(4.6)

Once a device has built its history of R rounds, it can predict different network

parameters as explained below.

As shown in Figure 4.1, all the active devices start transmitting at the beginning
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of a round, and each device can have only one successful transmission in a round.

So, the probability that a device of interest remains successful in the mth round is

computed as

Psm :=
N∑
n=1

(1− αm,n)
n−1∏
j=1
n>1

αm,j ,

= (1− αm,1) + (1− αm,2)αm,1 + ...+ (1− αm,N)αm,1αm,2...αm,N−1 ,

= 1− αm,1 + αm,1 − αm,1αm,2 + αm,1αm,2 + ...− αm,1αm,2...αm,N−1αm,N . (4.7)

All the terms except first and last terms of (4.7), are cancelled out and (4.7) is

reduced to

Psm = 1−
N∏
n=1

αm,n. (4.8)

Thus Psm can be computed by applying (4.4) in (4.8) and it gets the following form:

Psm = 1−
N∏
n=1

{
1−

(
1− 1

K

)Mm,n−1
}
. (4.9)

As indicated in (4.9), for the given values of K and N , the computation of Psm at

device-level requires knowledge of the number of transmitting devices (Mm,n) in each

frame of a round, and this information is not available at the end-devices directly.

Although, the number of active devices (M1,m) at the start of a round is assumed

to remain constant for a given observation interval, but the number of transmitting

devices in the successive frames decreases randomly, and the collision probability

varies accordingly. Thus, we have: 0 ≤ αm,N ≤ αm,N−1 ≤, ...,≤ αm,1 < 1, ∀m.

Consequently, the probability of a successful transmission Psm , can vary in different

rounds. So, as a statistical measure of Psm , we aim to predict the average probability

of success Ps in the given observation interval defined as

Ps :=
1

R

R∑
m=1

Psm . (4.10)
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By using (4.9) in (4.10), Ps gets the following form:

Ps =
1

R

R∑
m=1

[
1−

N∏
n=1

{
1−

(
1− 1

K

)Mm,n−1
}]

. (4.11)

The IoT devices can predict the quantities Sav and Ps by first predicting the num-

ber of transmitting devices in each frame. For that purpose, we define a parameter

vector Θ̂ =
[
M̂1, M̂2, ..., M̂N

]
, where M̂n is the prediction of Mm,n, ∀m, and ac-

cordingly α̂n is the prediction of αm,n, ∀m. We consider the case where the number

of transmitting devices in a given frame of all rounds represents a wide-sense sta-

tionary process, and the number of transmitting devices in the nth frame can be

predicted as E [Mm,n], and the corresponding collision probability is predicted as

E [αm,n]. However, due to the random nature of the number of failures in each

frame, the system can have huge number of states, and the computation of E [Mm,n]

and E [αm,n] becomes cumbersome for n > 1.

In this chapter, we enable the end-devices to predict the desired quantities Sav and Ps

statistically from the transmissions history matrix H which involves the prediction

of the number of transmitting devices and the associated collision probability in each

frame. The proposed prediction method uses the fact that all elements in the first

column of H are independent and identically distributed (IID) random variables,

and the maximum likelihood (ML) estimator of α1,m, ∀m is given as [104]:

α̂1 =
1

R

R∑
m=1

Am,1. (4.12)

Moreover, we can readily show that α̂1 is an unbiased estimator of αm,1, ∀m, i.e.,

E [α̂1] = αm,1, ∀m. We can determine M̂1 by applying α̂1 in (4.4) and it comes out

to be

M̂1 = 1 +
ln (1− α̂1)

ln
(
K−1
K

) ,
= 1 +

ln
(

1− 1
R

∑R
m=1Am,1

)
ln
(
K−1
K

) . (4.13)

When R is large, α̂1 approaches to αm,1, ∀m, and as a result M̂1 approaches
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Mm,1, ∀m. Thus, for the given round size, accuracy in the prediction of Mm,1 can

be enhanced by using an appropriate value of R. Since the failed devices from the

current frame transmit in the next frame of a given round, we use the average num-

ber of failures from the current frame as a prediction of the number of transmitting

devices in the next frame:

M̂n = M̂n−1α̂n−1, n = 2, 3, ..., N

= M̂1

n−1∏
j=1

α̂j. (4.14)

The corresponding average collision probability in each frame for n > 1 is predicted

as

α̂n = 1−
(

1− 1

K

)M̂n−1

; n = 2, 3, ..., N. (4.15)

Thus, the overall process to predict Θ̂ at the device-level is described as follows:

M̂n =



1 +
ln

(
1− 1

R

∑R
m=1Am,1

)
ln(K−1

K )
, n = 1;

[
1 +

ln

(
1− 1

R

∑R
m=1Am,1

)
ln(K−1

K )

]∏n−1
j=1 α̂j,

n = 2, 3, ..., N.

(4.16)

where

α̂n =


1
R

∑R
m=1Am,1, n = 1;

1−
(
1− 1

K

)M̂n−1
, n = 2, 3, ..., N.

(4.17)

The average number of successful devices in the nth-frame can be predicted as
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M̂n (1− α̂n), thus Sav is predicted as

Ŝav :=
N∑
n=1

M̂n (1− α̂n) ,

= M̂1 (1− α̂1) + M̂1α̂1 (1− α̂2) + M̂1α̂1α̂2 (1− α̂3) + ...+ M̂1α̂1α̂2...α̂N−1 (1− α̂N) ,

= M̂1 (1− α̂1 + α̂1 − α̂1α̂2 + α̂1α̂2 − α̂1α̂2α̂3 + ...+ α̂1α̂2...α̂N−1 − α̂1α̂2...α̂N−1α̂N) .

(4.18)

All the terms except first and last terms inside the parenthesis are cancelled out,

and (4.18) is reduced to

Ŝav = M̂1

(
1−

N∏
n=1

α̂n

)
. (4.19)

By using (4.17) in (4.19), Ŝav can be computed as

Ŝav = M̂1

[
1−

N∏
n=1

{
1−

(
1− 1

K

)M̂n−1
}]

. (4.20)

We can compute P̂s as the prediction of Ps as follows:

P̂s :=
N∑
n=1

(1− α̂n)
n−1∏
j=1
n>1

α̂j,

= (1− α̂1) + (1− α̂2) α̂1 + ...+ (1− α̂N) α̂1α̂2...α̂N−1,

= 1− α̂1 + α̂1 − α̂2α̂2 + α̂1α̂2 + ...− α̂1α̂2...α̂N−1α̂N . (4.21)

All the terms except first and last terms of (4.21) are cancelled out, and (4.21) is

reduced to

P̂s = 1−
N∏
n=1

α̂n. (4.22)

Thus P̂s can be computed by applying (4.4) in (4.22) and it gets the following form:

P̂s = 1−
N∏
n=1

{
1−

(
1− 1

K

)M̂n−1
}
. (4.23)
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Figure 4.3: Identification of different IoT groups at the BS.

We can see through (4.20) and (4.23) that both parameters Ŝav and P̂s are functions

of the predicted number of transmitting devices in each frame i.e., the vector Θ̂.

It is worth noting that the end-devices can predict Θ̂, P̂s and Ŝav by employing a

statistical learning approach that uses the outcomes of their previous transmissions.

The end-devices share the predicted network load with the BS as shown in Figure 4.3,

which can utilize this knowledge to optimize the radio resource allocation. Moreover,

the computation burden at the BS is reduced by allowing the end-devices to predict

the network load, which can result in overall latency reduction. This device-level

network exploration strategy does not require any additional assistance from the

BS except the values of N and K. Thus, we can use these features to design self-

configuring networks where network parameters change dynamically.

4.3.2 IoT-groups identification

For URLLC based systems, the reliability is defined as the probability of satisfying

a latency bound in a given network [1]. The heterogeneous IoT devices present in

a network can be grouped virtually based upon their application specific statistical

reliability constraints. This grouping of IoT devices can assist the BS to optimize

the radio resource allocation in conditions where network parameters change dy-

namically. The mobile vehicular IoT entities belong to the same group as long as

their latency-reliability requirements do not change and remain in the serving BS’s

coverage area. However, if they leave the coverage area, the total number of active
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devices changes, leading to changes in the resources required by different groups to

meet their application-specific QoS requirements.

For the system model under consideration, we develop a statistical learning based

strategy to identify different groups at the BS. This scheme involves the device level

prediction of the number of rounds required to have a successful transmission such

that desired statistical reliability constraint is satisfied. Each device shares this

statistical knowledge with the BS which can identify the number groups and their

latency-reliability constraints.

Our problem of identifying different groups at the BS reduces to predict the vector

parameter Θ̂ and P̂s at device-level. After predicting Θ̂ and P̂s the end-devices can

compute the optimal number of rounds needed for a successful transmission against

their group-specific reliability criterion ε
(i)
r , ∀i = 1, 2, ...,G. In order to do that, we

let the random variable X indicate the number of rounds that a device from group-i

executes to get its first successful transmission, i.e., the device remains unsuccessful

in X − 1 consecutive rounds before getting a successful transmission in the round

number X. The random variable X follows the geometric distribution. Under the

group-specific reliability constrain ε
(i)
r , the optimal value of X can be predicted as

follows:

R(i) = inf
X

{
1 ≤ X ≤ R(i)

max : P̂s

X∑
x=1

(
1− P̂s

)x−1
≥ 1− ε(i)r

}
. (4.24)

where R
(i)
max is related to the group specific maximum affordable latency. The value

of R
(i)
max depends upon the nature of the environment in which communication is

being carried out. If a device could not find an appropriate value of R(i) from

(4.24), this indicates that the current environment cannot support the particular

mission-critical communication application and the event is termed as an outage.

Since the IoT devices can predict the outage event; therefore we can design an

intelligent back-off mechanism which is part of our future research work.

As shown in Figure 4.3, each device shares the locally learned value of R(i) with the

BS, which uses this information to identify different groups present in the network

and also their latency-reliability requirements. In addition to that, the BS can
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determine the number of successful devices from each group. The BS can utilize the

information shared by the IoT devices to optimize the radio resource allocation based

upon the latency-reliability criteria of different groups in the network. Moreover, as

explained in Subsection 4.4.2, the BS uses the information of the number of active

devices to determine the optimal value of R such that the end-devices can predict

different network parameters under desired prediction accuracy constraints.

4.3.3 Device-Level prediction of average latency

When the number of active devices vary dynamically, the random component of la-

tency causes significant variations in the overall latency offered by the network. For

example, in V2X communication scenarios, the mobile vehicles can cause random

variations in the network latency. So, it becomes very essential for the heterogeneous

devices to evaluate the feasibility of executing a particular mission-critical applica-

tion in a dynamic environment. Acquiring the statistical knowledge of the random

latency can be very useful in this regard. The average number of retransmissions

performed by a device for a successful transmission is a measure of the average la-

tency (µL), and we devise a statistical learning method to acquire knowledge of µL

at the end-devices.

In order to have an analytical model for the prediction of average latency, which can

be used at the device-level, let the random variable Y show the number of rounds

a device remained failed before a successful transmission. Since we assume that

the number of active devices at the start of each round remains fixed for the given

observation interval, this makes all rounds independent of each other with a constant

average probability of success per round predicted as P̂s. Thus, the random variable

Y follows the geometric distribution, and the expected value of Y is computed as:

E [Y ] = 1−P̂s
P̂s

. By applying (4.23), the E [Y ] comes out to be

E [Y ] =

∏N
n=1 α̂n

1−
∏N

n=1 α̂n
. (4.25)

Now given that a device of interest remains successful in the round followed by the

Y failed rounds, let the random variable Z denote the number of retransmissions
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performed for the successful transmission in that round. Since the probability of

collision varies in each frame of a round, the random variable Z follows a truncated

geometric distribution with a variable probability of success in each frame. The

probability mass function (PMF) of the random variable Z is defined as

Pr (Z = z) =


1

1−
∏N

n=1 α̂n
(1− α̂z)

z−1∏
j=1
z>1

α̂j, z = 1, 2, ..., N ;

0, Otherwise.

(4.26)

We can readily show that
∑N

z=1 Pr (Z = z) = 1. While E [Z] is computed as

E [Z] :=
N∑
z=1

z Pr (Z = z) ,

=
1

1−
∏N

n=1 α̂n

N∑
z=1

z (1− α̂z)
z−1∏
j=1
z>1

α̂z ,

=
1

1−
∏N

n=1 α̂n

[
1− α̂1 + ...+N (1− α̂N)

N−1∏
j=1

α̂j

]
. (4.27)

(4.27) is reduced to

E [Z] =
1

1−
∏N

n=1 α̂n

1 +
N−1∑
z=1
N>1

z∏
j=1

α̂j −N
N∏
j=1

α̂j

 . (4.28)

Thus, the average latency in terms of the number of retransmissions per successful

transmission can be predicted as follows:

µ̂L := N E [Y ] + E [Z]. (4.29)

By using (4.25) and (4.28) in (4.29), we get following expression of µ̂L:

µ̂L =
1

1−
∏N

n=1 α̂n

1 +
N−1∑
z=1
N>1

z∏
j=1

α̂j

 . (4.30)

We can see through (4.30) that the end-devices are enabled to predict average la-
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tency present in the network by using the prediction of collision probability in each

frame of a round. On the other hand, as shown in (4.17), the computation of col-

lision probability in each frame requires the availability of knowledge regarding the

number of transmitting devices which is computed through (4.16). For the system

model under consideration, the average latency per successful transmission is upper

bounded by N

P̂s
, i.e., µ̂L ≤ N

P̂s
.

Remarks: An interesting insight of the PMF given in (4.26) is that the truncated

geometric distribution presented in [105] can be obtained directly from (4.26) as a

special case when collision probability remains constant in each frame. It is also

worth noting that when N = 1, (4.30) provides the expectation of a geometric

random variable that shows the expected number of retransmissions performed for a

successful transmission under constant collision probability, and the optimal number

of retransmissions under the given latency-reliability constraint is presented in [104].

Thus, the PMF in (4.26) can be useful in analyzing networks in which the probability

of collision varies as a result of the variable number of transmitting devices.

Algorithm 1 describes the steps of the proposed device-level network exploration

mechanism, and each active device runs the algorithm every R rounds. The BS

periodically broadcasts the values of K, N , and R to be used by the end-devices

as the inputs for Algorithm 1. Initially, the BS broadcasts an initial value of R

to explore the network. As explained in Subsection 4.4.3, the initial value of R

is selected such that the probability of exception in the network load prediction

remains negligibly small for relatively low to high network load. After executing R

rounds of the restricted grant free transmissions as shown in Figure 4.1, the active

devices predict Θ̂, Sav, Ps, R
(i) and µL. The devices share their knowledge of the

current network load with the BS, as shown in Figure 4.3. For a given network

load, the BS broadcasts the optimal value of R, which is computed according to the

desired prediction accuracy constraints, as explained in Subsection 4.4.2. Thus after

every R rounds, the end-devices update their knowledge of network conditions by

capturing the current network load, and the status of different QoS metrics.
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4.4 Performance Analysis and Comparison

In this section we discuss the performance of the proposed statistical learning-based

device-level network exploration mechanism. Since, for the given values of K and N ,

the only information available at the end-devices is the history of their transmissions,

the performance of the proposed prediction mechanisms under the given network

load is affected by the size of the history window. The value of R is also related to the

amount of time required by the end-devices to learn different network parameters.

So, in order to analyze the performance of the device-level network exploration, we

evaluate the MSE associated with the prediction of the parameters Sav, Ps, and µL

denoted by MSES, MSEP , and MSEµ respectively.

The MSE in the prediction of Sav is computed as follows:

MSES = E

[{
Sav − Ŝav

}2

| H
]
. (4.31)

Expectation is taken with respect to Sav defined in (4.2). By using (4.2) and (4.20),

in (4.31), the MSES can be computed as

MSES = E

{ 1

R

R∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

M
′

m,n − M̂1 + M̂1

N∏
n=1

{
1−

(
1− 1

K

)M̂n−1
}}2

 . (4.32)

The MSE in the prediction of average probability of success per round is given as

MSEP = E

[{
Ps − P̂s

}2

| H
]
. (4.33)

Expectation is taken with respect to Ps defined in (4.11). By using (4.11) and (4.23)

in (4.33), the MSEP can also be written as

MSEP =

E

{− 1

R

R∑
m=1

N∏
n=1

{
1−

(
1− 1

K

)Mm,n−1
}

+
N∏
n=1

{
1−

(
1− 1

K

)M̂n−1
}}2

 .
(4.34)
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The MSE in the prediction of average latency is given as

MSEµ = E
[
{µL − µ̂L}2 | H

]
. (4.35)

Expectation is taken with respect to µL defined in (4.37). In order to define µL, we

use the average collision probability in each frame for the given observation interval

defined as

αn :=
1

R

R∑
m=1

αm,n. (4.36)

By using (4.4) in (4.36), and replacing α̂n in (4.30) with the resultant expression of

αn, we get the following expression for µL:

µL :=

1 +
N−1∑
z=1
N>1

[
z∏
j=1

1

R

R∑
m=1

{
1−

(
1− 1

K

)Mm,j−1
}]

1−
N∏
n=1

1

R

R∑
m=1

{
1−

(
1− 1

K

)Mm,n−1
} . (4.37)

By applying (4.37) and (4.30) in (4.35), the MSEµ gets the following form:

MSEµ = E





1 +
N−1∑
z=1
N>1

[
z∏
j=1

1

R

R∑
m=1

{
1−

(
1− 1

K

)Mm,j−1
}]

1−
N∏
n=1

1

R

R∑
m=1

{
1−

(
1− 1

K

)Mm,n−1
}

−

1 +
N−1∑
z=1
N>1

z∏
j=1

{
1−

(
1− 1

K

)M̂n−1
}

1−
N∏
n=1

{
1−

(
1− 1

K

)M̂n−1
}



2
. (4.38)

Due to the random nature of Mm,n and M ′
m,n in each frame of the history window, it

gets complicated to obtain the closed-form expressions of MSEs through Eqs. (4.32),

(4.34) and (4.38). In this chapter, we compute them numerically by using the Monte

Carlo simulation method.
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4.4.1 Simulation results

The Monte Carlo simulation method is used to analyze the performance of the

proposed mechanisms for device-level network exploration. First, we analyze the

behaviour of different network parameters against varying network load. For differ-

ent values of N and K, we take a range of the number of active devices and use

R = 10, 000 number of independent rounds for the averaging purpose. The average

number of successful devices per round defined in (4.2) is plotted in Figure 4.4. The

average probability of success per round is computed according to (4.10) and plotted

in Figure 4.5. It is observed that for lower values of M , the parameter Ps does not

change much, and consequently, Sav increases. However, for the higher values of M ,

the parameter Ps decreases and Sav decreases accordingly. The average number of

retransmissions for a successful transmission is presented in Figure 4.6, where we

can see that the parameter µL increases slowly under the smaller values of M , and

rapidly under the larger values of M .
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Figure 4.4: Average successful devices per round with different values of K and N
against active devices.
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N against active devices.
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For IoT groups identification, three groups are considered with the respective reli-

ability criterion ε
(1)
r = 10−3, ε

(2)
r = 10−4, and ε

(3)
r = 10−5. The optimal number of

rounds required by these three different IoT groups to meet the required latency-

reliability criteria are plotted in Figure 4.7. It is observed that for the lower number

of active devices at the start of each round, due to the discrete nature of the param-

eter R, different groups can have the same optimal number of rounds against their

latency-reliability requirements. However, as the probability of success decreases

as a result of an increase in the number of active devices, different groups start

attaining distinct values of R(i).

The end-devices are enabled to predict different network parameters as explained in

Section 4.3. In order to analyse MSES, MSEP , and MSEµ, associated with prediction

of Sav, Ps, and µL, respectively, simulations are performed over a range of rounds

for different values of M by using K = 40 and N = 4. While Ns = 10, 000 iterations

are used for each value of R to compute the MSEs numerically. The MSEs of Ŝav, P̂s

and µ̂L are demonstrated in Figure 4.8, Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 respectively. It is

observed that for a given network load, these MSEs are decreased as the number of

rounds is increased. Thus, the desired performance of these prediction methods can

be achieved by using an appropriate value of R. In addition to that, as demonstrated
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in Figs. 4.8-4.10, when the number of active devices is increased, the IoT devices

need to use a higher value of R to maintain the desired MSEs.

Network exploration delay

The time required by IoT devices for network exploration also reflects the per-

formance of the proposed statistical learning-based prediction mechanisms. The

end-devices run Algorithm 1 to predict different network parameters after each R

number of rounds. Therefore, considering PHY-layer abstraction, the number of

rounds executed by the end-devices measures the time required to explore the net-

work. Since each round is composed of N frames, the network exploration delay is

NR frames, while the PHY layer defines the frame duration. We can see through

Figs. 4.8-4.10, that a higher prediction accuracy requires a larger value of R. In

other words, the end-devices would need more time to predict different network pa-

rameters if desired accuracy level increases. Moreover, when network load changes,

the required number of rounds against the desired prediction accuracy also changes.

Therefore, the network exploration delay is variable. In the following subsection,

we explain the computation of the optimal value of R under the desired accuracy

constraints.
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Figure 4.8: MSE in the prediction of average successful devices per round with
K = 40 and N = 4.
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4.4.2 Optimal size of the history matrix

From the perspective of mission-critical applications, the end-devices need to adapt

to the network dynamics in the least possible time. Since the end-devices have

limited power, computation, and memory resources, they need the minimum amount

of data (transmissions history) to predict different network parameters. On the other

hand, the prediction of these parameters should provide reasonable accuracy, which

depends on the value of R for the fixed network load. Thus, an optimal value of R

is essential to know so that the end-devices can learn different network parameters

while meeting the related constraints of time to learn, storage and accuracy. For

that purpose, we can use the asymptotic behavior of the above-defined MSEs against

R. Let ζS, ζP and ζµ be the acceptable MSE in the prediction of Sav, Ps, and µL

respectively, the optimal number of rounds can be obtained by solving the following:

R̂ = minR (4.39)

subject to :

R ≥ 1,

MSES ≤ ζS,

MSEP ≤ ζP ,

MSEµ ≤ ζµ.

Since the closed-form expressions of the MSEs related to different parameters are

not available, the MSEs are computed numerically for a range of R against different

values of the network load. These MSEs decrease monotonically when the value

of R is increased, as shown in Figs. 4.8-4.10. Therefore, for each value of M and

the given values of K, N , ζS, ζP , and ζL, the BS can have a lookup table to store

the corresponding unique value of R̂. Initially, the BS broadcasts an initial value

of R such that the end-devices can predict the current network load with a very

small probability of exception, as demonstrated in the following Subsection 4.4.3.

After receiving the information regarding the current network load from the end-

devices, the BS periodically broadcasts the optimal value R̂ according to the desired

prediction accuracy constraints and current network load. Thus, the end-devices
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can update the size of their history matrix accordingly. We illustrate the impact of

M on the computation of R̂ through an example. When M = 60, K = 40, N = 4,

ζS = 1, ζP = 0.001, and ζµ = 0.1, by using the MSEs plotted in Figure 4.8-4.10,

we obtain R̂ ≈ 650. However, for M = 80, under the same prediction accuracy

constraints, we get R̂ ≈ 2300.

The significance of the optimal value of R, denoted by R̂, has many folds. The

parameter R̂ can be used to determine the devices’ storage requirements and the

minimum time required to explore and adapt to the network dynamics. In addition,

the optimal value of R can be used to determine the energy requirements of the

IoT devices for network exploration. In this regard, for the given network load, the

transmission energy of NR̂ frames can be used as an upper bound for the energy

consumption in device-level network exploration. Since a change in the current

network load can impact the value of R̂, the energy consumption during network

exploration varies accordingly.

4.4.3 Performance comparison

This Subsection presents a performance comparison regarding the robustness of the

proposed statistical learning-based device-level network load prediction and an ex-

isting BS-level network load estimation. For the given size of an observation interval

R, the performance of the proposed device-level network exploration mechanism is

affected by the number of active devices Mm,1 present in the network. Thus, the

accuracy in the prediction of the number of active devices M̂1 plays a significant role

in improving the overall performance of the proposed mechanism. The computation

of M̂1 through (4.13), requires α̂1 < 1 so that we can have a valid argument for the

ln (.) function. We define exception as an event in which the argument of function

ln (.) becomes zero which corresponds to the case when α̂1 = 1. The probability of

exception ηM1 in the computation of M̂1 is obtained empirically as follows:

ηM1 :=
1

Ns

Ns∑
i=1

1
(
α̂
(i)
1 = 1

)
. (4.40)
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where

1
(
α̂(i) = 1

)
=

 0 if α̂
(i)
1 6= 1;

1 if α̂
(i)
1 = 1.

(4.41)

For the given value of R, (4.40) provides the relative frequency of the exception

occurring in Ns iterations (observation intervals) i.e., the number of times α̂1 gets

value 1 in Ns iterations, while α̂
(i)
1 is the prediction of αm,1 in the ith iteration, and

it is computed through (4.12).

We compare the probability of exception of the proposed device-level method with

the one presented in [71, Section IV-C] to estimate the number of active devices at

the BS. The estimation method in [71] uses the number of idle preambles in a frame

during the contention phase in LTE-A random access procedure. By following the

BS centered approach of [71], the number of transmitting devices in each frame can

be estimated as follows:

M̂ (BS)
n =

1

R

R∑
m=1

ln
(
Km,n
K

)
ln
(
K−1
K

) . (4.42)

where M̂
(BS)
n is an estimate of number of transmitting devices and Km,n is the

number of unused channels in the nth frame. This method works well as long as the

argument of ln (.) function is greater than zero i.e., Km,n > 0. However, when value

of Mm,n gets larger, the probability of having zero idle channels becomes significantly

large. Thus, an exception occurs when Km,n = 0, and the probability of exception

in this case is computed empirically as follows:

η
(BS)
Mn

:=
1

NsR

Ns∑
i=1

R∑
m=1

1
(
K(i)
m,n = 0

)
. (4.43)

where

1
(
K(i)
m,n = 0

)
=

 0 if K
(i)
m,n 6= 0;

1 if K
(i)
m,n = 0.

(4.44)

where K
(i)
m,n is the number of idle channels in the nth frame for the ith iteration.
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For the given value of R, (4.43) provides the relative frequency of the exception

occurring in Ns iterations (observation intervals) i.e., the number of times Km,n gets

value 0 in Ns iterations.

In Figure 4.11, we have demonstrated ηM1 and η
(BS)
M1

against a range of number of

transmitting devices for different values of R with K = 40 and N = 4. For each value

of M , we performed Ns = 2500 iterations to compute the probability of exception

empirically. It is observed that both ηM1 and η
(BS)
M1

are extremely small for a low

to moderate network load. However, as the number of active devices is increased

further, η
(BS)
M1

becomes significantly large as compared to ηM1 . Moreover, for the

given network load, ηM1 is further reduced by increasing value of R. In contrast to

that, the computation of M̂
(BS)
m,n only depends upon the number of idle channels in a

frame, and increasing value of R does not reduce the probability of exception η
(BS)
M1

.

Hence, the proposed statistical learning-based device-level network load prediction

mechanism is more robust than the BS-centered approach in an environment where

a large number of IoT devices communicate with a single BS over limited shared

resources.
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of the probability of exception in the estimation of M
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The above discussion highlights that the proposed statistical learning-based network

exploration mechanism enables the IoT devices to get an insight of the network

condition by predicting Sav, Ps, µL, and R(i). At the same time, a variation in

the number of active devices impacts these network parameters. Therefore, the

significance of the knowledge regarding the number of active devices available at

the end-devices is further strengthened. It is noteworthy that any change in the

number of active devices can be tracked and adapted accordingly by the IoT devices

as long as that change remains stable for at least R̂ number of rounds. This feature

can be used to design adaptive networks in which end-devices can learn the network

dynamics with the least amount of data according to the desired accuracy. Since the

BS utilizes information provided by the end-devices, this approach can yield overall

latency reduction by reducing the computational overheads at the BS. Therefore, the

proposed grant-free access can also improve the energy consumption in the energy-

constrained delay-sensitive IoT applications.

4.5 Conclusion

Providing the URLLC interfaces for mission-critical IoT applications in dynamic

heterogeneous networks is challenging, and vehicular communication is an impor-

tant use case of such systems. Statistical learning is a promising tool for predicting

dynamically varying parameters and learning associated probability distributions in

heterogeneous networks. At the same time, the device-level network exploration

can reduce the computation overheads at the BS, which results in overall latency

reduction. This chapter presents a statistical learning-based network exploration

mechanism for heterogeneous mission-critical-IoT applications employing framed

ALOHA-based restricted transmission strategy, enhancing reliability. The proposed

grant-free network access mechanism is beneficial for designing heterogeneous net-

works in which mobile vehicular IoT entities communicate with other IoT devices

over shared radio resources. The work presented in this chapter enables the end

devices to use their transmission history to predict different dynamic parameters

in a probabilistic manner. Through simulations, the performance of the proposed

prediction mechanisms is evaluated, and the optimal size of the history matrix is
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determined, enabling the end-devices to explore the network under the given accu-

racy constraints. Compared to the BS-centered approach, the device-level statistical

learning-based network load prediction mechanism proposed in this chapter is more

robust against heavy network load.

This work can open new research avenues in on-device intelligence for 5G and be-

yond wireless communication systems. In this regard, as future research work, we

aim to extend the current approach for fully decentralized heterogeneous networks

while covering device-assisted radio resource management. Moreover, we also aim to

design an intelligent back-off algorithm that can be executed by the IoT devices in

case of an outage event. Furthermore, the radio channel’s condition plays a crucial

role in meeting the desired QoS in wireless networks. Therefore, extending the pro-

posed work by considering the channel’s behavior can lead to an interesting future

research direction.
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Chapter 5

Statistical Learning-Based

Adaptive Network Access for the

Industrial Internet of Things

This chapter is based on the following journal publication:

M. A. Raza, M. Abolhasan, J. Lipman, N. Shariati, W. Ni and A. Jamalipour,

”Statistical Learning-based Adaptive Network Access for the Industrial Internet of

Things,” in IEEE Internet of Things Journal, vol. 10, no. 14, pp. 12219-12233,

2023.

5.1 Introduction

Future wireless networks are envisioned to support Industrial Internet of Things

(IIoT) applications that generate network traffic with diverse quality of service (QoS)

requirements [3, 61, 101]. Massive machine type communication (MTC) devices de-

ployed in the industrial environment generate delay-sensitive, and delay-tolerant

data in cyclic and acyclic manners [3]. Latency requirements for different industrial

process automation applications, including safety, control, and monitoring, are de-

scribed in [106]. Delay-sensitive data needs to be delivered under strict latency and

reliability constraints compared to the transmission of delay-tolerant data. More-

over, the amount of data being generated can vary from application to application.
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The use of automated guided vehicles and mobile robots has gained considerable

attention in industrial operations, including warehouse operations [107]. IIoT net-

works are used to operate the unmanned vehicles performing time-sensitive (TS) and

non-TS tasks in smart warehouses [62]. Furthermore, vehicular IoT entities generate

maintenance-critical (delay-sensitive) and maintenance non-critical (delay-tolerant)

data of significantly different amounts [108]. The use of multimedia applications in

IIoT networks requires the availability of low latency communication links to trans-

mit large amounts of delay-sensitive data. Along with the latency and reliability,

the number of successful delay-sensitive transmissions per second and the portions

of the bandwidth and computing resources available for delay-tolerant transmission

are among the key performance indicators of IIoT networks [61, 62]. Fulfillment of

application-specific diverse QoS requirements is challenging when communication

is performed over limited radio resources and different network parameters change

dynamically [109].

Long Term Evolution (LTE) and LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) technologies provide a

four-stage grant-based network access mechanism for communication over limited

radio resources [64]. In this approach, the devices first undergo a random access

channel (RACH) phase where each device transmits a preamble selected randomly

from a pool of available preambles. Collisions happen when multiple devices select

the same preamble resulting in RACH failures. The successful devices are granted

dedicated resources to transmit their data. Implementing appropriate transmit

power control and back-off strategies in successive RACH attempts can improve

the probability of success in the RACH phase [110]. However, due to the inherent

control signaling overheads, the grant-based network access approach is more suit-

able for delay-tolerant transmission. Moreover, the reservation of available resources

in grant-based access methods makes it less efficient for networks with massive de-

vices. On the other hand, grant-free access avoids long scheduling delays by allowing

transmissions over shared resources without going through a request-grant phase.

Grant-free access has gained considerable attention to support IIoT applications in

5G and future wireless networks [21]. However, simultaneous transmissions from

two or more devices over the same channel can impact the system efficiency and

the reliability of delay-sensitive data transmission. Therefore, to evaluate the per-
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formance of a particular grant-free access mechanism, both the latency and channel

utilization need to be considered.

While communicating over shared radio resources, the number of active devices is

one of the critical factors that govern the behavior of the random component of

latency experienced by a data packet. Since the number of active devices in IIoT

networks can change over time, we can exploit this change to accommodate the

transmission of delay-tolerant data resulting in enhanced utilization of the available

shared radio resources. Thus when the network load is at a level where transmis-

sion of delay-tolerant data does not impact the QoS of delay-sensitive data, the

devices can utilize the available resources for the delay-tolerant transmissions. Such

an effort would require an adaptive network access mechanism in which end de-

vices can utilize their transmission history to predict the corresponding latency and

resource utilization of the network access mechanism under variable network load.

Moreover, to avoid the control signaling overheads, end devices need to be able

to partition the available resources to accommodate two different types of network

traffic without requiring additional feedback information from the BS. The design

of such semi-distributed adaptive network access mechanisms involving dynamic re-

source allocation is challenging under time-varying network conditions. Therefore,

distributed computing needs to be explored to address IIoT applications where a

large number of devices generate delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant data in a dy-

namic environment.

The above discussion indicates that the adaptive network access mechanism and

device-level learning approach are crucial in designing IIoT networks under limited

radio resources and variable network load. The need for adaptive network access

approaches is further strengthened when the probability distribution of the time-

varying network load is unknown. Moreover, the proportions of the available time,

frequency, and energy resources consumed to provide control information to mas-

sive end devices become more significant in the BS-centered resource management

approaches. On the one hand, existing physical layer enhancements combat the

channel’s time-varying nature to provide the desired application-specific QoS re-

quirements. On the other hand, statistical learning can be used at the MAC layer

to potentially address the problem of adaptive network access to support IoT appli-
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cations with diverse latency-reliability constraints [38,111].

In this chapter, inspired by the need for adaptive network access mechanisms for

future IIoT applications, we consider the uplink dominant IIoT networks employing

grant-free access. The large number of devices in these networks generate delay-

sensitive and delay-tolerant data in random and deterministic manners with varying

amounts and diverse QoS requirements. We aim to design a statistical learning-

based semi-distributed adaptive network access mechanism that can enable devices

to adapt to the network dynamics with limited assistance from the BS. For that

purpose, we address the challenge of device-level resource partitioning to accommo-

date delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant transmissions in IIoT networks. The required

parameters related to the device-level resource partitioning are obtained through a

statistical learning based-Network Exploration Phase designed in Chapter 4, which

is based on [111]. The key contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows:

• We propose a statistical learning-based novel grant-free access scheme in which

end devices are enabled to dynamically partition the available channels for

two different types of transmissions. The proposed scheme prioritizes delay-

sensitive transmissions over delay-tolerant transmissions and provides an al-

most constant collision probability for delay-sensitive transmissions in each

slot.

• We design an adaptive network access mechanism that enables end devices to

choose between the grant-free access schemes with fixed and dynamic resource

allocations under dynamically varying network load. The devices are also

enabled to predict outages where current network load is too high to meet

desired latency bound for delay-sensitive data, and devices perform a random

back-off.

• The proposed adaptive network access operates in a semi-distributed manner

and relies on the transmission history of end devices. It avoids additional

feedback information from the BS, reducing control signaling overheads while

efficiently managing transmission of different types of network traffic in a dy-

namic environment.

Through simulations, we show that average latency and channel utilization vary in
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Figure 5.1: IoT devices in an industrial environment generating delay-sensitive and
delay-tolerant data and communicating with a single BS over shared radio resources
in a grant-free manner.

different access mechanisms under the given network load. Therefore, the device-

level decision-making capability enables end devices to adapt to the network dy-

namics and efficiently utilize available radio resources.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: The system model is described in

Section 5.2, while Section 5.3 outlines the steps of the proposed adaptive network

access mechanism. Section 5.4 presents the design and analysis of the proposed

grant-free access with dynamic resource allocation. Device-level prediction of differ-

ent parameters related to the proposed scheme is discussed in Section 5.5. Simulation

results are presented in Section 5.6, and the chapter is concluded in Section 5.7 while

highlighting future research directions.

5.2 System Model

As shown in Figure 5.1, we consider uplink communication scenario in IIoT networks

composed of massive devices and a single base station (BS). The devices, shown by

using two colors in Figure 5.1, generate delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant data. Each

device has a scheduler to prioritize the transmission of delay-sensitive data, and all

devices perform uplink data transmissions to the BS. Time is divided into slots.

A sequence of N consecutive slots makes one round, and a window comprises 2R
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Figure 5.2: The status of different slots in the mth round of Network Exploration
Phase with m = 1, 2, ..., R. In each round devices transmit delay-sensitive by em-
ploying the SRA scheme.

rounds.

At the start of each window, M devices become active and communicate with the

BS over shared radio resources. The number of active devices remains fixed in a

given window; however, the value of M is unknown to the BS. Moreover, M can

randomly change from one window to the other while the probability distribution

of M is unknown. Active devices use the first half of each window, for rounds

m = 1, 2, ..., R, to explore the network, including the network load prediction. While

the second half of each window, for rounds m = R + 1, ..., 2R, is used to adapt to

the network dynamics. It is assumed that each device can completely transmit its

data packet in one slot.

Each slot is equipped with K orthogonal channels C = {C1, C2, ..., CK}, where each

channel in C can be a frequency or code-based resource. The uplink data trans-

mission in each slot follows the grant-free approach where each active device selects

a channel randomly and independently from other devices. Moreover, the channel

selection is uniform across the available channels. We consider a physical layer ab-

straction to the MAC layer in which a transmission is unsuccessful if two or more

devices select the same channel in a given slot. On the other hand, if a device does

not collide with any other devices, the transmission is successful, i.e., the BS can

decode the message, and an acknowledgment is sent by the BS. In this chapter,

we consider the reactive grant-free approach in which a device retransmits its data

packet only if it does not get an acknowledgment from the BS. Throughout this
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Figure 5.3: Under the condition: µ̂
(DRA)
ds ≤ Lmax, status of different slots in each

round for m = R+ 1, R+ 2, ..., 2R where devices transmit delay-sensitive and delay-
tolerant data by employing the DRA scheme.

chapter, we use the terms resource and channel interchangeably.

We consider the random component of latency (L) introduced by the number of

(re)transmissions for a successful transmission in the contention-based grant-free

access mechanisms. It is assumed that each device can store a newly generated

data packet until it is transmitted successfully. Thus, the average latency (µL)

experienced by a data packet is defined as the average number of (re)transmissions

required for successful transmission. In this chapter, we use µL to evaluate the

possibility of executing a particular IIoT application. Let Lmax be the application-

specific maximum affordable average latency. The current network conditions are

considered feasible for the desired IIoT application as long as µL ≤ Lmax. On the

contrary, when µL > Lmax, we call this event an outage. The channel utilization

(ηr) is defined as the average number of successful transmissions per channel per

slot, where 0 ≤ ηr ≤ 1.

Our objective in this chapter is to design a grant-free access mechanism in which
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end devices can dynamically partition the resource set C to accommodate the delay-

sensitive and delay-tolerant transmissions under the variable network load. The

proposed scheme with dynamic resource allocation is called the DRA scheme. As

explained in section 5.5, end devices first undergo a statistical learning-based Net-

work Exploration Phase. This phase enables the active devices to predict required

parameters by employing a static resource allocation-based grant-free access scheme

of [111] called the SRA scheme. The SRA scheme allows each active device one

successful delay-sensitive transmission per round.

In contrast to the SRA scheme, as explained in sections 5.4, the DRA scheme pro-

posed in this chapter, enables the end devices to partition the set of available chan-

nels in each slot into two disjoint subsets. Consequently, active devices transmit

delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant data over dynamically partitioned resources. Since

the number of transmitting devices impacts the latency and channel utilization of-

fered by each scheme, we design an adaptive network access mechanism that exploits

the change in the current network load and enables the end devices to choose an

appropriate grant-free access mechanism under a dynamic environment while avoid-

ing additional feedback information from the BS. The proposed adaptive network

access mechanism enhances the channel utilization while meeting the desired latency

bound of delay-sensitive data.

In the following section, we provide an overview of the proposed adaptive network

access mechanism, followed by the design of grant-free access with dynamic resource

allocation.

5.3 Adaptive Network Access

Algorithm-2 explains different steps of the proposed adaptive network access to be

executed by each device. As shown in Figure 5.2, using the entire set C, active devices

perform delay-sensitive transmissions during the first R rounds of each window,

called Network Exploration Phase. For this phase, active devices apply the SRA

scheme in which every active device can have only one successful delay-sensitive

transmission per round. As explained in Section-5.5, the Network Exploration Phase

enables end devices to predict the current network load (M̂), average latency in the
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delay-sensitive transmission
(
µ̂
(SRA)
ds

)
, and channel utilization (η̂(SRA)) offered by

the SRA scheme.

On the other hand, as shown in Figure 5.3, under the DRA scheme, channels

available for delay-sensitive transmissions in the nth slot of a round are given as:

Ĉ(ds)n =
{
C1, C2, ..., CK̂n

}
, where

∣∣∣Ĉ(ds)n

∣∣∣ = K̂n and Ĉ(ds)1 = C. While the channels

available for delay-tolerant transmissions in the nth slot of a round are given as:

Ĉ(dt)n =
{
CK̂n+1, CK̂n+2, ..., CK

}
, where

∣∣∣Ĉ(dt)n

∣∣∣ = K − K̂n and Ĉ(dt)1 = {∅}. Thus,

in each slot, the available channels are partitioned into two disjoint subsets, i.e.,

C = Ĉ(ds)n ∪ Ĉ(dt)n . The resource set C is partitioned in each slot of a round such that

the probability of collision for delay-sensitive transmission remains almost the same

as in the first slot. We define a vector parameter Γ̂ :=
[
K̂1, K̂2, ..., K̂N

]
. The Net-

work Exploration Phase also enables the active devices to predict Γ̂, average latency

in the delay-sensitive transmission (µ̂
(DRA)
ds ), and the channel utilization (η̂(DRA))

offered by the DRA scheme.

After executing the Network Exploration Phase if the active devices observe that

the current network load is at level where µ̂
(SRA)
ds ≤ Lmax, the devices can evaluate

the possibility of transmitting delay-tolerant data in the remaining R rounds of

the current window by employing the DRA scheme. If the DRA scheme does not

cause an outage, active devices transmit delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant data in

the next R rounds by employing the DRA scheme. Otherwise, the devices continue

to transmit delay-sensitive data in the remaining R rounds of the current window

following the SRA scheme.

On the other hand, when current network load is too high to meet the prescribed

latency bound for the delay-sensitive data, the Network Exploration Phase yields

µ̂
(SRA)
ds > Lmax. Therefore, in case of an outage, the devices transmit only delay-

tolerant data in each slot of the next R rounds using the multichannel slotted

ALOHA (MSA) scheme. Under the MSA approach, in each slot, every active de-

vice selects a channel from C randomly and independently from other devices and

(re)transmits the delay-tolerant data. Moreover, the devices perform a random-

back-off where each device decides to skip next Wb windows independently from

other active devices, where Wb is a random number selected from {1, ...,Wmax} fol-
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lowing uniform distribution. The parameter Wmax shows the maximum number of

windows a device can skip, and BS periodically broadcasts the parameter Wmax. The

random-back-off strategy provides a fair opportunity for the newly active devices to

perform the uplink data transmission.

In summary, the proposed adaptive network access mechanism enables end devices

to choose an appropriate grant-free access scheme under a dynamic environment.

The only feedback devices need from the BS is the outcome of their transmissions.

The end devices use their transmission history to predict different parameters em-

ploying the statistical learning approach. Therefore, the proposed adaptive network

access mechanism operates in a semi-distributed manner, and avoids excessive con-

trol signaling overheads. We first discuss the design of the proposed DRA scheme.

Later, we explain the Network Exploration Phase to predict the required parameters

for the SRA and DRA schemes.

5.4 Grant-Free Access with Dynamic Resource Al-

location

The proposed grant-free access scheme with dynamic resource allocation aims to

enable end devices to transmit the delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant data over non-

overlapping groups of channels. As shown in Figure 5.3, the delay-sensitive trans-

missions are prioritized over the delay-tolerant transmissions. Under this scheme,

the devices after having a successful delay-sensitive transmission in the nth slot per-

form delay-tolerant transmission in the remaining N − n slots of a given round.

Thus, each slot of a round, except Slot-1, can carry the both types of data. Active

devices keep the history of their transmission outcomes. Let the random variable

Bm,n show the outcome of an indented device’s transmission in the nth slot of the

mth round for m = R + 1, ..., 2R defined as

Bm,n :=

 1, Successful transmission;

0, Collision with other device/s.
(5.1)
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Algorithm 2 Adaptive Network Access

Require: C, R, N , Lmax, Wmax

1: Run Algorithm-3 to obtain µ̂
(SRA)
ds , µ̂

(DRA)
ds , Γ̂

2: if
(
µ̂
(SRA)
ds ≤ Lmax

)
then

3: if
(
µ̂
(DRA)
ds ≤ Lmax

)
then

4: for m = R + 1 to 2R do
5: Delay-Tolerant-Flag := 0
6: for n = 1 to N do
7: Determine Ĉ(ds)n and Ĉ(dt)n

8: if Delay-Tolerant-Flag == 0 then
9: Select a channel randomly from Ĉ(ds)n

10: Transmit/retransmit delay-sensitive data
11: if success then
12: Delay-Tolerant-Flag := 1
13: end if
14: else
15: Select a channel randomly from Ĉ(dt)n

16: Transmit/retransmit delay-tolerant data
17: end if
18: end for
19: end for
20: else
21: for m = R + 1 to 2R do
22: for n = 1 to N do
23: Select a channel randomly from C
24: Transmit/retransmit delay-sensitive data
25: if success then
26: Stop transmitting in current round: n := N + 1
27: end if
28: end for
29: end for
30: end if
31: else
32: Transmit delay-tolerant data in each slot of the next R rounds using the MSA

scheme
33: Select Wb from {1, ...,Wmax} randomly
34: Skip next Wb windows
35: end if

The channels available for delay-sensitive transmissions in the nth slot of the mth

round are given as: C(ds)m,n =
{
C1, C2, ..., CKm,n

}
, where

∣∣∣C(ds)m,n

∣∣∣ = Km,n and C(ds)m,1 =

C. While the channels reserved for delay-tolerant transmissions comes out to be:

C(dt)m,n =
{
CKm,n+1, CKm,n+2, ..., CK

}
, where

∣∣∣C(dt)m,n

∣∣∣ = K −Km,n and C(dt)m,1 = {∅}. We

define a vector parameter Γm := [Km,1, Km,2, ..., Km,N ]. Thus, in Slot-2 to Slot-N ,
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the available channels are partitioned into two disjoint subsets, i.e., C = C(ds)m,n ∪C(dt)m,n.

As explained below, different elements of Γm are determined such that the delay-

sensitive transmissions can get the desired QoS in each slot of a round.

5.4.1 Device-Level Resource Partitioning:

In this subsection, we discuss the computation of Γm. Under the DRA scheme, the

number of devices transmitting delay-sensitive data in the nth slot of the mth round

is represented by Vm,n and defined as

Vm,n :=

 M, n = 1;

M −
∑n−1

j=1 V
′
m,j , n = 2, 3, ..., N.

(5.2)

where V ′m,j is the number of devices having successful delay-sensitive transmissions

in the jth slot. The probability that delay-sensitive transmission of an intended

device faces a collision is given as

βm,n := Pr (Bm,n = 0 | delay-sensitive transmission) ,

= 1−
(

1− 1

Km,n

)Vm,n−1
, n = 1, 2, ..., N. (5.3)

Active devices begin to transmit delay-tolerant data after successful delay-sensitive

transmission. The number of devices transmitting delay-tolerant data in each slot

is given as

Wm,n =

 0, n = 1;∑n−1
j=1 V

′
m,j , n = 2, 3, ..., N.

(5.4)

Given that an intended device has a successful delay-sensitive transmission, the

probability that its delay-tolerant transmission remains unsuccessful in a given slot

is computed as

γm,n := Pr (Bm,n = 0 | delay-tolerant transmission) ,

= 1−
(

1− 1

K −Km,n

)Wm,n−1

, n = 2, 3, ..., N. (5.5)
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While considering PHY-layer abstraction, different dynamic resource allocation schemes

can provide different latency for delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant transmissions un-

der the given set of channels, round size, and the number of active devices. In the

proposed DRA scheme, the resource set C is partitioned in each slot such that all ac-

tive devices can experience almost the same probability of collision for delay-sensitive

transmissions throughout R rounds. We define α1 as

α1 := 1−
(

1− 1

K

)M−1
. (5.6)

In this chapter, we compute Γm by keeping the probability of collision in each slot

equal to the probability of collision in the first slot, i.e., βm,n = α1, ∀n = 1, 2, ..., N .

Thus, the number of channels available for the delay-sensitive-data transmission in

each slot comes out to be

Km,n =



K, n = 1;


{

1−
(

1− 1

K

) M−1
Vm,n−1

}−1, n = 2, 3, ..., N.

(5.7)

where Vm,n > 1 ∀n = 1, 2, ..., N , and the ceiling function dxe represents the smallest

integer value larger than or equal to x. Due to the discretization in (5.7), we have

βm,n ' α1, ∀n = 1, 2, ..., N .

5.4.2 Channel Utilization:

The computation of channel utilization in the DRA scheme requires availability of

average number of successful delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant transmissions per

round. The average successful delay-sensitive transmissions per round is computed

as

S(DRA)
ds :=

1

R

R∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

V ′m,n. (5.8)
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While, the average successful delay-tolerant transmissions per round is computed as

S(DRA)
dt :=

1

R

R∑
m=1

N∑
n=2

V ′′m,n. (5.9)

where V ′′m,n is the number of successful delay-tolerant transmissions in the nth slot

of the mth round. Thus, the average number of successful transmissions per round

comes out be

S(DRA) := S(DRA)
ds + S(DRA)

dt ,

=
1

R

R∑
m=1

(
N∑
n=1

V ′m,n +
N∑
n=2

V ′′m,n

)
. (5.10)

Finally, the channel utilization for the DRA scheme is computed by

η(DRA) :=
S(DRA)

KN
. (5.11)

By applying (5.10) in (5.11), η(DRA) comes out to be

η(DRA) =
1

KNR

R∑
m=1

(
N∑
n=1

V ′m,n +
N∑
n=2

V ′′m,n

)
. (5.12)

In Section 5.5.1, we explain the prediction of channel utilization and average latency

offered by the DRA scheme which involves the prediction of Γm, βm,n, and γm,n.

5.4.3 Probabilistic Analysis

In this subsection, we perform the probabilistic analysis for the different events

related to the DRA scheme. Under this scheme, in each round, a device can undergo

one of the three mutually exclusive events: E1, E2, and E3. The event E1 is defined

as the case where a device of interest, after successful delay-sensitive transmission,

gets at least one successful delay-tolerant transmission. The probability for the
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occurrence of E1 in the mth round is computed as

Pm(E1) :=
N−1∑
n=1

(1− βm,n)
n−1∏
j=1
n>1

βm,j

︸ ︷︷ ︸
I

1−
N∏
j=n
n>1

γm,j


︸ ︷︷ ︸

II

. (5.13)

The expression I in (5.13) is the probability that the intended device gets successful

delay-sensitive transmission in the nth slot, while II in (5.13) shows the probability

of having at least one successful delay-tolerant transmission in the remaining N −n

slots of the mth round.

On the other hand, event E2 arises when the intended device has one successful delay-

sensitive transmission but does not get any successful delay-tolerant transmissions.

The probability for the occurrence of E2 in the mth round is computed as

Pm(E2) :=
N−1∑
n=1

(1− βm,n)
n−1∏
j=1
n>1

βm,j

︸ ︷︷ ︸
I

N∏
j=n
n>1

γm,j

︸ ︷︷ ︸
II

+ (1− βm,N)
N−1∏
n=1

βm,n︸ ︷︷ ︸
III

. (5.14)

The expression I in (5.14) is the same as in (5.13), while II in (5.14) is the proba-

bility that after having a successful delay-sensitive transmission, all delay-tolerant

transmissions from the intended device are unsuccessful in the remaining slots of

that round. The expression III in (5.14) shows the probability of having successful

delay-sensitive transmission in the last slot of the mth round. The event E3 arises

when the intended device does not get any successful delay-sensitive transmission

and ultimately no successful delay-tolerant transmissions. The probability for the

occurrence of E3 in the mth round is computed as

Pm(E3) :=
N∏
n=1

βm,n. (5.15)

The probabilities Pm(E1), Pm(E2), and Pm(E3) satisfy Pm(E1)+Pm(E2)+Pm(E3) =

1. By using {βm,n}Nn=1 ' α1, ∀m = 1, 2, ..., R, the probabilities Pm(E1), Pm(E2),
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and Pm(E3) are approximated as follows:

Pm(E1) '
N−1∑
n=1

(1− α1)α
n−1
1

1−
N∏
j=n
n>1

γm,j

 . (5.16)

Pm(E2) '
N−1∑
n=1

(1− α1)α
n−1
1

N∏
j=n
n>1

γm,j + (1− α1)α
N−1
m,1 . (5.17)

Pm(E3) ' αN1 . (5.18)

The average probability that a device of interest has a successful delay-sensitive

transmission, whether it gets any delay-tolerant transmissions or not, is given as:

P (DRA)
ds :=

1

R

R∑
m=1

(Pm(E1) + Pm(E2)) ,

= 1− 1

R

R∑
m=1

Pm(E3). (5.19)

By using (5.18) in (5.19), P (DRA)
ds is computed as

P (DRA)
ds ' 1− αN1 . (5.20)

While the average probability that a device of interest will have at least one delay-

tolerant transmission, denoted by P (DRA)
dt , is given by

P (DRA)
dt :=

1

R

R∑
m=1

Pm(E1). (5.21)

By applying (5.16) in (5.21), P (DRA)
dt is computed as

P (DRA)
dt ' 1

R

R∑
m=1

N−1∑
n=1

(1− α1)α
n−1
1

1−
N∏
j=n
n>1

γm,j

 . (5.22)
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Algorithm 3 Network Exploration Phase for Adaptive Network Access

Require: C, R, N
Ensure: µ̂

(SRA)
ds , µ̂

(DRA)
ds , and Γ̂.

1: for m = 1 to R do
2: for n = 1 to N do
3: Select a channel randomly from C
4: Transmit/retransmit delay-sensitive data
5: if success then
6: if n == 1 then
7: Am,1 := 0
8: end if
9: Stop transmitting in current round: n := N + 1

10: else
11: if n == 1 then
12: Am,1 := 1
13: end if
14: end if
15: end for
16: end for
17: Predict M̂ using (5.24)

18: Predict µ̂
(SRA)
ds from Eq. (5.26)

19: Predict Γ̂ using (5.32)

20: Predict µ̂
(DRA)
ds from Eq. (5.34)

In the following section, we discuss the prediction of different parameters related to

the SRA and DRA schemes.

5.5 Network Exploration Phase

As shown in Figure 5.2, during Network Exploration Phase, all the active devices

perform delay-sensitive transmissions following the SRA scheme of [111]. Under this

scheme, each active device can have only one successful transmission per round. The

probability (αm,n) that an intended device’s transmission faces a collision with one

or more other transmitting devices in the nth slot of the mth round is computed by

αm,n = 1−
(

1− 1

K

)Mm,n−1

, (5.23)

where Mm,n is the number of transmitting devices in the nth slot of the mth round,

and we have M = Mm,1 ∀m = 1, 2, ..., 2R. Thus for n = 1, (5.6) and (5.23) generate

the same expressions.
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During the Network Exploration Phase, all active devices maintain the history of

their transmissions outcomes in a vector: h = [A1,1, A2,1, ..., AR,1], where each ele-

ment of h is a Bernoulli random variable i.e, Am,1 ∈ {0, 1} , ∀m = 1, 2, ..., R. The

random variable Am,1 = 1 if the intended device’s transmission faces a collision

with one or more other active devices in Slot-1 of the mth round. Finally using the

statistical learning approach, end devices are enabled to predict the number of trans-

mitting devices (M̂n) and the corresponding collision probability (α̂n) in different

slots of each round of the Network Exploration Phase as follows [111]:

M̂n =



1 +
ln

(
1− 1

R

∑R
m=1Am,1

)
ln(K−1

K )
, n = 1;

[
1 +

ln

(
1− 1

R

∑R
m=1Am,1

)
ln(K−1

K )

]∏n−1
j=1 α̂j ,

n = 2, 3, ..., N.

(5.24)

α̂n =


1
R

∑R
m=1Am,1, n = 1;

1−
(
1− 1

K

)M̂n−1
, n = 2, 3, ..., N.

(5.25)

where M̂n and α̂n are the predictions of Mm,n and αm,n ∀m = 1, 2, ..., R, respectively,

and M̂ = M̂1.

Consequently, active devices predict the average latency of delay-sensitive transmis-

sions in the SRA scheme using [111, Eq. (30)] as follows:

µ̂
(SRA)
ds :=

1

1−
∏N

n=1 α̂n

1 +
N−1∑
z=1
N>1

z∏
j=1

α̂j

 . (5.26)

Along with µ̂
(SRA)
ds , end devices predict the channel utilization (η̂(SRA)) of the SRA

scheme as follows:

η̂(SRA) :=
M̂
(

1−
∏N

n=1 α̂n

)
KN

. (5.27)
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where M̂
(

1−
∏N

n=1 α̂n

)
is the prediction of average successful devices per round in

the SRA scheme.

5.5.1 Prediction of Average Latency in the DRA Scheme

If the current network conditions are such that µ̂
(SRA)
ds ≤ Lmax, end devices can

further explore the possibility of transmitting delay-tolerant data followed by the

delay-sensitive transmissions using the DRA scheme. For this purpose, end devices

need to predict the vector parameter Γ̂ and the average latency (µ̂
(DRA)
ds ) offered by

the proposed DRA scheme. The end devices apply their knowledge of the current

network load prediction, obtained from (5.24), in (5.7) and predict the number of

channels reserved for delay-sensitive transmissions in the nth slot of a round as

follows:

K̂n =



K, n = 1;


1−

(
1− 1

K

) M̂−1

V̂n−1


−1, n = 2, 3, ..., N.

(5.28)

where V̂n is the prediction of Vm,n ∀m = 1, 2, ..., R and it is computed by

V̂n := V̂1

n−1∏
j=1
n>1

β̂j, n = 1, 2, ..., N. (5.29)

where V̂1 = M̂ and β̂j is the prediction of βm,j, ∀m = 1, 2, ..., R.

Since the proposed DRA scheme aims to keep the probability of collision for delay-

sensitive transmissions almost the same in all slots of a round while accommodating

the transmission of delay-tolerant data; by using β̂n ' α̂1, ∀n = 1, 2, ..., N ; V̂n is

approximated as follows:

V̂n ' M̂α̂n−11 . (5.30)
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By substituting (5.24) and (5.25) in (5.30), V̂n is computed as

V̂n '

1 +
ln
(

1− 1
R

∑R
m=1Am,1

)
ln
(
K−1
K

)

(

1

R

R∑
m=1

Am,1

)n−1

. (5.31)

Finally, by substituting (5.30) in (5.28), different elements in Γ̂ are computed by

K̂n :=



K, n = 1;


1−

(
1− 1

K

) M̂−1

M̂α̂n−1
1 −1


−1,

n = 2, 3, ..., N.

(5.32)

Thus by using (5.31) and (5.32) in (5.3) end devices can compute β̂n as follows:

β̂n = 1−
(

1− 1

K̂n

)V̂n−1
, n = 1, 2, ..., N. (5.33)

Once end devices have computed Γ̂ and β̂n, the average latency in delay-sensitive

transmission for the DRA scheme is computed as

µ̂
(DRA)
ds ' R

R−
∑R

m=1Am,1
. (5.34)

Derivation of (5.34)

Since each active device can have only one successful delay-sensitive transmission

per round in the DRA scheme, the devices can predict the average latency for their

delay-sensitive transmissions as follows [111]:

µ̂
(DRA)
ds :=

1

1−
∏N

n=1 β̂n

1 +
N−1∑
z=1
N>1

z∏
j=1

β̂j

 . (5.35)
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By using β̂n ' α̂1, ∀n = 1, 2, ..., N in (5.35), the devices can approximate µ̂
(DRA)
ds as

follows:

µ̂
(DRA)
ds '

1 +
∑N−1

n=1
α̂n1

1− α̂N1
. (5.36)

The right hand side of (5.36) can be expanded as

µ̂
(DRA)
ds '

1 + α̂N1 − α̂N1 + (1− α̂1)
−1∑N−1

n=1
(1− α̂1) α̂

n
1

1− α̂N1
,

= 1 +
α̂1 (1− α̂1)

−1∑N
n=1

(1− α̂1) α̂
n−1
1

1− α̂N1
, (5.37)

where

N∑
n=1

(1− α̂1) α̂
n−1
1 = 1− α̂1 + α̂1 − α̂2

1 + ...+ α̂N−11 − α̂N1 . (5.38)

All the terms except the 1st and the last terms at the right hand side of (5.38) are

cancelled out and (5.38) is reduced to

N∑
n=1

(1− α̂1) α̂
n−1
1 = 1− α̂N1 . (5.39)

By substituting (5.39) in (5.37), we get

µ̂
(DRA)
ds ' 1

1− α̂1

. (5.40)

By substituting α̂1, obtained through (5.25), in (5.40), µ̂
(DRA)
ds gets the following

form:

µ̂
(DRA)
ds ' R

R−
∑R

m=1Am,1
. (5.41)

This completes the derivation of (5.34).

After completing the exploration phase, end devices compute, µ̂
(SRA)
ds and µ̂

(DRA)
ds

through (5.26) and (5.34), respectively. If the average latency in the delay-sensitive

transmission offered by the SRA scheme does not exceed the latency bound, i.e.,

µ̂
(SRA)
ds < Lmax, the devices can evaluate the possibility of accommodating the delay-
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tolerant transmissions in the next R rounds. Under the given current network load,

if the DRA scheme follows the latency bound i.e., µ̂
(DRA)
ds < Lmax, the devices select

the DRA scheme for the next R rounds. Otherwise, the devices continue using the

SRA scheme during the second half of the current window. Thus, the possibility of

executing the DRA is determined before executing it with the help of an exploration

phase. Moreover, as demonstrated in the following section, allowing the transmission

of delay-tolerant data increases channel utilization. The relationship between µ̂
(SRA)
ds

and µ̂
(DRA)
ds is described in Proposition 1.

Proposition 1 The average latency of a successful delay-sensitive transmission

with static resource allocation under the SRA and with dynamic resource allocation

under the DRA are related as

µ̂
(SRA)
ds ≤ µ̂

(DRA)
ds . (5.42)

Proof of Proposition 1

For the grant-free based restricted transmission strategy of the SRA scheme we have

0 ≤ α̂1 ≤ α̂2 ≤ ... ≤ α̂N < 1, which satisfies the followings:

n∏
i=1

α̂i ≤ α̂n1 , ∀n = 1, 2, ..., N, (5.43)

From (5.43) we have

1 +
N−1∑
n=1

n∏
i=1

α̂i ≤ 1 +
N−1∑
n=1

α̂n1 . (5.44)

Also from (5.43)

1

1−
∏N

i=1 α̂i
≤ 1

1− α̂N1
. (5.45)

Combining (5.44) and (5.45) yields the following:

1

1−
∏N

n=1 α̂n

1 +
N−1∑
z=1
N>1

z∏
j=1

α̂j

 ≤ 1 +
∑N−1

j=1 α̂
j
1

1− α̂N1
. (5.46)
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Comparing the left and right hand sides of (5.46) with (5.26) and (5.36), respectively,

we get (5.42).

Latency for delay-tolerant transmissions

Although the proposed adaptive network access mechanism requires end devices to

predict the average latency for delay-sensitive transmissions to adapt to the network

dynamics, we also analyze the latency experienced by delay-tolerant data. For that

purpose, we recall that each active device begins to transmit delay-tolerant data

packets after having a successful delay-sensitive transmission. Therefore, the latency

experienced by an intended device’s first delay-tolerant data packet is composed of

the delay introduced by the successful delay-sensitive transmission and the number

of (re)transmissions performed to transmit the delay-tolerant packet successfully.

Active devices can use their transmission history from the second half of the current

window to predict the average latency for delay-tolerant transmissions. Let tm

denote the slot number in the mth round in which the delay-sensitive packet from

the intended is transmitted successfully, where 1 ≤ tm ≤ N . The intended device

then performs N − tm delay-tolerant-transmissions in the mth round. Thus, the

average latency for a delay-tolerant transmission can be predicted as follows:

µ̂
(DRA)
dt := µ̂

(DRA)
ds +

∑2R
m=R+1 (N − tm)∑2R

m=R+1

∑N
x=tm+1Bm,x

. (5.47)

In (5.47), the term
∑2R

m=R+1 (N − tm) provides the total number of delay tolerant

transmissions performed by the intended device, while the term
∑2R

m=R+1

∑N
x=tm+1Bm,x

provides the number of successful delay-tolerant transmissions obtained by the in-

tended device in R rounds. Thus the term
∑2R
m=R+1(N−tm)∑2R

m=R+1

∑N
x=tm+1Bm,x

shows the average

number of (re)transmissions per successful delay-tolerant transmission. By substi-

tuting (5.34) in (5.47), µ̂
(DRA)
dt is computed by

µ̂
(DRA)
dt =

R

R−
∑R

m=1Am,1
+

∑2R
m=R+1 (N − tm)∑2R

m=R+1

∑N
x=tm+1Bm,x

. (5.48)

Thus we can see from (5.48) that end devices can use the transmission history of

each window to predict the average latency of successful delay-tolerant transmission.
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5.5.2 Prediction of Channel Utilization in the DRA Scheme

In order to predict the channel utilization, end devices need to predict the average

successful delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant transmissions per round defined in (5.8)

and (5.9), respectively. Once end devices have computed Γ̂, they can predict the

average number of successful delay-sensitive transmissions per round as follows:

Ŝ(DRA)
ds :=

N∑
n=1

V̂n

(
1− β̂n

)
. (5.49)

On the other hand, the devices can predict the number of delay-tolerant transmis-

sions in each slot as follows:

Ŵn :=
n−1∑
i=1

V̂i

(
1− β̂i

)
, n = 2, 3, ..., N. (5.50)

By applying (5.29) in (5.50), Ŵn is computed as

Ŵn = M̂

(
1−

n−1∏
i=1

β̂i

)
. (5.51)

The number of channels reserved for delay-tolerant transmissions in each slot comes

out be: K − K̂n, ∀n = 2, 3, ..., N . The probability that the transmission of an

intended device collides with at least one of the other devices transmitting their

delay-tolerant data in the nth slot, is predicted as

γ̂n = 1−
(

1− 1

K − K̂n

)Ŵn−1

, n = 2, 3, ..., N. (5.52)

Thus the average number of successful delay-tolerant transmissions per round is

predicted as:

Ŝ(DRA)
dt :=

N∑
n=2

Ŵn (1− γ̂n) . (5.53)
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The channel utilization in the DRA is predicted as follows:

η̂(DRA) :=
Ŝ(DRA)
ds + Ŝ(DRA)

dt

KN
,

=
1

KN

{
N∑
n=1

V̂n

(
1− β̂n

)
+

N∑
n=2

Ŵn (1− γ̂n)

}
,

=
1

KN


N∑
n=1

V̂1 n−1∏
j=1
n>1

β̂j

(1− β̂n
)

+
N∑
n=2

M̂

(
1−

n−1∏
i=1

β̂i

)
(1− γ̂n)

 .

(5.54)

Finally, end devices can approximate η̂(DRA) using β̂n ' α̂1, ∀n = 1, 2, ..., N in (5.54)

as follows:

η̂(DRA) ' 1

KN

{
M̂

N∑
n=1

α̂n−11 (1− α̂1) + M̂
N∑
n=2

(
1− α̂n−11

)
(1− γ̂n)

}
. (5.55)

(5.55) is simplified to

η̂(DRA) ' M̂

KN

[
N −

N∑
n=1

α̂n1 −
N∑
n=2

(
1− α̂n−11

){
1−

(
1− 1

K − K̂n

)M̂(1−α̂n−1
1 )−1

}]
.

(5.56)

Since computation of K̂n also depends on M̂ and α̂1, we can readily show that

for the given values of N , K, and R, the channel utilization of the DRA in (5.56)

becomes a function of M̂ and α̂1. While the closed-form expressions of both M̂ and

α̂1 use the on-device transmission history. Therefore, the statistical learning-based

network exploration enables end devices to predict each scheme’s average latency

and channel utilization in closed form.

Accuracy in predicting average latency and channel utilization for the SRA and

DRA schemes is evaluated using the mean square error (MSE) criterion. The MSE

in the prediction of η(DRA) is denoted by MSE(DRA)
η and defined as

MSE(DRA)
η := E

[(
η(DRA) − η̂(DRA)

)2]
. (5.57)
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Figure 5.4: Average number of channels available for delay-sensitive transmissions
in each slot with K = 50 and N = 5.

The MSE in the prediction of µ
(DRA)
ds is denoted by MSE(DRA)

µ and defined as

MSE(DRA)
µ := E

[(
µ
(DRA)
ds − µ̂(DRA)

ds

)2]
. (5.58)

The MSE in predicting different parameters related to the SRA scheme decreases as

the size of transmission history is increased [111]. In the following section we demon-

strate that the MSE in the prediction of average latency and channel utilization for

the DRA scheme also decreases as the size of transmission history is increased.

The complexity of Algorithm-3 is described in terms of the time required to pre-

dict desired parameters. The Network Exploration Phase is spanned over R rounds,

where each round is composed of N slots. Therefore, for a given maximum accept-

able MSE in predicting each parameter, the optimal number of rounds in the Network

Exploration Phase can be computed by following [111]. Furthermore, Algorithm-

2 allows each active device to have one successful delay-sensitive transmission per

round in the Network Exploration Phase. In addition to that, Algorithm-2 operates

in an online manner as devices use their transmission history to predict desired pa-

rameters by employing closed-form expressions (26), (28), (34), and (36). On the

other hand, if the current network load allows, end devices choose the DRA scheme

and perform transmission in each slot of the next R round, as explained in Section-
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Figure 5.5: Average probabilities of successful delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant
transmissions per round with K = 50 and N = 5.

5.4. These features of the proposed adaptive network access make it suitable for

IIoT networks where devices have limited computation power.

Moreover, in this chapter, all active devices undergo network exploration in each

window to predict the current network load. However, the frequency of executing

the Network Exploration Phase depends on how frequently the network load varies.

In our future work, we intend to incorporate the nature of network load variation

to determine the frequency of executing the Network Exploration Phase.

5.6 Simulation Results and Discussion

This section presents simulation results of the proposed adaptive network access

mechanism. Along with analyzing different parameters related to the proposed DRA

scheme, we also compare average latency and channel utilization of the DRA scheme

with the SRA and conventional MSA systems. We apply the Monte Carlo simulation

method with K = 50 channels and N = 5 slots per round for several active devices,

while R = 10, 000 independent rounds are used to analyze the behavior of different

parameters against the varying network load. The average number of channels (Kn),

computed by Kn = 1
R

∑R
m=1Km,n, reserved for delay-sensitive transmissions in each

slot are plotted in Figure 5.4. The average number of channels allocated for delay-
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Figure 5.6: Average successful delay-sensitive and delay tolerant transmissions per
round with K = 50 and N = 5.

tolerant transmissions can be computed as: K − Kn. It is observed that for the

given network load, Kn decreases in each slot; however, it approaches K when the

number of active devices increases.

Figure 5.5 plots P (DRA)
ds and P (DRA)

dt for the DRA scheme. In Figure 5.5, we have

also plotted the average probability of a successful delay-sensitive transmission per

round (P (SRA)
ds ) in the SRA scheme defined by [111, Eq. (11)]. We can observe that

P (SRA)
ds and P (DRA)

ds are similar for the lower network load. However, P (SRA)
ds is higher

than P (DRA)
ds when the number of active devices becomes large. On the other hand,

P (DRA)
dt follows P (SRA)

ds and P (DRA)
ds when the number of active devices is very small,

and becomes significantly less than P (SRA)
ds and P (DRA)

ds when network load increases.

Figure 5.6 plots S(DRA)
ds , S(DRA)

dt , and S(DRA) defined in (5.8), (5.9), and (5.10),

respectively. Moreover, Figure 5.6 also plots the average number of successful delay-

sensitive transmissions (S(SRA)) in the SRA scheme computed through [111, Eq.

(2)]. It is observed that S(SRA) is similar to S(DRA)
ds for low to moderate network

load; however, S(SRA) becomes higher than S(DRA)
ds when the number of active devices

increases. On the other hand, S(DRA)
dt is higher than both S(SRA)

ds and S(DRA)
ds under

low to moderate network load. However, S(DRA)
dt decreases rapidly when the number

of active devices gets larger. Furthermore, S(DRA) is higher than S(SRA) for relatively
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Figure 5.7: Average latency for a successful delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant trans-
missions with K = 50 and N = 5.

lower network load; however for moderate to high network load S(SRA) is greater than

S(DRA). Finally, both S(SRA)
ds and S(DRA) approach zero when M becomes too large.

Figure 5.7 plots the average latency for a successful delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant

transmissions under the DRA scheme denoted by µ
(DRA)
ds , and µ

(DRA)
dt respectively.

We compute µ
(DRA)
ds from (5.40) while replacing β̂n with 1

R

∑R
m=1 βm,n. On the other

hand, we compute µ
(DRA)
dt from (5.47) while replacing µ̂

(DRA)
ds with µ

(DRA)
ds . Since

delay-tolerant data is transmitted after successful delay-sensitive transmission, it

is observed that µ
(DRA)
dt is significantly higher than µ

(DRA)
ds for the whole range of

the number of active devices. Figure 5.8 plots the average latency for a successful

delay-sensitive transmission offered by the SRA and DRA schemes. We compute

average latency in the SRA scheme, denoted by µ
(SRA)
ds , using [111, Eq. (37)]. It

is observed that µ
(SRA)
ds and µ

(DRA)
ds show similar behavior for low network load.

However, as the number of active devices increases, accommodating delay-tolerant

transmissions in the grant-free access with dynamic resource allocation results in

higher latency. Therefore, the SRA scheme is more suitable under higher network

load for delay-sensitive transmissions.
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Figure 5.8: Performance comparison in terms of the average latency with K = 50
and N = 5.
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Figure 5.9: Performance comparison in terms of the channel utilization with K = 50
and N = 5.
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Figure 5.10: Prediction accuracy against number of rounds with K = 50 and N = 5:
(a) MSE in device-level prediction of η(DRA). (b) MSE in device-level prediction of

µ
(DRA)
ds .

Figure 5.9 demonstrates channel utilization in the DRA and SRA schemes denoted

by η(DRA) and η(SRA), respectively. Where η(DRA) is defined in (5.12), and η(SRA) :=

S(SRA)

KN
. It is observed that η(DRA) is higher than η(SRA) for a relatively lower network

load. While, for moderate to higher network load, η(SRA) becomes larger than η(DRA).

Both η(DRA) and η(SRA) depict similar asymptotic behaviour against M . Figure 10(a)

and Figure 10(b) plot the MSE in device-level prediction of η(DRA) and µ
(DRA)
ds ,

respectively, where 10, 000 iterations are performed to compute the MSE for each

number of rounds. It is observed that under a given network load, the MSEs in

predicting channel utilization and average latency decrease as the number of rounds

in the Network Exploration Phase increases.

5.6.1 Performance Comparison

We compare the performance of the proposed adaptive network access with the con-

ventional MSA systems. In the MSA systems, every active device selects a channel

randomly and independent in each slot without executing any learning strategy.

The average latency in the MSA system
(
µ(MSA)

)
is defined as: µ(MSA) := 1

(1− 1
K )

M−1 .

Since the probability of collision in each slot is almost constant under the DRA

scheme, Figure 5.8 shows that µ
(DRA)
ds is similar to µ(MSA). We also plot the channel
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utilization of the MSA system defined as η(MSA) := M
K

(
1− 1

K

)M−1
. As demonstrated

in Figure 5.9, the channel utilization in the DRA scheme is similar to that of the

MSA systems.

It is noteworthy that channel utilization in the DRA scheme is based upon dy-

namic resource allocation of the available resources in each slot for delay-sensitive

and delay-tolerant transmission. On the contrary, channel utilization in the MSA

systems does not incorporate dynamic resource allocation. Moreover, the proposed

grant-free access scheme separates the devices transmitting delay-sensitive data from

those transmitting delay-tolerant data in each slot. This separation is based on the

subset of channels used for each transmission type. Therefore, allowing end de-

vices to share Γ̂ with the BS, the DRA scheme can enable the BS to distinguish

between delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant transmissions. The BS in turn can use

this knowledge to optimize the number of channels in C.

Moreover, the above discussion highlights that DRA and SRA schemes have advan-

tages under different network loads. Thus the proposed adaptive network access

enables end devices to choose the appropriate scheme for a given network load.

Therefore, in contrast to the conventional MSA-based systems where devices do not

employ any learning strategy, the proposed adaptive network access enables the end

devices to adapt to the network dynamics.

5.7 Conclusion

Uplink-dominant IIoT networks operate under time-varying network load and gener-

ate data with diverse QoS requirements. Therefore, adaptive network access mecha-

nisms are essential to utilize available shared radio resources efficiently. This chapter

uses a statistical learning approach to enable end devices to perform delay-sensitive

and delay-tolerant transmissions over dynamically partitioned resources in a grant-

free manner. Consequently, the proposed DRA scheme accommodates delay-tolerant

transmissions under favorable network conditions while delay-sensitive transmissions

follow the prescribed latency bound. Moreover, devices perform random back-off in

case of an outage providing fairness to newly active devices in accessing shared radio

resources. The resultant adaptive network access mechanism enables end devices to
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choose an appropriate network access strategy under time-varying network load. In

contrast to the existing centralized network access methods, the proposed mecha-

nism operates in a semi-distributed manner and avoids excessive feedback overheads

while adaptively managing two different types of network traffic.

This chapter classified data generated in IIoT networks into delay-sensitive and

delay-tolerant types. Moreover, the proposed adaptive network access considers the

same latency bound for all devices in an IIoT network. Our future research aims

to design an adaptive network access mechanism suitable for heterogeneous IIoT

networks by accommodating multiple latency requirements.
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Chapter 6

Multi-Agent Multi-Armed Bandit

Learning for Grant-Free Access in

Ultra-Dense IoT Networks

This chapter is based on the following research paper submitted to IEEE Trans-

actions on Cognitive Communications and Networking. Additional results are also

added in this chapter:

M. A. Raza, M. Abolhasan, J. Lipman, N. Shariati, W. Ni, and A. Jamalipour,

”Multi-Agent Multi-Armed Bandits Learning-based Grant-Free Access for Ultra-Dense

IoT Networks,” submitted to IEEE Transactions on Cognitive Communications and

Networking, 2023.

6.1 Introduction

The growing number of devices and the increasing diversity in their quality-of-service

(QoS) requirements are among the key characteristics of Internet of Things (IoT) ap-

plications envisioned by the fifth generation (5G) and future wireless networks [109].

Ultra-reliable and low latency communication (URLLC)-based industrial IoT net-

works cannot afford the excessive control signaling overheads offered by centralized

coordination [3, 61, 101]. Moreover, diversity in the amounts and patterns of data

generated by end devices introduces additional complexity in the network design.
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Furthermore, energy consumption in battery-powered IoT devices is another critical

design parameter that affects the overall performance of a network [76,112-114].

The characteristics mentioned earlier of IoT networks make it challenging to use

the available shared radio resources efficiently in the dense and uplink communi-

cation dominant networks. Grant-free medium access control (MAC) avoids the

control signaling overheads inherent in grant-based network access protocols, thus

making it suitable for latency-critical IoT applications. However, as the number

of transmitting devices increases, the efficiency of contention-based network access

mechanisms deteriorates due to collisions. The spectral efficiency of grant-free access

mechanisms can be improved using power-domain non-orthogonal multiple access

(NOMA)-based data transmission [115]. Regarding the design of the PHY layer in

IoT networks, under the incomplete knowledge of a channel’s probability distribu-

tion function (PDF), the URLLC transmitter can use statistical learning methods

to estimate the corresponding PDF. As a result of this statistical learning step, the

transmitter can choose the maximum transmission rate under any given reliability

constraint [38,116].

Distributed network access can potentially avoid excessive control signalling over-

heads caused by centralized systems. Therefore, the use of distributed machine

learning techniques has gained considerable attention in designing wireless networks

supporting dense and heterogeneous IoT networks [109, 117]. Multi-armed bandits

(MAB) learning paradigm has emerged as a promising tool to enhance the perfor-

mance of distributed network access, and resource scheduling for 5G and future

wireless networks [39-41]. In existing multi-agent MAB learning-based spectrum

access methods, channels are treated as arms and users behave as agents. Active

users choose an arm to perform the uplink data transmission in each time slot. As

a result of these actions, each user obtains a reward following a reward distribution

unknown to the users. Thus by exploring different channels, the users improve their

knowledge of network conditions over time. The expected difference between the

observed and optimal rewards is called regret, which is a key performance indicator.

The multi-agent MAB learning-based network access mechanisms aim to achieve a

sub-linear cumulative regret, as time increases.
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The multi-agent MAB learning is used to address different aspects of IoT networks.

This learning framework enables end devices to efficiently use shared radio resources

in heterogeneous IoT networks where a group of devices transmits over fixed channels

while other devices randomly select a channel for uplink data transmission [83, 84].

Since a channel can behave differently for different users depending on their locations

in the network, designing an appropriate distributed network access mechanism be-

comes even more challenging. Multi-agent MAB learning employing heterogeneous

reward distributions can potentially address the problem of distributed network ac-

cess in a dynamic environment [82, 85-88]. Although many existing works assume

that the users accessing the same channel get zero rewards due to collision, multi-

agent MAB learning has also been used to address network access problems, where

reward distribution for colliding users is non-zero [89-92]. Moreover, by installing

multiple BSs in dense IoT networks, distributed network access can potentially meet

the diverse latency requirements.

The existing works employing multi-agent MAB learning for distributed spectrum

access primarily focus on the physical characteristics of shared radio resources by

incorporating appropriate channel models. However, considering physical layer ab-

straction, for the given number of channels and a transmission scheme, the number

of active devices becomes a key parameter impacting the reward observed by each

user. Since the number of active devices is random, devices can update their ex-

ploration strategy accordingly by predicting the current network load. A related

parameter is the maximum number of active devices supported by a particular net-

work access mechanism under a given latency-reliability criterion. Thus the number

of devices performing uplink data transmissions over shared channels needs to be

controlled accordingly. Therefore, device-level network exploration is essential to

enable end devices to adapt to the network dynamics [117]. To this end, active

devices can use their transmission history to predict different network parameters,

including current network load and average latency by employing statistical learning

approach [104,111].

In this chapter, we consider dense IoT networks having multiple BSs and a large

number of devices. The devices are classified as delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant

devices. Active devices communicate with a selected BS using the grant-free ac-
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cess proposed in [111]. Firstly, under the given number of channels and a latency-

reliability criterion, we compute the maximum number of active devices supported

by the grant-free access scheme of [111]. Later, we propose a two-stage distributed

network access control using multi-agent MAB learning. The proposed mechanism

limits the number of active devices, according to the maximum network load sup-

port. Moreover, it enables the end devices to choose a BS that can meet the desired

latency-reliability criterion in a dynamic environment. A key feature of this mech-

anism is that, instead of using dedicated training data, it relies on the devices’

transmission history to predict different network parameters. The key contributions

of this chapter are summarized as follows:

• We propose a multi-agent MAB learning-based grant-free access (MAB-GFA)

mechanism in which devices are enabled to perform a Bernoulli bandit learning-

based adaptive BS selection strategy. Consequently, the end devices improve

their BS selection choice over the time, maximizing the number of devices

meeting a given latency-reliability criterion.

• To analyze the convergence of the proposed MAB-GF mechanism, we com-

pute the expected time to reach the stable state when the number of devices

performing exploration becomes zero. Moreover, simulation results show that

the proposed mechanism achieves a sub-linear regret against time.

• We design a distributed device elimination (DDE) mechanism that enables the

end devices to predict excessive network load as a difference between the active

devices and maximum network load support. Consequently, the DDE phase

probabilistically limits the number of devices performing MAB-GF-based up-

link data transmission.

Simulations are performed to compare the performance of the proposed mechanism

with the random BS selection (RBSS) strategy in which devices do not employ

any learning scheme. Results show that the proposed MAB-GFA mechanism out-

performs the RBSS approach regarding the average number of devices meeting the

desired latency-reliability criterion as time increases. Moreover, we present a central-

ized medium access control (CMAC) as an alternative to the proposed distributed

network access mechanism. Under the CMAC approach, each BS controls the num-
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ber of devices performing uplink transmission over that BS. Simulation results show

that the performance of the proposed MAB-GFA mechanism increasingly approaches

that of the CMAC method as time elapses.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section-6.2 describes the system

and transmission models used in this chapter. Section-6.3 discusses the initializa-

tion phase of the proposed method. The multi-agent MAB learning-based data

transmission phase is presented in Section-6.4. Simulation results are discussed in

Section-6.5. Finally, the chapter is concluded in Section-6.7.

6.2 System Model

As shown in Figure 6.1, we consider the uplink communication scenario in a massive

IoT network composed of B BSs, Mds delay-sensitive devices, and Mdt delay-tolerant

devices deployed in a relatively small geographical area. We have Mo = Mds +

Mdt, and devices are labelled uniquely from the set M = {1, ...,Mo}. The devices

in the delay-sensitive class generate data that exhibit strict latency requirements,

compared to the latency requirements of devices in the delay-tolerant class. The BSs

are indexed uniquely from a set B = {1, 2, ...B}. Each BS is equipped with Ki non-

overlapping and orthogonal channels to be used by the end devices for uplink data

transmission. The set ωi =
{
C

(1)
i , C

(2)
i , ..., C

(Ki)
i

}
contains the channels allocated to

BS-i. An initialization phase composed of B number of slots is used to broadcast

the resource information of each BS. Each BS uses a shared channel to broadcast

its resource information in a dedicated time slot from this phase. The index of a BS

also represents the sequence number of a control slot assigned to that BS. Thus the

network utilizes
∑B

i=1Ki uplink data channels and one downlink control channel.

An epoch is defined as a sequence of R rounds, where each round is composed

of N slots. The time duration of each slot, measured in milliseconds, is denoted

by Ts. Figure 6.2 shows the structure of a window composed of an initialization

phase comprising B time slots, a DDE phase (epoch-0), and a multi-agent MAB

learning-based data transmission phase spanned over Tmax-epochs. At the start of

each window, M devices are activated, where M is random and M ≤ Mo. The

numbers of active delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant devices are denoted by Xds and
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Figure 6.1: Active IoT devices from delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant classes are
performing uplink data transmission employing the proposed the MAB-GFA mech-
anism in a dynamic environment.

Ydt, respectively, where M = Xds + Ydt. It is assumed that M , Xds and Ydt do not

change in a given window. However, the analysis presented in this chapter does not

assume any specific probability distributions associated with the random variables

M , Xds and Ydt.

6.2.1 Transmission Model

In the proposed multi-agent MAB learning paradigm, each BS is an arm while

each active device acts as an agent. In each epoch, the active devices select a BS

according to the proposed adaptive BS selection mechanism and perform uplink

data transmission employing grant-free access. An intended device executes the

exploration step in an epoch if it performs the BS selection step. On the other hand,

an exploitation action is a case when the intended device keeps the same BS in the

current epoch as selected in the last epoch. An intended device’s state in epoch-t

represents the BS selected by that device due to the exploration or exploitation

activities.

The MAB-GFA mechanism proposed in this chapter is generic and can be adapted

for any grant-free transmission scheme. We use the grant-free access scheme pro-

posed in Chapter 4, which is based on [111], to support delay-sensitive transmissions.
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Figure 6.2: Structure of a window in the proposed MAB-GFA mechanism.

Under this scheme, all active devices start transmitting at the start of a round and

can have only one successful transmission per round. Considering PHY-layer ab-

straction, an uplink data transmission with BS-i remains unsuccessful if two or

more devices select the same channel and this event is called collision. Moreover,

due to the high density of installed devices, each BS is assumed to be accessible to

all devices. However, under the given PHY-layer design parameters, the minimum

transmission power for uplink data transmission depends on the distance between a

BS and the transmitting device. In this chapter, we assume that each device knows

the transmit power threshold of each BS.

6.2.2 Latency and Reliability Model

The application-specific latency bound (Lmax) represents the maximum number of

(re)transmissions allowed to get a successful transmission. Outage is defined as

an event when the number of (re)transmissions increases Lmax. Let the random

variable L denote the number (re)transmissions performed by an active device to

have successful transmission. Under given M and Ki, the probability of outage is

computed by

Pout (M,Ki) = 1−
Lmax∑
t=1

Pr (L = t |M,Ki) . (6.1)

The reliability is defined as the probability of meeting a latency bound (Lmax). Let

εr be the application-specific reliability criterion, a network provides desired QoS as

long as Pout (M,Ki) ≤ εr. Thus a smaller value of εr corresponds to a higher level

of reliability. All active devices are assumed to have common values of Lmax and

εr. The maximum number of active devices that BS-i can support under the given
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Figure 6.3: Flow chart of the proposed the MAB-GFA mechanism, each device
executes independently.

latency-reliability criteria is denote by ζi. We define Γ = {ζ1, ζ2, ..., ζB}, and the

maximum network load support ζmax :=
∑B

i=1 ζi.

In this chapter, our objective of designing an the MAB-GFA mechanism has two

folds: first, we aim to design a DDE phase that limits the number of active devices

according to a given ζmax. Second, we aim to the enable end devices to perform an

adaptive BS selection strategy in which the devices from the delay-sensitive class

are prioritized to select a BS with a higher number of resources, resulting in lower

average latency. Figure 6.3 demonstrates the overall flow of the proposed MAB-GFA

mechanism to be executed by the active devices. At the same time, Algorithm-4

explains the execution of each step of the MAB-GFA protocol. In the following

sections, we present analytical details of stages involved in the proposed the MAB-

GFA mechanism.

6.3 Initialization Phase

The initialization phase is composed of B slots. Each BS uses a shared channel

to broadcast ωi and ζi in a dedicated time slot. Under a given latency-reliability

criterion, the maximum number of devices supported by BS-i is

ζi := sup
M
{M ≥ 1; Pout (M,Ki) ≤ εr} . (6.2)

To compute ζi, we first need to obtain the PMF of random variable L. As explained

in the transmission model, the grant-free scheme considered in this chapter allows

each active device to have only one successful transmission per round. Therefore,

the number of transmitting devices in each slot of a round is random. Let Mi be
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Algorithm 4 MAB Learning-based Network Access

Require: B, Φ, N , Tmax

1: for Initialization Slots: i = 1 : B do
2: Get ωi and ζi from BS-i in the respective slot
3: end for
4: Exploration-Flag := 1, t := 1
5: Select a BS from B following uniform distribution
6: Perform R transmission rounds over the selected BS
7: Compute D̂ using (6.23)

8: if D̂ > 0 then
9: Compute β̂0 using (6.26)

10: Generate a Bernoulli random variable X
(d)
i,0

11: else
12: X

(d)
i,0 := 0

13: end if
14: if X

(d)
i,0 == 0 then

15: while t ≤ Tmax do
16: if Exploration-Flag == 1 then
17: Select a BS from B following PMF given in (6.5)
18: else
19: Keep the BS selected in epoch-t− 1
20: end if
21: Perform R transmission rounds over the selected BS
22: Predict M̂i,t using (6.6)

23: if M̂i,t > ζi then

24: Compute β̂i,t using (6.9)

25: Generate a Bernoulli random variable X
(d)
i,t

26: Exploration-Flag := X
(d)
i,t

27: else
28: Exploration-Flag := 0
29: end if
30: t := t+ 1
31: end while
32: else
33: Wait for the next window
34: end if

the number of devices connected with BS-i in a given epoch. The average proba-

bility that an intended device’s transmission remains unsuccessful in the nth slot is

computed as [111]:

αn :=
1

R

R∑
m=1

{
1−

(
1− 1

Ki

)Mm,n−1
}
, (6.3)

where n = 1, 2, ..., N andMm,n is the number of transmitting devices in the nth slot of
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the mth round with Mm,1 = Mi ∀m = 1, 2, ..., R. We define Θ = [M,αn, α2, ..., αN ].

For a given Θ, the probability that an intended device performs L retransmissions

for a successful transmission is

Pr (L = t |M,Ki) =



(1− α1)
(∏N

n=1 αn

)b tN c
t = 1, N + 1, 2N + 1, ...

(1− αt mod N)
(∏(t mod N)−1

n=1 αn

)(∏N
n=1 αn

)b tN c
t = 2, 3, ... (N − 1) , (N + 2) , ... (2N − 1) , ...

(1− αN)
(∏N−1

n=1 αn

)(∏N
n=1 αn

) t
N
−1

t = N, 2N, ...

(6.4)

Please see Subsection-6.6.1 for the detailed derivation of (6.4).

The parameter ζi, ∀i = 1, 2, ..., B can be computed offline, and each BS knows

its network load support in prior. To compute ζi, we use MATLAB to generate R

independent samples of Mm,n, ∀n = 1, 2, ..., N against a range of M , and compute αn

using (6.3). Thus for each value of M , we compute Pr (L = t |M,Ki) by substituting

(6.3) in (6.4). The outage probability under a given M is computed by applying the

resultant PMF in (6.1). Finally, ζi is obtained using Pout (M,Ki) in (6.2).

6.4 MAB Learning-based Data Transmission

The number of active devices at the beginning of each window is random. However,

the maximum number of devices that can meet a given latency-reliability criterion

bound is limited, denoted by ζmax. Therefore, as explained in subsection-6.4-6.4.3,

active devices first undergo the DDE phase. When M > ζmax, the DDE phase

probabilistically allows M∗ ≤ ζmax devices to join the multi-agent MAB learning-

based data transmission phase.

During the MAB learning-based data Transmission phase, devices perform uplink

data transmission over the selected base stations, where BS selection in each epoch

follows an adaptive exploration and exploitation strategy. Let Mi,t show the number

of devices connected with BS-i in epoch-t, we have M∗ =
∑B

i=1Mi,t. We define the

set φi,t ∈ M which contains the devices’ labels connected with BS-i in epoch-t,
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where |φi,t| = Mi,t.

As shown in 6.3, for a given number of active devices, the average probability that

an intended device’s transmission remains unsuccessful decreases as the number of

channels increases resulting in lower latency. Since the number of active delay-

sensitive and delay-tolerant devices is random, we propose a random BS selection

mechanism for the exploration action that enables the active devices to select a BS

randomly following a device-specific distribution. Under this BS selection approach,

if a device belongs to a delay-sensitive class, the probability of selecting a particular

BS is proportional to the number of channels allocated to that BS. On the other

hand, if the device comes from a delay-tolerant class, the probability of selecting a

particular BS is inversely proportional to the number of channels allocated to that

BS. Thus the probability that an intended device selects BS-i in an exploration

phase is given by

φi :=


Ki∑B
n=1Kn

, Delay-sensitive device;

1
B−1

(
1− Ki∑B

n=1Kn

)
, Delay-tolerant device.

(6.5)

We define Φ = {φ1, φ2, ..., φB}, and can readily show that
∑B

i=1 Pr
[
a
(d)
t = i

]
= 1 for

both classes. Moreover, it is also evident from (6.5) that the BS-selection becomes

uniform when all BSs have the same number of channels.

After performing the BS selection step, the devices execute R rounds of data trans-

mission employing the grant-free access of [111], and build their transmission his-

tory of epoch-t in a vector ht = [Ai,t,1,1, Ai,t,2,1, ..., Ai,t,R,1]. The random variable

Ai,t,m,1 = 0 if the transmission from an intended device is successful over BS-i in

slot-1 of the mth round, while Ai,t,m,1 = 1 if the device faces a collision. The devices

predict the current network load at the selected BS as follows [111]:

M̂i,t =

1 +
ln
(

1− 1
R

∑R
m=1Ai,t,m,1

)
ln
(
Ki−1
Ki

)
 . (6.6)

At the end of each epoch, if the devices connected to BS-i observe that M̂i,t ≤ ζi,
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they keep BS-i for the next epoch (exploitation). However, in the case when the

devices find that M̂i,t > ζi, the devices are enabled to use a probabilistic approach

to perform the BS selection step (exploration) or keep the current BS (exploitation)

in the next epoch. Let X
(d)
i,t denote the decision taken by the dth device from the ith

overloaded BS, defined as

X
(d)
i,t :=

 1, Exploration in epoch-t when Mi,t−1 > ζi;

0, Keep the current BS in epoch-t when Mi,t−1 > ζi.
(6.7)

We define γi,t := Pr [Mi,t ≤ ζi]. We also let βi,t−1 denote the probability that a

device of interest from an overloaded BS decides to perform exploration in epoch-t.

Thus the PMF of X
(d)
i,t is defined as

Pr
[
X

(d)
i,t = x |Mi,t−1 > ζi

]
:=

 βi,t−1 , x = 1;

1− βi,t−1 , x = 0.
(6.8)

In order to perform the adaptive exploration/exploitation strategy, active devices

need to predict βi,t−1. Network load prediction by using (6.6) at the selected BS

enables end devices to predict βi,t−1. Let β̂i,t−1 be a prediction of βi,t−1. End devices

compute β̂i,t−1 as follows:

β̂i,t−1 := 1− ζi

M̂i,t−1
. (6.9)

Please see Subsection-6.6.2 for the derivation of (6.9).

Figure 6.4 shows the different states that an intended device can achieve in each

epoch, and the associated state transition probabilities. The state transition prob-

abilities of the dth device are computed by

Pr
[
a
(d)
t = i

]
i=1,2,...,B

t=1

:= φi, (6.10)

Pr
[
a
(d)
t = j | a(d)t−1 = i

]
i=1,2,...,B
j=1,2,...,B
1<t≤Tcon

:=

 (1− βi,t−1) + βi,t−1φi , i = j;

βi,t−1φj , i 6= j.
(6.11)
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Figure 6.4: Possible states of the dth device in each epoch along with the corre-
sponding state transition probabilities.

We define a stable state when the number of devices performing exploration becomes

zeros. From (6.11), we can see that to achieve convergence, the transition probability

must approach zero as t increases. In the following subsection we present a statistical

analysis of the convergence time.

6.4.1 Convergence Analysis

In this subsection, we analyze the convergence of the proposed MAB-GFA mech-

anism. In particular, we analyze network load distribution across all BSs, as the

number of epochs increases. There are M∗ devices performing BS selection in epoch-

1. While, for t > 1, the number of devices that decide to perform BS selection in

epoch-t is computed by using (6.7), which comes out to be
∑B

i=1

∑
d∈φi,t

|φi,t|=Mi,t

X
(d)
i,t .

Thus the number of devices performing exploration in each epoch is given by

∆t :=


M∗, t = 1;∑B

i=1

∑
d∈φi,t

|φi,t|=Mi,t

X
(d)
i,t , t > 1.

(6.12)

On the other hand, the number of devices performing exploitation action in epoch-t

is: M∗−∆t. Thus the network converges to a stable state when ∆t approaches zero

as t increases; i.e., it is required that limt→∞∆t = 0.
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We let random variable Tcon denote the number of epochs to reach the stable state.

Thus under the stable state network load at each BS does not change, and we have

Mi,t ≤ ζi, ∀i = 1, 2, ..., B for t ≥ Tcon. Since the number of epochs required to reach

the stable state is random, a statistical analysis of the convergence time is necessary,

which requires the computation of PMF associated with Tcon. The PMF of Tcon is

given by

Pr (Tcon = t) :=


∏B

i=1 γi,t , t = 1;

∏t−1
y=1

(
1−

∏B
i=1 γi,y

)∏B
i=1 γi,t , t > 1.

(6.13)

Please see Subsection-6.6.3 for the derivation of (6.13).

The expected number of epochs required to reach the stable state, denoted by µTcon ,

is defined as

µTcon := E (Tcon) =
∞∑
t=1

tPr (Tcon = t) . (6.14)

Finally, µTcon is computed by substituting (6.13) in (6.14), as follows:

µTcon =
B∏
i=1

γi,t +
∞∑
t=2

t
t−1∏
y=1

(
1−

B∏
i=1

γi,y

)
B∏
i=1

γi,t. (6.15)

We let M
∗(ds)
t and M

∗(dt)
t be the numbers of delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant de-

vices, respectively, meeting the prescribed latency bound in epoch-t. Thus, Zt =

M
∗(ds)
t + M

∗(dt)
t . When the system reaches the stable state, the number of devices

meeting the prescribed latency bound is M∗. Therefore, we define normalized av-

erage load meeting the prescribed latency-reliability criterion as: ηt := Zt
M∗

and

accordingly define η
(ds)
t :=

M
∗(ds)
t

M(ds) and η
(dt)
t :=

M
∗(dt)
t

M(dt) . As a result of this normaliza-

tion we have 0 ≤ ηt ≤ 1, 0 ≤ η
(ds)
t ≤ 1, and 0 ≤ η

(dt)
t ≤ 1. In Section-6.5, through

simulations we analyze η
(ds)
t , η

(ds)
t , ηt, and expected time to reach the stable state.
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6.4.2 Computation of Regret

In epoch-t, a given BS can meet the desired latency-reliability criteria if the number

of devices connected with that BS does not exceed the corresponding maximum

supported load, i.e., Mi,t ≤ ζi. It is noteworthy that under this condition, the

transmission of an intended device can still face a collision. However, the probability

of such an event follows the desired reliability criterion. Therefore, the devices

connected with BS-i receive a reward equal to 1 when Mi,t ≤ ζi; otherwise, devices

get zero rewards. Thus the reward for the dth device connected with BS-i in epoch-t,

denoted by Y
(d)
i,t , is drawn from a Bernoulli distribution and given as

Pr
[
Y

(d)
i,t = y |Mi,t

]
: =

 γi,t , y = 1;

1− γi,t , y = 0.
(6.16)

The expected reward for the dth device is given by

E
(
Y

(d)
i,t |Mi,t

)
= γi,t. (6.17)

The reward generated by BS-i in epoch-t is computed by

Zi,t :=
∑
d∈φi,t

|φi,t|=Mi,t

Y
(d)
i,t . (6.18)

Since all devices perform BS selection independently, the expected reward generated

by BS-i for the given Mi,t is computed by

E (Zi,t |Mi,t) = γi,tMi,t. (6.19)

where expectation in (6.19) is taken over Zi,t. Moreover, Mi,t ∀i = 1, 2, ..., B is

random, the expected reward in (6.19) is also random. The system-level reward

generated in epoch-t is computed by: Zt :=
∑B

i=1 Zi,t. Consequently. the system-

level expected reward is computed by

E (Zt) =
B∑
i=1

E (γi,tMi,t) , (6.20)
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where expectation in (6.20) is taken over Mi,t.

Let µ∗i denote the optimal expected reward generated BS-i, then under the conditon

that Given that M∗ ≤ ζmax, the optimal system-level reward comes out to be M∗ =∑B
i=1 µ

∗
i . Thus the system-level expected regret over the time horizon of Tmax-epochs

is computed as follows:

E [R(T )] := E

[
TM∗ −

T∑
t=1

Zt

]
,

= TM∗ −
T∑
t=1

B∑
i=1

E (γi,tMi,t) . (6.21)

Due to the time-varying nature of ∆t and different distributions used by delay-

sensitive and delay-tolerant devices for BS selection, it becomes cumbersome to

compute the distribution of Mi,t in a closed form. Therefore, as explained in Section-

6.5, we use the Monte-Carlo simulation method to estimate the expected regret. It

is observed that under the condition M∗ ≤ ζmax, system-level expected reward varies

in a sub-linear manner against t.

6.4.3 Distributed Device Elimination

The number of active devices at the start of each window is random. Suppose the

current network load is higher than the maximum network load support. We define

the excessive network load as: D := M − ζmax. In this case, we enable the end

devices to use a probabilistic approach to choose between joining the multi-agent

MAB learning-based data transmission phase and waiting for the next window.

When M > ζmax, the phase probabilistically allows M∗ ≤ ζmax devices to join the

multi-agent MAB learning-based data transmission phase.

In epoch-0, each device selects a BS randomly such that the selection is uniform

across all BSs. The active devices perform R rounds of grant-free data transmis-

sion over the selected BS and keep their transmission history in a vector h0 =

[Ai,1,1, Ai,2,1, ..., Ai,R,1]. The random variable Ai,m,1 = 0 if the transmission from

an intended device is successful over BS-i in slot-1 of the mth round, where m =
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1, 2, ..., R. On the other hand, Ai,m,1 = 1 if the device faces a collision. The devices

are enabled to predict the current network load based on their transmission history

as follows:

M̂ = B

1 +
ln
(

1− 1
R

∑R
m=1Ai,m,1

)
ln
(
Ki−1
Ki

)
 . (6.22)

Please see Subsection-6.6.4 for the derivation of (6.22).

Let D̂ denote a prediction of D defined as: D̂ := M̂ − ζmax. Thus after predicting

the number of active devices in the network, end devices can predict the excessive

network load as follows:

D̂ := B

1 +
ln
(

1− 1
R

∑R
m=1Ai,m,1

)
ln
(
Ki−1
Ki

)
− B∑

i=1

ζi. (6.23)

If D̂ ≤ 0, all devices proceed to perform the MAB-GFA mechanism phase. On the

other hand, if D̂ > 0, active devices undergo a probabilistic elimination process. To

this end, the dth active device generates a Bernoulli random variable X
(d)
i,0 defined as

X
(d)
i,0 :=

 1 , Wait for the next window;

0 , Join the multi-agent MAB learning-based data transmission phase.

(6.24)

Each active device decides to wait for the next window with probability β0 and

joins the multi-agent MAB learning-based data transmission phase with probability

(1− β0). Thus the PMF of X
(d)
i,0 is defined as

Pr
(
X

(d)
i,0 = a

)
:=

 β0 , a = 1;

1− β0 , a = 0.
(6.25)

Let M∗ denote the number of devices joining the multi-agent MAB learning-based

data transmission phase. Since M∗ is also random, it can still exceed ζmax. There-

fore, we aim to find the optimal value of β0, denoted by β∗0 , so that the probability

of occurrence of an event when M∗ > ζmax does not exceed a given threshold δ,
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where 0 < δ � 1.

Let β̂∗0 denote a prediction of β∗0 . The active devices are enabled to predict β∗0 , as

follows:

β̂∗0 =


−Ĉ1+
√
Ĉ2

1−4Ĉ2Ĉ0

2Ĉ2
, 0 < δ < 0.5;

−Ĉ1−
√
Ĉ2

1−4Ĉ2Ĉ0

2Ĉ2
, 0.5 ≤ δ < 1.

(6.26)

where

Ĉ0 =
(
BM̂i,0 − ζmax − 0.5

)2
, (6.27)

Ĉ1 = −BM̂i,0

[
2
(
BM̂i,0 − ζmax − 0.5

)
+
{

Φ−1 (δ)
}2]

, (6.28)

Ĉ2 :=
(
BM̂i,0

)2
+BM̂i,0

{
Φ−1 (δ)

}2
. (6.29)

Pleas see Subsection-6.6.5 for the derivations of (6.26)-(6.29).

6.5 Simulation Results

We perform extensive simulations to evaluate the performance of the proposed MAB-

GFA mechanism. We take B = 5, K1 = 20, K2 = 40, K3 = 60, K4 = 80, K5 = 100,

N = 5, Lmax = 5, and εr = 10−4. Using R = 10000 rounds, simulations are

performed to obtain the network load support of each BS resulting ζ1 = 22, ζ2 = 44,

ζ3 = 66, ζ4 = 87, and ζ5 = 109, and consequently ζmax = 328.

We begin by analyzing the DDE phase. In epoch-0, if the number of active devices

does not exceed the maximum network support, all devices proceed to perform the

multi-agent MAB learning-based data transmission. When the number of active

devices exceeds ζmax, the devices undergo a DDE step. To analyze the performance

of DDE phase, we evaluate optimal elimination probability under different values of

M where M > ζmax. For different values of δ, Figure 6.5 plots the optimal value of

elimination probability defined in (6.65) against a range of M where M > ζmax. It is

observed that, for the given network load, smaller values of δ require higher values

of β∗0 causing more devices to eliminate, as compared to the larger values of δ.
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Figure 6.5: Probability of elimination against number of active devices when M >
ζmax for different values of δ.

We analyze different aspects of the MA-MAB learning-based data transmission

phase using M ≤ ζmax and various settings of delay-sensitive and tolerant devices

against a range of t. We first keep M = 320 and use different values of Mds and Mds

and name it Case-1. Moreover, Case-1a, Case-1b and Case-1c correspond to the set-

tings Mds = 150, Mdt = 170; Mds = 200, Mdt = 120; and Mds = 250, Mdt = 70, re-

spectively. Later, for various values of M , we use the same number of delay-sensitive

and delay-tolerant devices, i.e., Mds = Mdt = M
2

and name it Case-2. In this sce-

nario Case-2a, Case-2b and Case-2c correspond to the settings Mds = Mdt = 110,

Mds = Mdt = 135 and Mds = Mdt = 150, respectively.

Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 plot η
(ds)
t and η

(dt)
t for Case-1 and Case-2, respectively.

In both cases, it is observed that η
(ds)
t > η

(dt)
t for low to moderate values of t.

Moreover, η
(ds)
t and η

(dt)
t approach to 1 when t gets large. This behavior of η

(ds)
t

and η
(dt)
t indicates that the number of delay-sensitive devices meeting the latency-

reliability criteria is no smaller than the number of delay-tolerant devices following

the latency-reliability criteria. Thus the significance of using different distributions

for delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant devices to select a BS during the exploration

phase becomes apparent.
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Figure 6.6: Case-1 : Variation of η
(ds)
t and η

(dt)
t against t with N = 5, Lmax = 5 and

εr = 10−4.
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Figure 6.7: Case-2 : Variation of η
(ds)
t and η

(dt)
t against t with N = 5, Lmax = 5 and

εr = 10−4.
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Figure 6.8: Case-1 : PMF associated with the number of epochs required to reach
the stable state under N = 5, Lmax = 5 and εr = 10−4.
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Figure 6.9: Case-2 : PMF associated with the number of epochs required to reach
the stable state under N = 5, Lmax = 5 and εr = 10−4.
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Figure 6.10: Average epochs to reach the stable state under different proportions of
delay-sensitive devices with N = 5, Lmax = 5 and εr = 10−4.

To demonstrate the convergence of the proposed mechanism, Figure 6.8 and Figure

6.9 plot the PMF for the number of epochs to reach a stable state under Case-1

and Case-2, respectively. When the number of delay-sensitive devices decreases in

Case-1, peak of the corresponding PMF is shifted at the higher values of t, and it

becomes wider, resulting in larger values of the mean time to reach the stable state.

On the other hand, when the number of delay-sensitive devices increases in Case-2,

peak of the corresponding PMF is shifted at higher values of t and becomes wider,

resulting in larger values of the mean time to reach the stable state.

Figure 6.10 plots the average number of epochs to reach the stable state in the

MAB-GFA mechanism against a range of active devices. It is observed that, µTcon

increases as the number of active devices increases. Moreover, for a given value

of M , µTcon decreases as the proportion of delay-sensitive devices increases. Figure

6.11 and Figure 6.12 show the system-level average regret for Case-1 and Case-

2, respectively. It is observed that for both cases, the proposed the MAB-GFA

mechanism achieves a sub-linear regret as t increases.
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Figure 6.11: Case-1 : System-level average regret against t with N = 5, Lmax = 5
and εr = 10−4.
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Figure 6.12: Case-2 : System-level average regret against t with N = 5, Lmax = 5
and εr = 10−4.
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6.5.1 Performance Comparison

This subsection presents a performance comparison of the proposed MAB-GFA

mechanism and the random BS selection (RBSS) policy. Under the RBSS ap-

proach, every active device selects a BS randomly and independently from other

devices, following a uniform distribution in each epoch. Thus delay-sensitive and

delay-tolerant devices observe the same probability of selecting a BS-i which is de-

fined as φ
(RBSS)
i := 1

B
∀i = 1, 2, ..., B. Moreover, devices do not employ any algorithm

to learn different network parameters. It is noteworthy that during the DDE phase,

active devices also follow the uniform distribution for BS selection. However, in

contrast to the RBSS approach, active devices use their transmission history of the

DDE phase to predict the current network load. Furthermore, active devices fol-

lowing the RBSS approach do not require additional control information to select

a BS in each epoch. Therefore, the amount of control signaling overheads in the

RBSS scheme remains the same as in the proposed MAB-GFA mechanism. Thus

considering PHY-layer abstraction, the RBSS policy is an appropriate benchmark

to compare the performance of the proposed MAB-GFA mechanism.

We compare the normalized average load following a given latency-reliability crite-

rion offered by the MAB-GFA and RBSS mechanisms in each epoch using M ≤ ζmax.

We define η
(RBSS)
t :=

M
(RBSS)
t

M
, where M

(RBSS)
t shows the number of devices following

a given latency-reliability criterion in epoch-t under the RBSS scheme. Figure 6.13

compares ηt and η
(RBSS)
t under Case-1, while Figure 6.14 compares ηt and η

(RBSS)
t

under Case-2. Since the number of active devices is fixed in different settings of

Case-1, and all devices follow the same probability distribution under the RBSS ap-

proach, η
(RBSS)
t curve in Figure 6.13 corresponds to Case-1a, Case-1b and Case-1c.

However, there is a separate curve against each setting of Case-1 for the proposed

MAB-GFA mechanism. On the other hand, the number of active devices varies in

different settings of Case-2. Therefore, along with the MAB-GFA mechanism, there

are separate curves for the RBSS approach under each setting of Case-2.
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Figure 6.13: Case-1 : Comparison of ηt, η
(RBSS)
t and η

(CMAC)
t against t with N = 5,

Lmax = 5 and εr = 10−4.
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Figure 6.14: Case-2 : Comparison of ηt, η
(RBSS)
t and η

(CMAC)
t against t with N = 5,

Lmax = 5 and εr = 10−4.
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Figure 6.15: Structure of a window in the CMAC mechanism.

As shown in Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14, ηt approaches 1 as t increases in both

cases. Although the closed-form expression of ηt for both cases is not available, a

possible explanation for the initial variation of ηt is that all active devices perform

exploration in epoch-1. However, for t > 1, devices follow an adaptive exploration-

exploitation strategy, enabling the devices to improve their BS selection over time.

On the contrary, η
(RBSS)
t remains almost constant against t. Consequently, devices’

BS selection is not improved in successive epochs under the RBSS approach. More-

over, η
(RBSS)
t decreases as the number of active devices increases. Thus considering

the normalized average load that follows a given latency-reliability criterion, the

proposed MAB-GFA mechanism outperforms the RBSS approach without requiring

additional control information. Moreover, the proposed mechanism relies only on

the devices’ transmission history to explore the network. Therefore, it is a promis-

ing dynamic network access mechanism for IoT networks where devices have limited

computation power.

6.5.2 Centralized Medium Access Control

We also compare the performance of the proposed distributed network access mech-

anism with the best possible centralized alternative, named centralized medium

access control (CMAC) mechanism. Algorithm-5 describes the steps of the CMAC

approach. Figure 6.15 shows the structure of a window in the CMAC mechanism

composed of Tmax epochs. Each epoch begins with B slots reserved for the trans-

mission of control and feedback information in the downlink. Every BS is assigned

a specific time slot to broadcast the required information. In the first epoch, the

control slots are used to broadcast resource information of each BS. After this ini-

tialization phase, each active device selects a BS randomly and independently from
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Algorithm 5 Centralized Medium Access Control

Require: B, R, N
1: for Initialization Slots: i = 1 : B do
2: Get ωi and ζi from BS-i
3: end for
4: Bavl := B
5: Exploration-Flag := 1
6: while Epochs: t ≤ Tmax do
7: if Exploration-Flag == 1 then
8: Select a BS from Bavl following uniform distribution
9: end if

10: Perform R transmission rounds over the selected BS
11: for Control Slots: i = 1 to B do
12: Get estimate of Mi,t from BS-i
13: Get feedback from the selected BS only
14: end for
15: if BS-Signal == 1 then
16: Exploration-Flag := 0
17: else
18: Exploration-Flag := 1
19: end if
20: Update Bavl by keeping BSs where Mi,t < ζi
21: end while

the other devices. In contrast to the MAB-GFA approach, the selection is uniform

across all BSs under the CMAC mechanism. The active devices perform R rounds

of uplink data transmission to the selected BS. At the end of each epoch, every

BS estimates the number of devices communicating with it. Several BS-centered

techniques have been proposed to estimate the current network load in the existing

literature. e.g., [71,72]. To compare the performance of the MAB-GFA mechanism,

we assume that each BS has perfect knowledge regarding the number of devices

connected with that BS under the CMAC approach.

Each BS broadcasts its current network load in the dedicated control slot of the

following epoch. Moreover, each overloaded BS randomly selects the excessive de-

vices and provides feedback (BS-Signal = 0), indicating to perform BS selection in

the next epoch. Simultaneously, the rest of the devices from the overloaded BS get

feedback (BS-Signal = 1), indicating to keep this BS for the remaining epochs of the

current window. Consequently, each overloaded BS from epoch-t carries the maxi-

mum number of active devices during epoch-t+ 1 to epoch-Tmax. At the same time,
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the BS for which the number of connected devices does not exceed the maximum

network load support provides feedback (BS-Signal = 1) indicating them to keep

the respective BSs in the next epoch. For epoch-t + 1 to epoch-T , the devices per-

forming exploration first need to update the set B by using the control information

broadcasted by each BS in the respective slots. Thus at the end of each epoch, the

active devices eliminate BSs from the set of available BSs for which the number of

connected devices equals their respective maximum network load support.

Under the CMAC approach, along with the feedback signals, each BS needs to

estimate the number of devices performing uplink data transmission to that BS and

broadcast this information at the start of each epoch. The periodic broadcast of the

required information introduces significant control signaling overheads. Moreover,

the network load estimation step increases the computation burden at each BS.

Now we compute the expected time to reach the stable state under the CMAC

approach for the case M∗ ≤ ζmax. Let M
(CMAC)
i,t be the number of devices connected

with BS-i in epoch-t. The excessive network load at each BS follows

∆
(CMAC)
i,t :=

 0, M
(CMAC)
i,t ≤ ζi;

M
(CMAC)
i,t − ζi M

(CMAC)
i,t > ζi.

(6.30)

Thus the number of devices performing exploration in epoch-t is defined as

Y
(CMAC)
t :=

 M∗, t = 1;∑B
i=1 ∆

(CMAC)
i,t−1 1 < t ≤ Tmax,

(6.31)

We define η
(CMAC)
t :=

M
∗(CMAC)
t

M∗
, where M

∗(CMAC)
t is the number of devices meeting

the required latency-reliability criteria in epoch-t. Moreover, we define γ
(CMAC)
i,t :=

Pr
[
M

(CMAC)
i,t ≤ ζi

]
. Let T

(CMAC)
con denote the time to reach the stable state under

CMAC approach. By following the method used to compute the PMF of Tcon for
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the MAB-GFA mechanism, the PMF of T
(CMAC)
con is given by

Pr
(
T (CMAC)
con = t

)
:=


∏B

i=1 γ
(CMAC)
i,t , t = 1;

∏t−1
y=1

(
1−

∏B
i=1 γ

(CMAC)
i,y

)∏B
i=1 γ

(CMAC)
i,t , t > 1.

(6.32)

Consequently, by using (6.32), the expected time to reach the stable state under the

CMAC approach is

µ
(CMAC)
Tcon

=
B∏
i=1

γ
(CMAC)
i,t +

∞∑
t=2

t
t−1∏
y=1

(
1−

B∏
i=1

γ
(CMAC)
i,y

)
B∏
i=1

γ
(CMAC)
i,t . (6.33)

Figure 6.13 compares ηt and η
(CMAC)
t under Case-1, while Figure 6.14 compares

ηt and η
(CMAC)
t under Case-2. It is observed that, for both cases, ηt approaches

η
(CMAC)
t . At the same time, both ηt and η

(CMAC)
t approach 1 as t increases. Thus

the performance of the proposed distributed network access converges to the cen-

tralized network access when t increases while avoiding excessive control signaling

and feedback communication overheads caused by the centralized system.

6.6 Derivations

6.6.1 Derivation of (6.4)

The random variable L is represented as a function of the number of failed rounds

(YM) and the number of (re)transmissions (ZM) performed in the successful round,

i.e, L = NYM + ZM , where YM and ZM are two independent random variables.

The random variable YM follows the geometric distribution and the PMF of YM is

computed by

Pr (YM = y) :=

(
1−

N∏
n=1

αn

)(
N∏
n=1

αn

)y

, y = 0, 1, 2, ... (6.34)
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On the other hand, the PMF of ZM is derived in [111], and it gets the following

form

Pr (ZM = z) =


1

1−
∏N

n=1 αn
(1− αz)

z−1∏
j=1
z>1

αj , z = 1, 2, ..., N ;

0, Otherwise

(6.35)

Since YM and ZM are independent random variables, the PMF of L is computed as

Pr (L = t) :=



Pr (ZM = 1) Pr
(
YM =

⌊
t
N

⌋)
t = 1, N + 1, 2N + 1, ...

Pr (ZM = t mod N) Pr
(
YM =

⌊
t
N

⌋)
t = 2, 3, ... (N − 1) , (N + 2) , ... (2N − 1) , ...

Pr (ZM = N) Pr
(
YM = t

N
− 1
)

t = N, 2N, ...

(6.36)

Thus the PMF of L is obtained by applying (6.34) and (6.35) in (6.36) resulting in

(6.4).

6.6.2 Derivation of (6.9)

The number of devices performing exploration in epoch-t comes out be

∆i,t :=
∑
d∈φi,t

|φi,t|=Mi,t

X
(d)
i,t , t > 1. (6.37)

The random variable ∆i,t follows the Binomial distribution with parameters Mi,t−1

and βi,t−1. Therefore, we have

Pr (∆i,t = x) :=

(
Mi,t

x

)
βxi,t−1 (1− βi,t−1)Mi,t−x , (6.38)

where x = 0, 1, 2, ...,Mi,t, and

E [∆i,t] = βi,t−1Mi,t−1, t > 1. (6.39)
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The parameter βi,t−1 is determined such that the expected number of devices leaving

the BS-i becomes Mi,t−1 − ζi. Thus βi,t−1 is computed as follows

βi,t−1 := 1− ζi
Mi,t−1

, Mi,t−1 > ζi, t > 1. (6.40)

6.6.3 Derivation of (6.13)

To obtain PMF of Tcon, we analyse the status of every BS in each epoch. Let random

variable Wi,t show the status of BS-i in epoch-t defined as

Wi,t =

 1, Mi,t > ζi;

0, Mi,t ≤ ζi.
(6.41)

Thus PMF of Wi,t is written as

Pr (Wi,t = w) :=

 1− γi,t , w = 1;

γi,t , w = 0.
(6.42)

The number of overloaded BSs in epoch-t is computed by

Wt :=
B∑
i=1

Wi,t, (6.43)

where 0 ≥ Wt ≤ B. The PMF of Tcon is computed by

Pr (Tcon = t) :=

 Pr (Wt = 0) , t = 1;∏t−1
y=1 Pr (Wy > 0) Pr (Wt = 0) , t > 1.

(6.44)

The probability that non of the BSs is overloaded in epoch-t is given by

Pr (Wt = 0) =
B∏
i=1

γi,t, (6.45)

On the other hand, probability that there is at least one overloaded BS in epoch-t

is computed by

Pr (Wy > 0) = 1− Pr (Wy = 0) . (6.46)
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By substituting (6.45) in (6.46), Pr (Wy > 0) get the following form

Pr (Wy > 0) = 1−
B∏
i=1

γi,y. (6.47)

Finally, the PMF of Tcon is obtained by substituting (6.45) and (6.47) in (6.44).

6.6.4 Derivation of (6.22)

The probability that an intended device’s transmission remains unsuccessful in slot-1

of the mth round is defined as

Pr (Ai,m,1 = 1) := 1−
(
Ki − 1

Ki

)M0,i−1

. (6.48)

By using (6.48), active devices predict the number of devices connected with the

respective BS as follows [111]:

M̂i,0 = 1 +
ln
(

1− 1
R

∑R
m=1Ai,m,1

)
ln
(
Ki−1
Ki

) . (6.49)

The number of devices connected with BS-i during epoch-0, denoted by Mi,0, follows

the following PMF

Pr [Mi,0 = x |M,Ki] =

(
M

x

)(
1

B

)x(
1− 1

B

)M−x
, (6.50)

where x = 0, 1, ...,M . Thus the expected number of devices connected with BS-i in

epoch-0 is given by

E [Mi,0 |M,Ki] =
M

B
. (6.51)

As shown in (6.51), each BS has the same expected number of devices in the device

elimination phase. Therefore, each device predicts the total number of actives de-

vices by: M̂ = BM̂i,0, where M̂ is the prediction of M . Finally, each active device
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computes M̂ as follows:

M̂ = B

1 +
ln
(

1− 1
R

∑R
m=1Ai,m,1

)
ln
(
Ki−1
Ki

)
 . (6.52)

6.6.5 Derivation of (6.26)-(6.29)

From (6.24), we obtain the number of eliminated devices in the DDE phase as

Y :=
B∑
i=1

∑
d∈φi,0

X
(d)
i,0 , (6.53)

where the set φi,0 ∈M contains the devices’ labels connected with BS-i in epoch-0,

and |φi,0| = Mi,0. Thus, Y follows the Binomial distribution with parameters M

and β0. The PMF of Y is given by

Pr [Y = y |M,Ki > ζmax] =

(
M

y

)
βy0 (1− β0)M−y . (6.54)

Finally, the number of devices joining the multi-agent MAB learning-based data

transmission phase is

M∗ :=

 M, M ≤ ζmax;

M − Y, M > ζmax.
(6.55)

The optimal value of β0 is computed by

β∗0 = inf
β0
{0 < β0 < 1; Pr (Y ≤M − ζmax − 1) ≤ δ} , (6.56)

where Pr [Y ≤M − ζmax − 1] is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of Y

evaluated at point M − ζmax − 1. Since, M can be very large compared to ζmax,

the computation of Pr [Y ≤M − ζmax − 1] by definition may not be feasible due

to the involvement of large Binomial coefficient. Therefore, we use the Normal

approximation for Binomial distribution to compute the CDF of Y as follows

Pr [Y ≤M − ζmax − 1] ' Φ

(
M − ζmax − 0.5−Mβ0√

Mβ0 (1− β0)

)
, (6.57)
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where −∞ < z < +∞, and Φ (z) is the CDF of a standard normal random variable

computed at point z. A lookup table is used to obtain Φ (z) against different values

of z. By substituting (6.57) in (6.56), it follows

β∗0 := inf
β0

{
0 < β0 < 1; Φ

(
M − ζmax − 0.5−Mβ0√

Mβ0 (1− β0)

)
≤ δ

}
. (6.58)

Thus, β∗0 is computed by solving the following:

Φ−1 (δ) :=
M − ζmax − 0.5−Mβ∗0√

Mβ∗0 (1− β∗0)
, (6.59)

where Φ−1 (δ) is the inverse of the CDF of a standard normal random variable

evaluated at point ε. We simplify (6.59) as

[
M2 +M

{
Φ−1 (δ)

}2]
(β∗0)2 +

[
−2M (M − ζmax − 0.5)−M

{
Φ−1 (δ)

}2]
β0+

M − ζmax − 0.5 = 0. (6.60)

Here, (6.60) can be further rewritten as

C2 (β∗0)2 + C1β
∗
0 + C0 = 0, (6.61)

where

C0 := (M − ζmax − 0.5)2 , (6.62)

C1 := −2M (M − ζmax − 0.5)−M
{

Φ−1 (δ)
}2
, (6.63)

C2 := M2 +M
{

Φ−1 (δ)
}2
. (6.64)

Thus for a given δ, β∗0 is computed by solving (6.61) as

β∗0 =


−C1+
√
C2

1−4C2C0

2C2
, 0 < δ < 0.5;

−C1−
√
C2

1−4C2C0

2C2
, 0.5 ≤ δ < 1.

(6.65)

The computation of β∗0 through (6.65) requires the availability of knowledge regard-
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ing the total number of active devices. On the other hand, every active device can

predict the current network load using (6.52). Consequently, the end devices are en-

abled to predict C0, C1, and C2 by substituting (6.52) in (6.62), (6.63), and (6.64),

respectively, resulting in (6.27), (6.28), and (6.29). Finally, devices predict β∗0 by

substituting (6.27), (6.28), and (6.29) in (6.65) resulting in (6.26). After performing

the DDE phase, M∗ successful devices join the multi-agent MAB learning-based

data transmission phase spanned over epoch-1 to epoch-Tmax.

6.7 Conclusion

Distributed network access protocols can potentially address the problem of meeting

diverse latency and reliability requirements in dense heterogeneous IoT networks,

and MAB learning is a promising tool in this regard. This chapter proposed a multi-

agent MAB learning-based distributed network access mechanism for IoT networks,

where multiple BSs serve delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant devices. The proposed

mechanism enables the end devices to improve their BS selection over time, thus

maximizing the number of devices meeting prescribed latency-reliability criteria.

Simulation results revealed that when comparing the average number of devices

meeting the desired latency-reliability criterion, the MAB-GFA mechanism outper-

forms the random BS selection approach where IoT devices do not employ any learn-

ing strategy. The distributed network access enables end devices to adapt to net-

work dynamics while avoiding additional feedback and control signaling overheads.

Therefore, it is greatly suitable for uplink-dominant heterogeneous IoT networks

with massive devices operating in a dynamic environment. The radio channel fad-

ing plays a crucial role in meeting the desired QoS in wireless networks. Moreover,

radio channel conditions between end devices and different BSs can vary signifi-

cantly. Therefore, extending the proposed mechanism by considering the channel’s

behavior can lead to an interesting future research direction.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

The growing number of devices in the IoT networks generate data in varying amounts

and with diverse QoS requirements in terms of application-specific latency and re-

liability requirements. The MC-IoT applications require ultra-reliability and low-

latency communication interfaces. Fulfilling the diverse QoS requirements becomes

challenging when devices communicate over shared radio resources and network pa-

rameters change dynamically. Therefore, efficient network access mechanisms are

crucial in the design of IoT networks supporting MC-IoT applications. The grant-

based centralized network access schemes allow devices to transmit data over ded-

icated resources after successfully going through a random access channel phase.

These mechanisms result in significant latency due to their inherent feedback and

control signaling overheads.

On the other hand, under the grant-free network access mechanism, the active de-

vices transmit data over shared radio resources without going through a request

grant phase. This approach avoids the control signaling overheads resulting in lower

latency. However, simultaneous transmissions from multiple devices over the same

channel impact reliability. Moreover, due to the random nature of the number of

active devices at a given time, the static resource allocation can result in lower

utilization of the available shared radio resources. Therefore, network load-aware

dynamic resource allocation-based network access schemes can improve the utiliza-

tion of shared radio resources. Moreover, device-level network exploration-based

distributed grant-free access can play a significant role in designing the wireless
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networks which can MC-IoT applications.

This research identifies that device-level learning-assisted distributed network ac-

cess protocols are essential for IoT networks operating under dynamic network load.

To this end, statistical learning and multi-agent MAB learning are promising tools

for addressing decision-making problems in a dynamic environment and designing

distributed network access protocols. Statistical learning is the theoretical founda-

tion of machine learning algorithms. Under the incomplete knowledge of probability

distributions associated with different network parameters, this tool enables the

end devices to predict them using their transmission history. At the same time,

the MAB learning framework is an online learning strategy and is considered suit-

able for addressing the network access design problems for ultra-dense IoT networks

where multiple BSs serve a large number of devices. This learning paradigm avoids

excessive control signaling overheads by allowing the devices to perform exploration

and exploitation actions independently without any coordination among them.

7.1 Summary of Outcomes

This thesis considers uplink dominant IoT networks in which massive devices gen-

erate delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant data and communicate over shared radio

resources. Considering PHY layer abstraction, this thesis aims to design distributed

network access mechanisms for the IoT networks supporting mission-critical ap-

plications. In this regard, we first propose a statistical learning-based dynamic

transmission mechanism for the MC-IoT networks employing the multi-channel slot-

ted ALOHA protocol. The proposed mechanism enables the end devices to use

their transmissions history to predict retransmissions limit against a given latency-

reliability criterion.

Secondly, we design a statistical learning-based grant-free network access mechanism

for delay-sensitive IoT applications. The proposed enables end devices to use their

transmission history to predict the current network load, the average probability

of success per round, the average number of successful devices per round, and the

average latency offered by the network. We use the probability of exception criterion

to evaluate the robustness of the proposed mechanism for device-level network load
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prediction. We demonstrate that the proposed device-level network load prediction

mechanism is more robust than the BS-centered approach.

Thirdly, we propose a novel statistical learning-based grant-free access scheme for the

IIoT networks where devices generate delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant data. Under

this mechanism, for each slot of a round, active devices are enabled to partition the

available channels into two disjoint subsets. One subset is used for delay-sensitive

transmissions, while the other subset is used for delay-tolerant transmissions. Active

devices execute a network exploration phase to predict the average latency and the

parameters related to resource partitioning for this scheme. During this phase,

devices transmit delay-sensitive data only using the grant-free access scheme with

static resource allocation. Since the grant-free schemes with dynamic and static

resource allocations depict different behaviors against different ranges of the number

of active devices, we design an adaptive network access mechanism that enables the

devices to select an optimal scheme under variable network load. Consequently, this

mechanism offers better channel utilization while meeting the application-specific

latency bound in IIoT networks operating under a dynamic environment.

Finally, we propose a multi-agent MAB learning-based grant-free access, named

MAB-GF, mechanism for dense IoT networks, where multiple base stations serve

delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant devices. The proposed mechanism enables the de-

vices to improve their BS selection over time to accommodate the maximum number

of devices that can meet a prescribed latency-reliability criterion. Through simu-

lation, we show that the proposed MAB learning-based network access mechanism

outperforms the random base station selection strategy in which end devices do

not employ any learning scheme to adapt to the network dynamics. Moreover, a

centralized network access scheme, CMAC, is also presented as an alternative to

the proposed distributed network access mechanism. The CMAC protocol enables

each BS to control the number of devices connected with that BS at the cost of

significant control signaling overheads and feedback information. We demonstrate

that the performance of the proposed MAB-GF mechanism approaches the CMAC

as time increases.
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7.2 Future Work

This thesis leads to interesting future research directions in designing distributed

network access protocols for heterogeneous IoT networks supporting MC-IoT appli-

cations. Some of these directions are highlighted as follows:

• In Chapter-5 and Chapter-6, we classified the data generated by end devices

into delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant data. The delay-sensitive devices share

the same latency bound. As a future research work, we aim to design a net-

work access mechanism for the heterogeneous network in which different IoT

applications can have different latency bounds.

• Furthermore, in many IoT applications, devices are battery-powered and have

limited energy, while battery replacement may not always be a simple process.

Therefore, energy consumption is a critical network design parameter for IoT

networks. Since this thesis enables end devices to explore the network by

learning different network parameters based on their transmission history, this

can lead to designing energy-efficient MAC schemes for IoT networks.

• Last but not least, by enabling the BS to utilize the network knowledge learned

by end devices, the BS can optimize the resource allocation strategy. Such

device-assisted resource optimization can result in higher resource utilization

and is also part of our future research work.

7.3 Concluding Remarks

In summary this thesis demonstrates that the device-level learning-assisted dis-

tributed grant-free network access approach can efficiently manage delay-sensitive

and delay-tolerant transmissions over shared radio resources in a dynamic environ-

ment. Moreover, this thesis opens new research venues for designing future wireless

networks that are empowered by on-device intelligence to support heterogeneous

IoT applications.
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